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NO MORE MILITARY INTERVENTION?
RECASTING AND FORECASTING MILITARY POLITICS IN SOUTH KOREA

BY CHUNG-IN MOON AND SANGYOUNG RHYU
Chung-In Moon is Professor of Political Science
at Yonsei University in Soeul, Korea. Prior to
joining the Yonsei faculty, he taught at the
University of Kentucky, Williams College, and
Duke University. He has published 19 books and
over 180 articles on topics such as the Korean
economy, politics and national security in edited
volumes and scholarly journals. He is an advisor
to South Koreas Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
Trade and the Ministry of National Defense. SangYoung Rhyu is Assistant Professor at the
Graduate School of International Studies at
Yonsei University. He was a Senior Research
Fellow at the Samsung Economic Research
Institute from 1995 to 2001. His research interests
include the political economies of Korea and East
Asia.
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ilitary intervention has been a pronounced element of South
Koreas political landscape, shaping it in many ways since the
overthrow of the civilian government in 1961. Beginning with
that coup, the military dominated South Korean politics for almost 26
years. Despite the relatively long history of military rule in South Korea,
very little attention has been paid to its dynamics.1
The lack of attention can be attributed to at least three factors. First,
a relatively strong economy under the past military regimes diluted public
criticism. Park Chung Hee, who gained political control through the 1961
coup, was successful in transforming South Korea from an impoverished
and underdeveloped country into the forefront of newly industrializing
nations through an aggressive pursuit of modernization. His successor,
Chun Doo-Hwan, who also seized political power through a coup, was
able to handle an acute economic crisis in 1979-1980 through the successful implementation of economic reforms. The strong performance of
the economy diverted criticism away from decades of harsh authoritarian
rule. Second, democratic change obscured the dark side of military rule.
Democratic transition since 1987 has been so impressive that it directed
scholarly attention away from past military regimes to the study of the
determinants and process of democratic opening and consolidation. Finally, there has been a shared feeling among students of Korean politics
that South Koreas maturing democracy, expansion of civil society, and
economic advancement preclude military intervention in civilian politics.
The political role and influence of the military in Asia has been declining, and South Korea is no exception to this general trend.2 Democratic opening, increased civilian control of the military, and improved
national security situations in many parts of Asia are driving forces behind this trend. Yet, whether the era of military politics and intervention is
over in South Korea is a lingering question. This article addresses this
critical question by exploring the dynamics of old and new military politics in South Korea. The first part of the article recasts old patterns of
military intervention in civilian politics by examining the military coups
of 1961 and 1980. The second explores determinants of military intervention by elucidating the interplay of intra-military politics with social, political, and security environments, and Koreas institutional capacity to
monitor and control the military. The third explores the three possible
scenarios in which the military might increase its political power and influence. Finally, the article draws some comparative and policy implications for civil-military relations in Korea.
Democratic consolidation, the political alertness of civil society, and
the increasing de-politicization of the military evidenced through the rejection of neo-professionalism all pose credible deterrents to military intervention in civilian politics. The military in South Korea today is effectively under democratic civilian control. The South Korean constitution
prohibits military intervention in civilian politics, and the President of the
Republic of Korea, as the Supreme Commander of its Armed Forces, exerts
full control over the military in personnel, budgetary, and policy matters.
Active military officers are legally prohibited from taking seats in the
legislature or serving in the cabinet. The military cannot act unilaterally
without approval from the civilian government. Given the militarys sheer
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size and strategic position in Korean society, however, its
intervention in civilian politics or an increase in its political
power and influence cannot be completely ruled out. A radical compromise of the militarys institutional and corporate
interests through drastic budget cuts and arms reduction measures, combined with a crisis of national security emanating
from North Koreas military offensive or domestic instability, may well revive military intervention in civilian politics.

and consolidated it with the support of the military, his regime can be seen more as a personalized authoritarian dictatorship than a military dictatorship. Uniformed officers were
removed from government positions and returned to their
military positions, and those who wished to remain in government or participate in politics asked to be discharged from
the military. Moreover, Park continued to sever all formal
and informal networks between civilian politics and the military. Active or retired military officers were placed under the
RECASTING MILITARY INTERVENsurveillance of the Korea Central
TIONS IN SOUTH KOREA: AN OVERIntelligence Agency (KCIA) and
VIEW
the Army Security Command.
In spite of this deAfter 36 years of Japanese
politicization of the military, Park
colonial rule, Korea gained nanot only managed the government
tional independence in 1945, but
and ruling party in a military fashwas soon divided under American
ion, but also mobilized and reorand Soviet occupation. The South
ganized civil society for total seKorean military was first launched
curity (chongryok anbo). Strateas a provisional national guard
gic posts in the government and
during the American military govthe ruling party were staffed by
ernment (1945-1948). However,
former military officers. He also
with the founding of the Republic
relied heavily on the militaryof Korea in 1948, it was reorgadominated security and intellinized into regular armed forces
gence apparatus to monitor and
and expanded rapidly during the
control political and civil society.
Korean War (1950-1953) and
Towards the end of his leaderthereafter. Despite its war-driven
ship, Park tried to exert greater
over-expansion, the Korean milimilitary influence on the governtary remained in the background
ment by directly recruiting graduof politics throughout the period
ates of military academies as junof the First Republic (1948-1960),
ior government officers and placpartly owing to President Rhee
ing them in strategic posts. His
Syngmans skillful management
iron-fist rule during the Yushin
of the military through favoritism
regime (1972-1979) was the
and political manipulation, and
epitome of personal dictatorship
partly due to the American
that was strongly backed by acmilitarys close monitoring and
tive and retired military officers.
A Republic of Korea Army soldier peers through tree limbs
used to camouflage his K-1 tank in a training exercise.
disapproval of military interferThe second incident of milience in civilian politics.3
tary intervention took place in
After 1960, however, the traditionally-held idea of cil979-80, after President Parks assassination. Major General
vilian supremacy over the military was shattered as South
Chun Doo Hwan, then Commander of the National Defense
Korea experienced two major military interventions. The first
Security Command (NDSC), first staged a mutiny within the
incident occurred on May 16, 1961 when Major General Park
military in December 1979 and then seized political power
Chung Hee staged a coup, toppling the Second Republic under
in May 1980. Chuns bold political move was fueled by strucPrime Minister Chang Myon (August 1960-May 1961). The
tural contradictions embedded in Parks Yushin regime. Kim
Second Republic was established after the 1960 Student
Jae-kyu, then the director of the KCIA and Parks former
Revolution overthrew the Rhee regime. Having succeeded
trusted aide and classmate at the Korea Military Academy
in seizing political power, Park established the Supreme
(KMA), assassinated the President. The motives behind Kims
Council for National Reconstruction, dissolved the National
assassination of Park are still unclear, but one factor seems
Assembly, and prohibited any kind of political activity. Durto have been loyalty competition and disputes over how to
ing the next two years of military government (1961-1963),
handle social and political unrest with his political rival, Cha
the military ruled by decrees and defied democratic rules and
Ji-chol, then chief presidential bodyguard.
procedures. Park later transferred the government to civilParks sudden death left an immense power vacuum,
ians, but he himself ran for presidency as a civilian candidate
which led to a fierce power struggle between older generals
and won the presidential election in 1963.
and young officers. The older generals regarded Chun and
Ironically, the military under Park was extremely dehis followers as politicized officers who undermined the
politicized, as he wished to prevent any future military intermilitarys internal unity, and who planned the purge of its
vention in politics and to protect himself from being deposed.
members after the assassination. Chun detected the move and
Although Park seized political power through a military coup
initiated a preemptive attack. On December 12, 1979, Chun
Harvard Asia Quarterly
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and his Hanahoi group officers purged the old generals, thus
existence of a politicized dominant faction such as the
opening the way to the militarys political intervention.4
Hanahoi, his military reform efforts concentrated on eradiThe power vacuum precipitated a crisis of governance,
cating the splinter group. The faction was dissolved, and its
further aggravating social and political instability. The inmembers were subject to either early retirement or to reverse
terim government of Choi Kyu Ha , then Prime Minister who
discrimination in promotion and assignments. Although practook over the presidency following Parks death in accortices of favoritism through local and school ties have not been
dance with South Koreas constitution, failed to manage the
completely eliminated even after the democratic transition,
worsening social and political instability. Coupled with the
Kims bold move to dismantle the Hanahoi proved to be the
acute economic crisis, the instability resulted in a breakdown
most effective measure in de-politicizing the military and
of national security and allowed Chun to take advantage of
placing it under firm civilian control. De-politicization of the
the situation. Chun and his group declared a national state of
military continued even after the Kim Young-Sam governemergency, and banned all forms of political activity and lament. Although there were some accusations of new factionbor strikes. On May 17, 1980, the new military government
alism based on school and regional ties under Kim Youngclosed universities and colleges indefinitely, censored newsSam (1993-1998) and Kim Dae-Jung (1998-2003), intrapapers, and prohibited criticism of
military factionalism was kept to a
presidents, past and present. The Speminimum, and civilian control over the
cial Committee for National Salvation
military was firmly entrenched, easWhile intra-military factional
was formed on May 31 to take over
ing peoples worries about its politistruggle pushed the military into
the functions of the civilian governcal intervention.
civilian politics, a breakdown in
ment. As the Choi Kyu Has civilian
national security pulled the
government crumbled, Chun created
ACCOUNTING FOR DETERMINANTS OF
military
out of the barracks.
his own political party, called for a naMILITARY INTERVENTIONS
tional referendum on constitutional
amendments, and eventually established the Fifth Republic.
What factors were responsible for military intervention
On August 27, 1980, Chun became interim President, and
in South Koreas civilian politics? A careful examination of
six months later, on February 25, 1981, assumed the office
the 1961 and 1980 military coups reveals that while intraof President under the newly amended constitution and served
military factional struggle pushed the military into civilian
a full seven-year term until he stepped down in February 1988.
politics, a perceived breakdown in national security caused
The cycles of military intervention in Korean politics
by social and economic crises pulled the military out of the
were finally broken in 1987. Chuns illicit assumption of
barracks. However, the push and pull factors alone cannot
political power, violent crackdown of the 1980 Kwangju upaccount for the patterns of military intervention. Equally imrising,5 repressive mode of governance, and most importantly,
portant was political and institutional capacity to monitor and
his efforts to preserve the existing constitution to forbid direct
regulate the militarys political actions.7
presidential election elicited formidable anti-government
movements. The Chun regime deliberated declaring martial
Intra-Military Politics and Push Effects
law, but was deterred by opposition from the US as well as
the military, especially the Defense Security Command.6
Push effects here refer to pressures for intervention in
Moreover, Roh Tae Woo, the ruling partys presidential cancivilian politics that originate from intra-military dynamics.
didate and one of the generals who staged the mutiny and
Three elements can be identified as sources of push effects:
coup with Chun, declared his plan for democratic reforms on
factionalism, professional orientation, and corporate interJune 29, 1987, paving the way for democratic transition. His
ests. While professional orientation provides the military with
June 29 Declaration pledged sweeping political reforms inan ideological justification for intervention, corporate intercluding a constitutional amendment for a direct presidential
ests such as budget and personnel management shape its proelection, the implementation of local autonomy, and release
pensity to interfere ih civilian politics. Meanwhile, intra-miliof political prisoners.
tary factionalism politicizes some segments of the military,
While Roh won the direct presidential election in Deincreasing their desire to engage in civilian politics.
cember 1987, most people considered his presidency a mere
The military is generally a tightly organized institution,
continuation of the old military regime because of his backand it enjoys a high degree of cohesion in most countries.
ground, his involvement in the 1980 coup, and the military
This does not necessarily mean that military officers share
legacies (such as the Hanahoi) that he inherited from Chun.
the same political opinions. In fact, the varying opinions and
In this respect, Roh represented a transitional figure in the
views held by military officers cause the formation of differcountrys passage from military authoritarianism to demoent groups in the military and, if the divisions intensify, incratic rule.
tra-military factionalism and confrontation ensue, increasing
In 1992, Kim Young Sam was elected as the first civilthe possibility of a spill-over of factional struggle into civilian head of state since 1961. In the process of consolidating
ian politics. In most developing countries, ethnic origins, rethe countrys democratic gains, Kim Young Sam declared
ligions, and ideological sympathies usually serve as common
his government to be a civilianized government (munmin
denominators factionalizing the military. In the case of the
jongbu), and tried to minimize the chances for military interKorean military, however, the factional-coalitional bases are
vention. Having realized that past military interventions origiquite different, given the high degree of ethnic homogeneity,
nated partly from intra-military factionalism, especially the
ideological cohesion framed around anti-communism, and
6
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religious tolerance in Korea. The primary source of military
the military is sensitive to its own survival, and threats posed
factionalism in South Korea has been regional cleavages. As
by budget cuts and force reductions, can contribute to the
with civilian politics, local ties serve as an important predicimpetus for military intervention. Equally important are the
tor of recruitment and patronage game in the military, and
personal gains of military officers through promotions and
local ties are further reinforced through school ties.
assignments, which a coup would create by giving the miliGraduates from the same school tend to share strong and
tary control of the government.
lasting bonds, not just at the college level, but also at the
The May 16 military coup was driven by a combination
primary and secondary school levels. Since most of the elite
of both institutional and personal interests. On one hand, the
military officers undergo common training equivalent to a
Chang Myon governments plan to drastically reduce the size
college education at the Korea Military Academy (KMA),
of the armed forces threatened the institutional interests of
school distinctions among them tend to be made on the basis
the military. On the other hand, a failure to resolve severe
of high schools. Class groupings also often serve as a source
promotional congestion amidst widespread corruption underof factional cleavage. For example, the Park Chung Hee faccut personal interests of junior officers, thus aggravating their
tion that was responsible for the May 16 coup in 1961 was
grievances against the old generals. In comparison, Chuns
composed primarily of members of the
military mutiny and coup in 1979second, fifth and eighth classes of the
1980 were motivated more by perKMA who were either Parks classsonal interests than by institutional
A crisis of national security
mates, his students at KMA, or his subones. They were calculated preempstemming from domestic
ordinates in military units who served
tive moves to protect factional interinstability and external threats
together. The regional background of
ests of the Hanahoi and to resolve prooften provides the military with
these coup participants was rather dimotional congestion by removing old
an excuse for intervention.
versified. In contrast, those who joined
generals.
Chuns mutiny and coup were memIn sum, the dynamics of factionbers of the Hanahoi who were mostly drawn from the Taegualism, professional orientation, and institutional and personal
Kyongbuk (T-K) region.
interests within the military served as push factors helping
It should be noted, however, that intra-military factions
to create conditions for military intervention in civilian polibased on local and school ties alone cannot precipitate militics.
tary intervention. Struggles between new and old elements
of the military can also result in military intervention. For
Crisis of National Security and Pull Factors
example, Parks 1961 coup was provoked by the struggle
between senior generals who held key commanding posts
No matter how explosive the intra-military political presand young colonels who came mostly from the 8th class of
sures created by the push factors, the military cannot interthe KMA. Similarly, Chuns mutiny and coup resulted from
vene in civilian politics unilaterally. There must be some jusa power struggle between the old generals, graduates of the
tification for its intervention in terms of national interest to
provisional KMA (the first to the tenth classes) who received
provide the spark. Be it real or contrived, a crisis of national
only six months to one year of training, and the younger gensecurity stemming from domestic instability, external threats,
erals and officers who graduated from the regular four-year
or a combination of the two often provides the military with
program.
the requisite excuse for intervention.
The generational difference touched on the divergent
National security generally involves the threat of exterviews and values of military officers. Old generals favored
nal forces, but in most developing countries where no exmilitary professionalism framed around the commitment to
plicit external threats exist, the concept of national security
military missions, political neutrality of the military, and opis often stretched to encompass domestic instability as well.
position to intervention in civilian politics. On the other hand,
Signs of social and political instability can invite intervenyoung generals and colonels strongly advocated neo-profestion by the military. Such instability is frequently hastened
sional values by advocating an expansion of the role of the
by declining economic conditions, manifested by severe ecomilitary and believing that military intervention in civilian
nomic contractions or hyper-inflation, worsening balance of
politics can be justified in the name of a broadly-defined
payments, and widespread unemployment. Protracted econotion of national security.8 Such divergent orientations can
nomic hardship or an acute economic crisis can make workbe explained in part by differences in the social position and
ers, the unemployed, and other segments of the population
interests of these two groups. Old generals had a vested inmore militant and unruly, leading to extensive anti-governterest in maintaining the existing regimes since they were the
ment protests. If the government fails to manage the protests
primary beneficiaries. In contrast, young generals and coloeffectively, society becomes more unstable and anarchic. The
nels not only believed that the old regime including old genmilitary equates this anarchic social and political situation
erals were corrupt and incompetent, they also believed that
with a crisis of national security warranting their intervensuch changes would open windows of opportunity for them
tion. This has been the most common sequence of military
in terms of promotions and assignments.
intervention in Latin America and in Africa.
Elucidating the causes of military intervention requires
In both the 1961 and 1980 incidents, coup plotters folthe consideration of disputes over professional values with
lowed the same sequence. The Second Republic under Chang
other factors, such as threats to organizational survival and
Myon was weak from the outset. The dismal economic legathe desire for personal gain. As with any other institution,
cy of the First Republic, rising public expectations after the
Harvard Asia Quarterly
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student revolution, and political and institutional deformity
pacity, relative strength of political and civil society, and the
under the new parliamentary system prevented the Chang govrole of the United States. First, state capacity, reflected by
ernment from coping with new challenges effectively. Socithe monitoring, oversight, and controlling capacity of the
ety became uncontrollable. With discontented citizens and
executive leadership over the military, is very important.
students protesting on the streets, the Chang government had
Sound institutionalization of oversight and control by the exneither the material resources nor the institutional capacity
ecutive branch can easily deter any takeover attempt by the
to discipline social disorder. Park Chung Hee and his followmilitary. Executive oversight and control is usually reinforced
ers saw the chance for a military coup in this turbulent social
by the intelligence and security apparatus. When and if exand political landscape. He justified his coup by pointing to
ecutive leadership commands full control of this apparatus,
the militarys missions to terminate old evils such as corrupit can constantly monitor political moves by the military and,
tion and to liberate the Korean people from poverty, hunger,
thus, can nip any intervention attempts in the bud. Therefore,
and instability.
a more complete model of military intervention requires a
The 1980 coup also shows how economic instability conknowledge of the actor in control of the overall intelligence
tributed to the militarys entry into politics. Parks death and
and security institutional setup at a given time.10
the demise of the Yushin regime
Experiences of the 1961 and 1980
opened a large window of opportunity
coups illustrate that neither the Chang
for democratic transition. Yet, this opMyon government nor the Choi Kyu Ha
The military equates anarchic
portunity was tarnished by a severe
government were equipped with the
social and political situations
economic crisis. Negative economic
capacity to monitor and control the powith a crisis of national security
growth (-5.5 percent), soaring inflation
liticized military. During the 1961 coup,
warranting their intervention.
(over 30 percent), severe balance of
the security and intelligence apparatus
payment deficits (over $5.5 billion),
was deeply penetrated by Parks
rocketing foreign debts ($43 billion), and rising unemploysupporters, which obstructed the flow of information to the
ment (over 8 percent) transformed hope of political opening
executive leadership. A similar blockage of information
into despair and social upheaval. Militant labor strikes beoccured in 1980. As the commander of the National Defense
came pervasive, and students calling for democratic reforms
Security Command and the acting director of the Korean Cenintensified street demonstrations. Yet personal greed and factral Intelligence Agency, Chun Doo Hwan effectively detional competition nearly paralyzed the political establishprived the executive leadership of any access to vital informent. Such developments were tantamount to an open invimation on the militarys actions.
tation to Chun and his followers for political intervention.9
Equally important is the strength of political and civil
In both incidents, the military genuinely believed that
society. If political parties and the legislative branch are relasocial and political instability could escalate into a major
tively unified and effective in overseeing and controlling the
crisis of national security. For them, any compromise on somilitary, its intervention in civilian politics can be easily decial stability and national security could not be tolerated,
tected and prevented. On the other hand, fragile and fragbecause of the real and present threats from North Korea, as
mented political institutions and lack of oversight capacity
can facilitate political interference by the military. For exmanifested by massive forward deployment of its military
ample, the unified voice of political parties in rejecting miliforces to the front line. In fact, coup plotters in 1961 betary intervention and effective operation of the Committee
lieved that the Chang Myon government was too weak to
on National Defense in the National Assembly could chill
counter North Koreas attempts to communize the South. For
them, domestic instability and fragmentation, coupled with
the militarys political aspirations.
loosened ideological discipline, could induce the North to
The deterrent capacity of civil society is another imporattack the South. The fresh memory of the Korean War in
tant variable. Since the establishment of democracy, nonwhich North Korea undertook a surprise attack by taking adgovernmental organizations (NGOs) have been very active
vantage of internal weaknesses in the South, coupled with its
in making the military more transparent and accountable.
infiltration of the South through extensive espionage netToday, even the acquisition of weapons, which was once conworks, were responsible for shaping this conviction. That is
sidered a sacred domain, is subject to their scrutiny and critiwhy Park and Chun treated anti-communism as the cardinal
cism (as recent public debates on the acquisition of F-15 nextgoverning principle of the revolutionary government, since
generation fighter planes illustrate). More importantly, NGOs
domestic disorder and instability would provide an ideal premaintain close networks with whistle blowers within the militext for North Koreas infiltration and invasion. In these ways,
tary and use them as crucial witnesses. For example, NGOs
their military coups and the seizure of political power were
public disclosures of the militarys political activities (e.g.,
legitimized by national security reasons.
the surveillance of civilian politicians by military intelligence
and commanding officers influence over soldiers voting in
Weak Foundation of Governance and Military Intervention:
the barracks) have significantly enhanced their capacity to
Oversight and Control Factors
monitor and inhibit military interference in civilian politics.
Mass media can also serve as a credible deterrent. Its
The success or failure of military intervention also dedisclosure and public criticism of any suspicious political
pends on the structure of governance concerning oversight
moves by the military can easily cultivate public opinion to
and control of the military. In the South Korean context, three
oppose military intervention. Civil societys opposition can
elements of governance can be identified. They are state cadiscourage military officers who are deliberating political in8
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tervention. For example, mass street demonstrations orgaand a consequent endangerment of South Koreas security
nized by college students and NGOs can inhibit military inposture. However, the United States was quite effective in
tervention because of the threat of weakened legitimacy
aborting Chun Doo-Hwans attempt to declare a martial law
associated with such action. In addition, strong public dein April 1987. High-level pressures from the US included a
mand for harsh punishment of officers who were involved in
direct phone call from Reagan to Chun, and a visit by Secremilitary coups can be a powerful deterrent.
tary of State George Schultzs to Seoul, both of which helped
Weakness in political and civil society contributed to
to stay Chuns hand.
the military coups. In 1961, the legislative branch was plagued
The capacities of the executive leadership, civil society,
by severe factional struggles, which undercut its monitoring
and the United States to oversee and control the military have
capacity. When the National Assembly was paralyzed, some
played important roles in inhibiting or facilitating military
political leaders even seemed supportive of the military ofintervention in civilian politics. Overall, the two military
ficers who were planning the military coup. In 1961, civil
coups experienced by South Korea reveal that its patterns of
society was too underdeveloped to exert a binding system of
military intervention have been shaped by the dynamic interchecks and balances on the military. NGOs were not yet deplay of intra-military push factors, national security crises
veloped, and the military was the single
and pull factors, and the ability to overmost powerful social force. Thus, politisee and control the military.
cal and civil society could not provide a
Both military coups could have
viable mechanism to inhibit military inCAN THE MILITARY RE-INTERVENE?
been prevented if the United
tervention. The same can be said of the
States had been more
1980 coup. Parks sudden death led to
The South Korean militarys venproactive.
the dissolution of the ruling Democratic
tures have been both positive and negaRepublican Party, and fierce political ritive. Park and Chuns military regimes
valry among the three presidential contenders (Kim Youngexcelled in economic performance. Parks modernization, exSam, Kim Dae-Jung, and Kim Jong-Il) made the political
port-led growth strategy, and developmental state model laid
establishment fragile and divided. Furthermore, civil socithe foundation for Koreas miraculous economic transforety, which was severely suppressed under the Parks authorimation. Furthermore, the military itself made several importarian rule, was not ready to undertake unified or coordinated
tant contributions to the process of modernization by proefforts to confront and oppose the military. Lastly, as mass
ducing disciplined and skilled workers, introducing the sysmedia was under the harsh control of the military, it was not
temic concepts of planning, implementation, and evaluation,
an effective voice against military intervention either.
and preventing collective action dilemmas through military
One unique aspect of military intervention in South Kotraining that emphasized group spirit. Chuns authoritarian
rean politics is the role of the United States. After 1954, the
rule was also instrumental in overcoming the acute economic
US Forces Command in Korea (USFCK) controlled the South
crisis in 1979-1980 through the aggressive pursuit of macroKorean armed forces. It was only in 1994 that the United
economic stabilization and structural adjustment. Moreover,
States transferred its peacetime command and control rights
despite occasional crises, national security under the two
to South Korea, but it still retains wartime command and
military governments was in relatively good shape. The Park
control. In principle, Korean troops cannot be moved or reand Chun governments eloquently proved to the world that a
deployed without prior approval from the American comvirtuous cycle of economic growth and security was more
mander in South Korea. In view of this, both military coups
than feasible.11
could have been prevented if the United States had been more
These positive contributions notwithstanding, the costs
proactive.
of the two military governments outweigh the benefits. They
Such intervention by the US could have been justified
delayed the arrival of democracy for almost three decades
because it has a vested interest in professionalizing the South
by their repressive authoritarian rule, ruthless violations of
Korean army and thereby securing a more reliable ally in its
human rights, and disregard for the rule of law. Their ideolanti-communist campaign at the time. In particular, Chuns
ogy of national security, characterized by national survival,
takeover of civilian politics could have been prevented had
military self-help, anti-communism, and total mobilization,
the American military command in South Korea taken a
turned the entire country into a garrison state. Military cultougher position on Chuns redeployment of front-line comture, framed around such values as unilateral command, hibat forces to the rear areas.
erarchy, primacy of the group over individuals, and the virNevertheless, the United States failed to do so for sevtue of obedience, critically deformed political and civil socieral reasons. The first involved intelligence failure; the
ety by deepening its structural rigidity. No matter how mateUSFCK did not detect coup plans in advance. Second, even
rially beneficial, South Koreans now believe that military inif the USFCK had detected such moves, it would have been
tervention cannot be justified and that military intervention
extremely difficult to intervene because of the issue of sovin civilian politics is morally wrong and undesirable.
ereignty. The US could have persuaded the military not to
But can the military re-intervene in South Koreas poliinterfere with civilian politics by refusing to endorse the coup
tics? At present, it seems unlikely. First, the dynamics of ineven if it was successful, but it could not take concrete actra-military politics show mixed prospects for future intertions to block its political moves. Finally, since the US favention. On the one hand, military grievances have been on
vored domestic stability for security reasons, it might have
the rise during the past decade of civilian government.12 Their
preferred military intervention and domestic stability to crisis
grievances have centered around three major corporate inHarvard Asia Quarterly
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terests: promotions and assignments, the defense budget, and
The promotional bottleneck, decline in defense budget,
social respect and welfare. Promotional congestion has beand deteriorating social status and welfare have increased
come quite serious as a result of the amendment of the milimilitary grievances. Nevertheless, such issues may not be suftary personnel management law in 1992. The amendment
ficient to trigger military intervention in civilian politics.
extended the mandatory retirement age for lieutenant coloMany in South Korea believe that past patterns of promotion
nel from 47 to 53 and for full colonel from 50 to 56. Aland assignments as well as the allocation of defense budget
though the move helped delay retirement of those who were
were abnormal, and that the military enjoyed an excess of
already promoted to lieutenant and full colonels, it posed a
benefits under the past military government. Thus, what is
severe roadblock for the career advancement of junior officcurrently happening can be seen as a correction of the past
ers. Before the amendment, it took only 16 years for a newly
anomaly. Moreover, democratic reform and the recent imcommissioned officer to get promoted to a full colonel, but
provement of inter-Korean relations have critically weakened
now it takes at least 23 years. In the past, more than 80 perthe persuasive power of military grievances.
cent of KMA graduates were promoted to full colonel, but
Although regional cleavages (Youngnam vs. Honam) and
now only 50 percent make it all the way to full colonel bedifferent military training backgrounds (KMA vs. ROTC)
cause of a delay in promotion and a dimight become sources of factionalism,
minishing number of assignments. Althe revival of old patterns in which domithough fierce competition for promotion
nant factions politicized the military
Military grievances have been
and assignments has increased the transseems unlikely not only because of the
on the rise during the past
parency of personnel management in the
eradication of politicized factions such
decade of civilian government.
military, the backlog in promotion and
as the Hanahoi, but also because of the
assignments could deepen political diseffective monitoring of such moves by
satisfaction in the military, especially among junior officers.
the executive leadership. Moreover, the imprisonment of
The defense budget is another source of discontent. As
former presidents Chun and Roh and the purge of politicized
Table 1 demonstrates, the defense budget has risen from
military officers associated with the Hanahoi restrain future
US$742 million in 1974 to US$17.2 billion in 1997. Even if
military intervention, by establishing professionalism as the
rate of inflation is adjusted, the increase in the defense buddominant norm in the military. Nowadays, politicized officget is quite substantial. In 1998, however, there was an absoers with neo-professional value orientations have become inlute decrease in the defense budget from US$17.2 billion to
creasingly marginalized. Generational conflicts between the
US$11.3 billion in 1998 due to the 1997 financial crisis. Since
old and the new generals are no longer possible because of
then, there has been an incremental increase, as the defense
homogeneity in training background (i.e. 4-year regular KMA
budget rose from US$11.3 billion in 1998, to US$11.5 bilor ROTC training) and performance evaluations for promolion in 1999, to US$12 billion in 2000, and US$13.9 billion
tion and assignments that are both standardized and transin 2001. Although there was an increase in absolute terms,
parent.
the share of the defense budget in the Gross Domestic ProdSocial, economic, and political developments are not
uct (GDP) declined from 6.5 percent in 1978 to 2.8 percent
likely to pull the military out into the political arena either.
in 2001.13 This figure is far below the world average of 3.8
The 1997 economic crisis is the most remarkable testimonial
percent. Given that Israel and Taiwan, whose security posto this fact. Conditions imposed by the IMF and neo-liberal
tures are similar to South Korea, spent 8.9 percent and 5.6
reforms following the economic crisis resulted in mass unpercent of GDP in 2000 respectively, the ratio seems paremployment and enormous economic hardship for many
ticularly low. During the period of civilian government (1993South Koreans. Nevertheless, such measures did not trigger
2001), the budgets for education and social welfare oversocial and political instability. On the contrary, South Koreshadowed that for defense. This trend is further evidenced
ans overcame the crisis with an extraordinary sense of unity,
by the fact that the share of the defense budget in governpatience, and resilience. If the 1997 crisis is any guide, South
ment expenditure dropped from 35.8 percent in 1980 to 16.2
Korea has become mature enough to avoid the social and
percent in 2001. For the past five years, an average annual
political chaos of 1960 and 1980. Thus, it will be increasrate of defense budget increase was 3.6 percent, while that of
ingly difficult for the military to find opportunities for politigovernment budget was 9.8 percent.
cal intervention.
In addition, for the past decade under civilian rule, the
Moreover, the military can no longer invoke a crisis of
social status and welfare of the military have gradually detenational security as a pretext for its intervention in civilian
riorated. The imprisonment of former generals-turned presipolitics due to the fact that Koreans, particularly the younger
dents Chun and Roh for treason in connection with the 1979
generation, no longer accept national security as a raison
mutiny and the 1980 coup severely tarnished the social imdétat. For some, the ideology is nothing but an instrument
age of the military and bred extensive anti-military sentiment
for building a hegemonic bloc dominated by the military, techamong South Koreans. The arrival of the post-Cold War era
nocrats, and the capitalist class. A growing number of people
and improving inter-Korean relations have further
strongly call for the dismantling of the national security idemarginalized the militarys importance in Korean society. The
ology, claiming that threats from North Korea are either fabsharp reduction in the defense budget and efforts to acquire
ricated or exaggerated. They even assert that the security idecutting-edge weapons have led to a considerable decline in
ology has become an obstacle to the reduction of tensions
military personnels welfare (e.g., salary and other fringe
and peaceful settlement of the inter-Korean conflict. Furtherbenefits such as housing).
more, the Kim Dae Jung governments Sunshine Policy has
10
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Table 1. National Defense Budget in South Korea (1974-2001)
Year
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998**
1999
2000
2001

Amount
(Billion US$)
0.742
0.720
1.441
1.820
2.520
3.126
3.420
3.820
4.244
4.116
3.996
4.144
4.827
5.989
8.070
8.851
9.265
9.795
10.667
11.403
12.775
14.295
14.503
17.233
11.370
11.554
12.065
13.989

Ratio of Defense Spending
to GDP
4.4
3.9
6.4
6.1
6.5
5.6
6.0
6.0
5.8
5.8
5.7
5.3
5.3
5.4
4.9
4.8
4.4
4.0
3.7
4.1
3.5
3.4
3.1
3.2
3.1
2.8
2.8
2.8

% Change in Defense
Budget*
17.7
100.0
31.3
33.2
37.6
46.2
20.1
15.7
4.9
1.0
11.6
12.7
14.1
16.3
9.0
10.4
12.6
12.5
9.6
9.3
9.9
3.1
3.2
3.1
2.8
2.8
2.8

Source: The Ministry of National Defense, Defense White Paper 2000.
* The calculations for rate of change use the Korean Won as the base figure.
** The sharp decreases in 1998 and 1999 can be attributed to sharp devaluations of the Korean
currency as a result of the 1997 financial crisis.
produced a breakthrough in inter-Korean relations, opening
the path to military confidence-building between the two
Koreas. If this recent trend continues, political intervention
in the name of national security will become highly unlikely.
Finally, multiple monitoring and control mechanisms
have reduced the chances of military intervention. In the past,
coup plotters utilized the security and intelligence apparatus
to seize political power. Today, the likelihood of such use
has significantly dwindled, not only because of the executive
leaderships full monitoring and firm control of the security
and intelligence agencies but also because of these agencies
diminished political influence. Despite the relative weakness
Harvard Asia Quarterly
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of political parties and the legislative branch, their oversight
power has been substantially enhanced since the establishment of the civilian government. The legislative branch is no
longer a rubber stamp. It has strengthened its position in national affairs by taking advantage of the annual legislative
audit and the budgetary approval process. Thus, the military
has become more transparent and accountable to the legislature. Moreover, political parties improved networks with diverse social groups, including the military itself, allow them
to monitor military moves more effectively. Mass media and
non-governmental organizations have also become powerful
deterrents to military intervention. For example, such influ11

ential NGOs as Kyongsilryon (Citizens Coalition for Ecoas military rule dominates the North, the possibility of internomic and Social Justice) and Chamyeoyondai (Solidarity
Korean military conflicts cannot be ruled out.14 The failure
for Citizens Social Participation) have been playing the role
of South Koreas civilian government to address and manof watchdog over the military by cultivating informal netage this uncertain dimension could increase military grievworks with military personnel and blowing the whistle on
ances, giving the military an incentive to return to the politithe militarys illicit political activities.
cal fore. Outbreak of even limited war will strengthen the
On balance, military intervention in civilian politics
political position of the military, if not facilitate political inseems highly unlikely. Although promotion, budget, and sotervention. If the civilian government cannot handle the secial status have become sources of military grievances, the
curity situation as the conflict escalates, then the military could
removal of factionalism has greatly mitigated push prestake over the civilian government through the declaration of
sures for intervention from within. At the same time, ecomartial law.
nomic growth, social stability, and democratic maturity have
The third scenario is predicated on unification by abeliminated the rationale for military intervention. The milisorption. North Koreas efforts to pursue limited economic
tary has also become increasingly civilianized in the past ten
reform could produce large-scale transitional political and
years under the tight command and
social trauma. Food shortages, ecocontrol of the executive branch. Thus,
nomic hardship, and loosened social
civilian oversight and control over the
control mechanisms could make North
Increased power and influence of
military has become institutionalized
Korean society unruly. Intensified pothe military cannot be ruled out
in South Korea. However, the possilitical turmoil could topple the Kim
because it is still the most wellbility of political intervention or the
Jong Il regime, throwing the North into
organized social force in South
increased power and influence of the
anarchy. As in East Germany, proKorea.
military cannot be ruled out because
South Korean forces in North Korea
it is still the most well-organized socould invite the South to take over its
cial force in South Korea. With the
government. But hardliners such as the
strategic deployment of 600,000 soldiers around the counmilitary could oppose the move, intensifying internal
try, cutting-edge weapons, and a sophisticated command-andstruggles. If South Korea intervenes and declares martial law,
control system, the military can swiftly intervene at any time
North Korea could be technically placed under South Kowhen and if its leadership decides to do so. The civilian govrean military rule. As a result, the South Korean military might
temporarily be able to enhance its power and influence. If
ernment in South Korea does not have the instruments to
this transitional chaos associated with the unification by abblock military intervention except for legal institutions and
appeals to citizens.
sorption spreads over the southern part of the peninsula, the
There are three possible ways that the military can remilitary could place the entire country under its command
and control.
enter the political center stage. The first scenario involves a
negative backlash of radical efforts to pursue inter-Korean
CONCLUDING REMARKS
military confidence-building and arms reduction. Any abrupt
attempts to reduce arms and defense budgets through improved inter-Korean relations, without full prior consultaThe military in South Korea has undergone a profound
tion and consensus building with the military, could invite
transformation from being the center of political power to a
enormous political opposition from the military. Threats to
rather peripheral actor. It has become a major victim of demoinstitutional interests of the military, especially a radical force
cratic reforms after the Cold War, with a fundamental weakreduction, without justifiable changes in the security enviening of its status and importance. Based on the above disronment, could facilitate the formation of a subtle alliance
cussion, the chances of another military intervention in South
between the military and conservative forces in society such
Korean politics are slim. Internal pressures from the military
as the Korean Veterans Association. Democratic checks and
such as factional conflicts have become significantly reduced,
balances aside, the emergence of such a coalition can instantly
and South Koreas social and political infrastructure have
politicize the military and heighten the chances for its intermatured enough to deter further military interventions. At
vention in civilian politics.
the same time, the government, the political establishment,
Second, the militarys political influence could considand civil society can monitor and control the behavior of the
erably increase if major conflicts take place between the two
military better than ever before. Under these circumstances,
Koreas. Judging by North Koreas pattern of alternating bemilitary intervention reminiscent of the 1961 and 1980 militween war and peace, a scenario of limited or all-out conflict
tary coups seems highly unlikely. More importantly, military
cannot be precluded. As recent naval clashes in the West Sea
officers came to realize the extremely high costs of their podemonstrate, the North has not abandoned its hostile intenlitical adventurism through the tragic death of Park Chung
tions. Although it has shown a reconciliatory attitude to some
Hee and the imprisonment of former Presidents Chun and
extent, North Korea has yet to change its hard-line military
Roh.
policy. Since his assumption of political power after the death
National division and inter-Korean military tension, howof his father Kim Il Sung in 1994, Chairman Kim Jong Il has
ever, still remain primary sources of concern. Deprivation of
adopted the new doctrine of constructing a strong and prosthe militarys corporate interests through sudden arms reducperous nation (kangsung daekuk). Along with this, Kim has
tion and defense budget cuts can severely destabilize the milijustified the military first politics (sungun jungchi). As long
tary sector, perhaps tempting it to consider political inter12
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vention. In addition, the possible outbreak of major military
Yong-won Han, Chang Gun (Founding of the Korean Miliconflicts with the North and internal political and social intary) (Seoul: Pakyoungsa, 1984).
4
stability might heighten the political influence of the miliThe Hanahoi (Society for Oneness) was a dominant faction
tary. Furthermore, unification by absorption and transitional
in the South Korean military from the early 1970s to miduncertainty in the North could also bring the military to the
1990s. Its members were drawn mostly from elite graduates
political forefront, especially in the North. In view of this,
of the Korea Military Academy of Kyungsang Province, lointer-Korean relations seem to be the most critical variable
cated in the southeastern part of Korea.
5
affecting the militarys political behavior, necessitating the
The Kwangju Uprising refers to an uprising in May 1980
resolution of inter-Korean disagreements in an incremental,
by citizens of Kwangju, a city located in the southwestern
consensual, and peaceful manner.
part of South Korea, to protest the militarys takeover of ciThere is another source of concern: the continuing
vilian government and to call for democratic change. The
marginalization of the military in Korean society and the
uprising was ruthlessly crushed by special military forces disconsequent rise in military officers deep-rooted grievances.
patched by Chun and his associates.
6
Overall, defense budget cuts and force reduction have creThe Chun regime was divided between hardliners and
ated severe promotional congestion
softliners. While the Agency for Nawithin the military. Welfare benefits
tional Security Planning and the pofor active and retired military officers
lice favored declaring martial law, the
Societys respect for the military
are dismal compared with other secmilitary, especially the DSC, opposed
should be restored and military
tors of society such as public servants.
the hardline option because of an exofficers should not be held
In addition, the publics negative
pected bloodly clash with student
responsible for the mistakes of
memories of military interventions
demonstrators that could significantly
their predecessors.
and repressive rule have deepened
undermine its image and interests.
anti-military sentiments in Korean
Chung-In Moon and Kang Mun-Gu,
society and damaged the militarys
op. cit., p.183.
7
morale. This social atmosphere needs to be corrected.
See Jin-Sok Jun, South Korea: Consolidating Democratic
Societys respect for the military should be restored, and welCivilian Control, op. cit; Chung-In Moon and Kang Munfare benefits should be properly provided. The majority of
Gu, Democratic Opening and Military Intervention in South
innocent military officers should not be held responsible for
Korea, op. cit.
8
past political mistakes of their predecessors. Public attitudes
On professionalism, see Samuel P. Huntington, The Soldier
could be realigned through improved civil-military relations
and the State (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1957).
based on mutual understanding and cooperation, as well as
On neo-professionalism, refer to Alfred Stepan, Rethinking
efforts in education and public relations. These changes in
Military Politics: Brazil and the Southern Cone (Princeton:
public perception, in addition to further professionalizing the
Princeton University Press, 1988).
9
military, are essential in preventing the recurrence of miliYoung-Whan Kihl, Politics and Policies in Divided Korea
tary intervention in South Koreas civilian politics.
(Boulder: Westview Press, 1984), pp.80-83.
10
See Moon and Kang, Democratic Opening and Military
Intervention in South Korea, in Cotton, op.cit.
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INTERVIEW WITH THOMAS CHRISTENSEN
THE CHINESE MILITARY AND POST 9/11 SINO-US RELATIONS

BY LEIF-ERIC EASLEY
Thomas Christensen is Professor of Political
Science at MIT. His research and teaching focus
on international relations theory, the international
relations of East Asia, and Chinas foreign
relations. He is the author of Useful Adversaries:
Grand Strategy, Domestic Mobilization, and SinoAmerican Conflict, 1947-1958 (Princeton
University Press 1996) and numerous articles
including Theater Missile Defense and Taiwans
Security, (Orbis, Winter 2000). He is currently
studying the role of nationalism and ideology in
East Asia during the Cold War and is working on
projects related to the growth of Chinese power,
Chinas contemporary military doctrine and
American strategy toward East Asia.

HAQ: What is the status of US-China anti-terrorism cooperation after the
9/11attacks? In particular, what are Chinas interests relative to the USled war on terror and recent focus on Iraq?
Christensen: My understanding is that China is not an incredibly important player in the war on terrorism but that it has been relatively cooperative with the United States since 9/11. There was cooperation in intelligence, although it is unclear from open sources how extensive that was.
More importantly, China was a cooperative team player in the UN, by
supporting the UN resolution for a vigorous response to the threat from
Al Qaeda in Afghanistan. My impression is that there are various reasons
for this cooperation: first, China has a terrorist threat of its own in Northwest China, which Beijing calls the East-Turkistan Independence Movement. [US Deputy Secretary of State] Richard Armitage had declared that
the US viewed the Independence Movement as a terrorist organization.
Its unclear how much of that movement is linked with international terrorists, but everyone in the know seems to think that some element of the
Movement has been linked to Al Qaeda through Afghanistan so there is a
common interest between the two countries in addressing that issue.
There are other common interests that arent emphasized enough in
the Western media. For one, China was very nervous after 9/11 that an
American failure in the war on terror would seriously hurt the American
economy, since it is dependent on trade with the US to produce jobs.
Many people emphasize anti-Western nationalism as a legitimating factor
for the CCP, but thats only part of the story. There are other important
forms of nationalism, like China being considered a responsible power in
the international realm. Then theres also the issue of job production and
keeping people relatively satisfied with the economic situation. Those
latter two things point in the direction of Chinese cooperation. On that
score I think Russias cooperation was very important as well. I dont
think China wants to be alone in opposing the US on important international issues.
China also did one very important thing, sometimes underestimated
in the Western media, to further the US-led war against terrorism. Very
early on, China backed President Musharrafs decision in Pakistan to support the US war effort. A lot of people at that time did not know what
Pakistan was going to do and worried about the domestic stability of Pakistan if President Musharraf agreed to cooperate with the US in an attack
on a Muslim country, which in this case was Afghanistan under the Taliban.
I think Chinas early support for Musharraf and its determination to cooperate with the US was important for President Musharraf because he had
domestic interests running against his decision. It was significant for China
to urge Pakistan to cooperate with the US because at the time, China was
Pakistans most important foreign ally.
HAQ: How do Chinese and American interests line up with respect to
Iraq?
Christensen: China is obviously very nervous about an American effort
to overthrow a sovereign regime in Iraq. China has cooperated more than
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what some probably would have expected in pressuring Iraq
to cooperate with the UN on weapons inspections. This is
not all that surprising given that although China abstained in
the vote on the original Gulf War, it understood that the crossborder invasion provided a legitimate reason to use force
against Iraq. The disarmament agreements that Iraq signed
were the terms for peace after that war. So I think China can
justify its claim that Iraq is in violation of international law.
Its not surprising that China would put pressure on Iraq
to cooperate with the UN on
weapons inspections, but thats
very different from China being
happy about or fully supporting
an American drive for regime
change. My sense is that if China
is faced with a choice in which
by supporting one you end up
tacitly supporting the other,
China will either abstain from a
UN vote [on Iraq] or it will support it, depending on how tough
the wording is in the resolution
drafted. I dont believe China will
veto, especially on its own.

missiles from Russia, what tactical and financial decisions
are being made by the PLA? Is there some emphasis on antiship mines that can be used for blockades around Taiwan, or
are there any plans in sight for an aircraft carrier?

Christensen: The doctrinal emphasis has been on coercive
strategies. There has been a lot of writing recently about sea
blockades by PLA military officers, and theres a big section
of a PLA doctrinal book that I wrote about in my spring 2001
International Security article
[Posing Problems without
Catching Up: Chinas Rise and
Challenges for US Security
Policy, International Security,
Vol. 25, No. 4, Spring 2001] that
emphasizes the importance of
being able to use blockades, including sea mines, to bring an
unidentified opponent to agree
to Chinas terms. I think the submarines, the sea mines, and to
some degree even more accurate
ballistic missiles and land attack
cruise missiles could all be useful for a blockade, as would antiHAQ: The PLA [Peoples Libship cruise missiles. China is
eration Army] is spending bilworking hard to develop more
lions of dollars each year on its
sophisticated anti-ship cruise
modernization program  just
missiles, including those that can
how much is debatable because
be fired from submarines. This
of varying standards in accountis a very tough task, but once
ing for military spending. In
China has that capability, its
short, transparency of the Chivery difficult for an opponent
nese military is lacking. What are
like Taiwan to counter. That caProfessor Thomas Christensen of MIT speaks to HAQ in
the long-term strategic goals of
pability could cause real damearly October about the Chinese military and recent
changes in Sino-US relations.
the PLAs modernization?
age if implemented. Taiwan is a
very trade dependent economy.
Christensen: I think the goals are fairly straightforward.
Such capabilities are extremely serious given the fact
China lacks a blue-water navy, and it lacks the ability to
that the Taiwan issue does exist and will continue to pose a
project power past its shores and in the air. China also lacks
problem in the foreseeable future. Because of the geographic
high-tech capabilities within its military. It lacks the personproximity of Taiwan to the mainland, China doesnt require
nel and training necessary to compete with first class modern
a lot of power projection capability to take the fight to Taimilitaries. Its got a very, very long way to go. If you look at
wan in a coercive capacity. Even if China lacks the capabilthe broadest type of modernization thats going on in China,
ity to do a traditional D-day style amphibious invasion of
the goals are relatively abstract in improving Chinas overall
Taiwan, it can still bring a lot of military pressure to bear on
capability to project power from its shores and to match poTaiwan.
tential enemies decades in the future.
As far as an aircraft carrier goes, there have been conMost people pay attention to the more immediate milistant rumors that China is going to develop an aircraft carrier
tary modernization focused on Taiwan. I think on that score,
or purchase one from one of the former Soviet Republics.
China wants to have talented well-trained soldiers and it has
There is little doubt about its continued interest in aircraft
adopted certain measures to bring that about. But it also wants
carriers, but I dont think that there is a major effort by the
to develop relatively quickly a coercive capacity against TaiPLA to acquire an aircraft carrier. There are many reasons
wan involving various weapons systems, and I think it is pourfor this. An aircraft carrier would not be particularly useful
ing quite a bit of money into that. There seems to be a conin Taiwan. I think Taiwan scenarios are driving near-term
sensus among PLA watchers in Washington and Tokyo and
modernization strategies. Aircraft carriers are incredibly difelsewhere, that the tenor of the Chinese exercises have beficult to run. To actually land planes on aircraft carriers, to
come much more serious and focused on real-world scenarios
take planes off of aircraft carriers, to maintain the planes and
relating to Taiwan, with more actual training for combat.
the necessary parts are all very difficult and expensive. Protecting an aircraft carrier, especially far from home, is an
HAQ: Aside from purchasing destroyers, subs, fighters, and
enormous task. It involves a huge carrier battle group and I
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think enough Chinese analysts realize that any aircraft carPresident Jiang in what are potentially his last months in ofrier capability that they develop would be extremely vulnerfice. If hes to hang on, then one could be seen as criticizing
able to attack from any high-tech enemy, so it may be a big
President Jiang and his efforts to maintain some position in
waste of resources.
the party. Another reason is that there is a summit coming up
All that being said, aircraft carriers do carry a lot of presin October with President Bush and China is famous for trytige value. Almost all countries in history have acquired cering to create a good atmosphere for summits. So some of that
tain weapons because of the prestige value involved, and airmoderation may be temporary.
craft carriers say something about a nation. Many Chinese
But theres a broader issue in that China is building up
military officers that I have met have been somewhat jealous
coercive capacity to put pressure on Taiwan. This is taking
of India because India has aircraft carriers and China doesnt.
time and only really started in a serious way in 1999. Its part
From a purely strategic and tactical
of a multiyear process of building up
point of view, I would argue that mathat coercive capacity so I dont think
jor expenditures on the aircraft carriChina wants to put pressure on Taiwan
China would probably weaken
ers in China would make China weaker
on Taiwans timetable. I think it wants
itself over the long term with the
instead of stronger because China
to wait until its ready to put pressure
pursuit of aircraft carriers.
would pour so many resources into the
on Taiwan.
Resources are finite and you
carrier itself and into the carrier battle
have to make choices.
groups that would protect the carrier.
HAQ: So time is on the side of the
Those resources would be at risk in the
mainland, in the minds of the leaderfirst hour of a real war with a real enemy. China would probship in Beijing?
ably weaken itself over the long term with the pursuit of aircraft carriers as opposed to other things. Resources are fiChristensen: Its a bit of a race in the sense that some of the
nite, and you have to make choices.
political trend lines are running against China. The economic
trend lines are running with China, and the military trend
HAQ: Returning to the topic of Taiwan, Chen Shui-bian has
lines are such that China will have more options against Taimade a recent string of comments stressing the need for Taiwan in the future than it does now. If it deems that it can wait,
wan to stand up for its own survival by ensuring its ecoBeijing probably wants to wait, but it also worries a lot about
nomic development and strong national defense in the face
domestic politics in Taiwan and the US-Taiwan relationship.
of mainland threats. Touting Taiwans democratic system,
One of the reasons theyve been relatively mild in their reChen has spoke of legislation for an independence referensponse to President Chens statements is that Washington was
dum and even gone as far as to say that China and Taiwan are
quick to criticize President Chen after those statements. I think
each countries on their own side of the Strait. In April last
Beijing is taking that as American cooperation with China as
year, President Bush seemed to flirt with a departure from
a result of the war on terror, as an effort to keep Taiwan off
Americas policy of strategic ambiguity (established by the
the crisis radar screen in the US while Washington handles
1972 Shanghai Communiqué) when he said the US would do
other issues and thats all well and good in Beijing.
whatever it takes to defend Taiwan. The cross-Strait dialogue
You said that in April 2001 President Bush flirted with
appears frozen, US arms sales continue to the island, and
moving away from the policy of strategic ambiguity. I think
Taiwanese economic links to the mainland tighten in the backhe was trying to make clear that we have a military commitground. Where are we on the Taiwan issue and what is the
ment to Taiwan but he and others have stated subsequently
current thinking in Beijing?
that the US does not support Taiwanese independence. Its
not really clear even now exactly how far the US military
Christensen: I havent been back to Beijing since earlier
commitment extends. Whether it extends to a declaration of
this year, so its hard to tell what the current thinking is, but
independence by Taiwan in the future is not entirely clear.
from what Ive read, I think that Beijing has been relatively
We certainly did lean more in the direction of an uncondimoderate in its response to Chen Shui-bians statements.
tional commitment, but whether or not we will cross that line
There were people in Beijing who were trying to judge
and adopt an unconditional commitment is still ambiguous.
whether Chen was first and foremost a pragmatic politician
who valued his term of office more than anything else, or
HAQ: On the topic of military confidence issues in China:
whether he was actually someone who was going to push for
last month the Chinese destroyer, the Qingdao, completed
Taiwans sovereignty. The recent statements have probably
the PRC navys first circumnavigation of the world. The joursettled that in favor of people who say that Chen really does
ney included numerous ports of call and naval exchanges
want to push for Taiwans sovereignty over time.
abroad while supporting Chinas nationalist pride at home.
I think the mainlands response has been relatively muted
What is your sense of the PLAs morale and confidence? What
for a couple of reasons: one is that its a bad time for China
perceptions and psychologies are operating inside the PLA
to take a tough position. Theres a transition going on in China
which might assert itself on the international stage?
and in that transition no one wants to say that the mainlands
treatment of the Taiwan issue has been a failure. Its a bad
Christensen: The military is certainly concerned about its
time to say things are getting out of control and that things
public image and has tried very hard to portray itself in two
have gone wrong in the last five years. Theres a reluctance
different ways. One is as defenders of Chinese national sovfor people to speak up in a way that would be critical of
ereignty on issues like Taiwan, and to say that their tradiHarvard Asia Quarterly
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tional role is to defend Chinese territorial integrity against
that their current arsenal is at risk of a first strike, even withforeign incursions. That has been a very big push, and its an
out an operating defensive system. One important thing about
understandable push given the very negative public views,
liquid-fueled missiles is that the warheads are kept separate
particularly in the capital, after Tiananmen. Numerous milifrom the missiles, so in a crisis, it could take anywhere from
tary officers that Ive spoken to have been very upset about
several hours to even days for China to load up its nuclear
the international and domestic image that the PLA got from
arsenal. This leaves Chinas missile force vulnerable to prethe Tiananmen massacre. They basically state that we are
emptive attack. Hence China has had a push for a mobile
professional soldiers, we believe in national defense as do
solid-fueled missile force even before the ABM treaty deciprofessional soldiers elsewhere, and we didnt sign up to clear
sion was made by the Bush administration.
cities of protesters. I have even heard criticism of civilian
The only real question is how much resources they will
leaders for not understanding the type
put into that program and how many
of force they were unleashing in the
missiles they will deploy if the US purcity and complaints that they should
sues vigorously a national missile deThere is an unclassified wisdom
have adopted different measures, infense program. My guess would be that
that China does not have more
cluding deployment of peoples armed
they would accelerate their programs
than two-dozen liquid fuel
police and regular police forces that
in response to a national missile demissiles that could reach the
can handle rioters. The other image that
fense system. The fear is not only that
continental United States.
has been pushed is the PLA as the dea national missile defense system
fender of the people rather than the atwould be able to capture all of Chinas
tacker of the people. That has been most prominent during
missiles out of the blue, but also that the US could launch the
natural disasters in the last few years when large numbers of
conventional first strike and capture the remaining missiles.
PLA forces were used to help people stave off floods, with
I dont think that China worries about a nuclear first strike
very high profile coverage in the news.
by the US, but I do think that China worries greatly about its
Things like circumnavigation of the world demonstrate
nuclear arsenal, not just for the traditional reason that it prosome new and impressive logistic capabilities. China had a
tects China from potential nuclear attack by adversaries. Chiterrible time getting across the Pacific to visit Hawaii with
nese analysts believe that China as a nuclear power has cerits navy a few years back, so this is a sort of breakthrough.
tain leverage over a country like the United States that conIts a long way from a battle-ready power projection capabilventionally-armed enemies of the United States did not have.
ity, but it does have prestige value. As I said before, prestige
I am thinking of countries like Iraq and Yugoslavia during
is very important to militaries. Efforts like a manned spacethe Kosovo operations. In a Taiwan conflict scenario, what
craft, which China is trying hard to create, are really national
will the US do? What types of missions will they fly over
prestige issues, not just for the military but also for the counmainland territory and what types of targets will they attack?
try. China isnt unusual in this regard.
Will the fact that China is a nuclear power and not just a
conventional power limit the extent or range of an American
HAQ: Publicly, Beijings response to the US withdrawal from
response? I dont think that it is fundamentally wrongheaded
the ABM [Anti-ballistic Missile] Treaty has been muted. But
on the part of the Chinese to think in those terms. I think they
because China is viewed as a potential American adversary
value their nuclear force partially because it limits the damin some circles and has only a limited number of long-range
age they would suffer in a conventional war against a supenuclear missiles, military planners in the PRC must question
rior adversary like the US.
whether their strategic nuclear force is in danger of being
captured by an operational missile defense system. To what
HAQ: After 9/11, President Putin appears to have made a
extent is this a concern and how is missile defense being caldecisive step towards the West. US-Russian relations show
culated into Chinese security policy?
evidence of becoming more substantive and cooperative. Russia remains a geostrategic concern for China, as these two
Christensen: I think that PLA planners worry greatly about
military powers share a history of strained relations and a
their second-strike capability, namely the ability to inflict un2,500-mile border. Moreover, it seems clear from its domesacceptable damages onto your adversaries after receiving a
tic politics that the CCP is deeply intent on avoiding the path
first blow, whether it be a conventional blow or a nuclear
of the Soviets. What does all this mean for Chinas balance
blow. My strong sense is that PLA experts and officers are
of power and in particular, its relations with Russia?
worried about this with or without missile defense systems.
We dont know from unclassified reports, but there is an unChristensen: I think that Russia is more concerned about
classified wisdom that China does not have more than twoChina than vice versa. That long border is a part of Russia
dozen liquid-fuel missiles that could reach the continental
that Moscow has decreasing control over both economically
US.
and politically. The concern in Moscow is that the Russian
Pacific Far East could break away eventually and that migraHAQ: So theres a concern that all their silos could be taken
tion  either intentionally promoted or accidentally and ecoout in a first strike?
nomically driven by China  into the Russian Far East could
lead to its Sinification. Theres a lot of concern in Russia
Christensen: Right, if you could find all of their silos in a
about this. Given that there are only several million Russians
reliable way, from a Chinese perspective they may believe
living in the Russian Far East, migration from China into
18
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Russia, as the pessimistic scenario goes, could swamp that
any particular future leadership configuration matters in terms
population in size and importance over time.
of Chinese policy towards the US or Chinas domestic policy
Russia, on the other hand, is making the Chinese miliare relatively few.
tary more powerful by selling China almost all of its most
I can imagine some analysis that says that it matters if
impressive weaponry during the last ten years. Theres a dePresident Jiang will or will not have a lot of authority either
bate going on in Moscow about the advisability of Russia
through official office holdings in the post succession CCP
selling so many weapons systems to China. But I think there
or through back channels. The thesis would go something
are a few things at play here. One is that the Russian defense
like this: a future President Hu will have an opportunity to
industry is really reliant on foreign customers. Both China
adopt some serious political reform over time and a more
and India buy more weapons than the Russian military itself.
cautious President Jiang in the background may slow those
Foreign customers help the Russian detrends or prevent the implementation of
fense industry, which they can then jusrelatively bold reforms. But the big
tify in terms of national defense. Anquestion is just how bold or innovative
The big question is just how
other issue is that Russia probably corPresident Hu Jintao will be. We dont
bold or innovative President
rectly judges that a lot of these weaphave an answer to that. We know that
Hu Jintao will be. We dont
ons systems are aimed towards the
he has surrounded himself with lots of
have an answer to that.
Southeast and Taiwan, away from their
people who can be labeled as new thinkborder at least for the time being, so they
ers but we dont know how his inner
dont pose a big immediate challenge to the Russians.
thinking works. We dont know how many of those pieces of
I dont get the impression that China is very concerned
advice he has taken on board. We dont know how, in doabout Russian power projection in East Asia. Sure, Russia
mestic political terms, he will judge those proposals as either
will always be a great power actor and China might have to
prudent or imprudent.
worry about that three or four decades out, but I dont think
At the end of the day, the question is whether the Chithey worry much about it now. I do think they worry from a
nese Communist Party will continue to exist. The CCP is a
prestige point of view about tightening relations between
government whose legitimacy is less and less based on its
Russia and the US. They dont want to be left out from those
ideological past, and more and more based on balancing
types of relationships.
economic and social stability with the demands of maintainI think there was some frustration in Beijing that Russia
ing the partys nationalist credentials. These two things can
was so mild in its response to President Bushs ABM cancelpull in opposite directions on issues such as Taiwan and the
lation. There were a lot of very hopeful writings in Beijing
WTO. I think any Chinese government, whether it is ruled
on how angry Russia would be if the US were to break this
by Jiang Zemin or Hu Jintao or some combination of the
treaty, but it didnt come to pass. I think theres some frustratwo, will face those challenges. Producing jobs, maintaining
tion because at the end of the day, the ABM treaty was a
stability, and fending off external pressure from the WTO,
bilateral agreement between Russia and the US. Since China
from Taiwan and the international community, is an incredwasnt a signatory, it relied on Russia to put pressure on the
ible balancing act for anybody.
US to back down, but Russia didnt do that. I think this has
HAQ: How do recent developments on the Korean Peninpotentially worrisome implications for China if US-Russian
sula, such as [Japanese Prime Minister] Koizumis landmark
cooperation extends to the point that the US could successvisit to North Korea, figure into Beijings foreign and secufully put pressure on Russia to limit its arms sales to China.
rity policy? From Chinas perspective, how important is the
This could have a huge impact on Chinas short-term to meoutcome of the upcoming South Korean presidential elecdium-term defense modernization in the Taiwan context.
tion? What difference does it make to Beijing which partys
HAQ: There is much speculation over the PRC presidential
candidate take the reins from Kim Dae Jung?
succession and which posts Jiang Zemin will step down from
Christensen: Im not sure what is Beijings perspective on
at the 16th Communist Party Congress in November and the
the South Korean elections. Purely speculating, but I can say
National Peoples Congress next March. Could you comment
on this and any potential policy changes we might see in a
with some confidence, that Beijing is fairly happy when regional or global actors engage with North Korea and deal
Hu Jintao-led China?
with the regime. There are numerous reasons. Beijings one
Christensen: I really cant. We dont know much about the
strategic concept is that engagement is always better than
internal workings of the Chinese Communist Party. There
non-engagement. The Chinese believe that about their own
are lots of articles based on rumors from people from the
interactions with foreign countries and they believe that in
inside and lots of speculation. I tend not to take part in the
principle about others interactions with third parties. So they
speculation. I have never been convinced by many of the
have been urging the US and Japan to recognize North Koarguments that any of this matters all that much. A lot of
rea and to try to come to some basis for long-term cooperapeople have all sorts of theories about which positions Jiang
tion. So Im quite sure that Beijing is happy about Koizumis
Zemin will hold on to and which positions Hu Jintao will
visit.
have control over and how influential Hu Jintao will be and
The South Korea election issue is much more fluid. I
how influential a retired Jiang Zemin will be. Whereas those
have not interviewed a lot of Chinese experts on South Kotypes of analyses are very plentiful, the analyses that say why
rea and these things tend to be much more complicated than
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they seem on the surface. Its easy to say that they want the
more liberal minded candidate to win but that would only be
true if they believe that such a regime is stable and wasnt
going to suffer some backlash in the future. They also have
experience with the Nixon visit in the 1970s and to some
degree the Bush administration since 9/11. Its the regime
with the toughest domestic reputation that is sometimes able
to make headway in bilateral negotiations.
I do think that Beijing took some pleasure from the summit [in June 2000 between North and South Korean heads of
state] because of the fact that the US seemed left out. It was
a local Asian initiative without US motivation but also against
American wishes
to some degree. I
was in Beijing during the first summit
and I was impressed by the degree of glee that I
saw among the
Chinese. There
was hope that there
was a way that the
Asians could work
out their security
problems without
American help or
intervention.

Beijings point of view. They are hoping to separate Japan
from the US and Taiwan in this scenario.
Another issue is the domestic politics in Japan. Do piecemeal changes in Japanese military posture lead to more substantial political changes within Japan about the norms relating to the use of force? What Americans and external observers elsewhere might consider to be normal or the normalization of Japan security policy might be considered a
threat by China. Where other countries would see a more
normal nation with military capability in line with its economic and political place in the world, China will see a more
assertive Japan. That does have something to do with history. There is no
love lost between
these two countries. There is a tremendous mistrust
of Japan in China.
And it plays into
the domestic politics we talked
about before. The
CCP tries to portray itself constantly as standing
up for Chinas interests against foreign incursions.
The nationalist elHAQ: In the wake
ements of CCP leof 9/11, the Japagitimacy, while alnese Diet passed
ways there, are
laws allowing the
more important
Minister of National Defense General Chi Haotian escorts Secretary of Defense William
Self-Defense
now that commuCohen as he inspects the troops during an armed forces welcoming ceremony at the
Forces (SDF) to
nist ideology is
Ministry of National Defense Headquarters in Beijing on July 12, 2000.
provide rear-area
bankrupt. There is
support to the US during operations in Afghanistan. Shigeru
no better relationship with which to demonstrate Beijings
Ishiba, the new director-general of the Japan Defense Agency
nationalist credentials than Chinas relationship with Japan.
(JDA) favors the active use of the SDF to accomplish policy
This is due to the legacy of the Japanese invasion, and the
objectives and has in the past advocated Article 9 revision to
difficulties in Sino-Japanese relations relating to Japanese
allow Japan to exercise its right to collective defense. Is sotextbooks and visits to war shrines that commemorate Japacalled Japanese remilitarization perceived as a real threat
nese war dead.
by Beijing? Or are Chinese objections based more on warlegacy domestic politics and a zero-sum calculation, in which
HAQ: To conclude, can you share your insights on future
a more assertive Japan would detract from the greater potendevelopments and challenges for US-China relations? What
tial political and military weight of China?
might be the substance of Jiangs upcoming visit to the US?
Christensen: I dont really see that as a choice. Japans
remilitarization is perceived as a real threat by Beijing because of the chance that it would detract from the weight of
China. I also think the issue is wrapped up in the history.
There is a fairly pervasive public and elite view of Japan in
China that Japan cannot be trusted with the trappings of military power in a way that other countries, including the US,
are. There are a range of issues at stake in what Chinese security analysts call Japanese remilitarization. In the short term,
what does it mean for Japans posture vis-à-vis Taiwan? Will
Japan be more likely to be supportive of US efforts in Taiwan if they are more assertive in general? I think the answer
in Beijing is yes. These trend lines are not good from
20

Christensen: I think US-China relations are temporarily quite
good for the reasons I cited before. The summit is coming
up. The US has publicly stated its position against President
Chens statements regarding one country on each side of
the Taiwan Strait. Beijing is not wrong that the US is relatively distracted with other issues right now. It doesnt want
problems with Taiwan. So I expect relations to be relatively
good in the short term.
My longer-term concerns are two-fold. First of all, China
may become rather disappointed with the scope of American
political cooperation with China, given American distraction
elsewhere. Personally, I think there will be an arms race across
the Taiwan Strait of some sort. That arms race may take the
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form of China continuing to build up its forces against the
island in a straightforward fashion while the US and Taiwan
develop the capability to protect Taiwan. I dont really see
anything stopping the train since we are already on that track.
The only thing that could stop it would be a unilateral Chinese decision to halt this trend of military buildup. I dont
see them doing that since the military card is important leverage from their perspective. So I think you will see that
kind of arms race.
My second concern is that in the next couple years, China
might be disappointed in the limits of American reciprocity
during the war on terror. They might be quite disappointed in
the types of weapon systems that the US sells to Taiwan and
the types of military coordination between the US and Taiwan. That disappointment might very much change the tone
of short term US-China cooperation.
China might also become more and more frustrated with
Taiwanese politics. If President Chen were to win reelection
in 2004 and make other provocative statements or push for a
referendum on Taiwans sovereign status, this could be a
source of great concern for Beijing. I worry about mainland
disappointment, including disappointment in the degree to
which the Bush Administration will moderate policy towards
Taiwan, given the Administrations other concerns in other
parts of the world. Not only can Chinas disappointment result in an increased chance of cross-Strait conflict, it can also
manifest itself in the lack of cooperation on weapons proliferation to countries of concern to the US. This has traditionally been a card that China has played.
Whether China will continue in that mode after 9/11 is
an open question. I know there is great concern in Washington now about Chinas proliferation policy. China is making
some positive noises and implementing new laws that limit
missile sales and restrict the selling of the chemical weapons
components to countries of concern to the US. Progress on
this issue will be a real sign of whether US-China cooperation continues at its current level.
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I

s Japan moving towards becoming a major East Asian military player,
or even, as some would say, a more normal big power prepared to
deploy military force for national and international security ends?
Japans response to 9/11 and the war on terror, including its passage of an
anti-terrorism law, has certainly enhanced the impression of a more militarily proactive Japan. After 9/11, Japan dispatched three flotillas of Maritime Self Defense Force (MSDF) ships to the Indian Ocean to support the
US and other states efforts to combat the Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan.1 Indeed, other changes made by Japan to its defense posture in recent years
reinforce this impression. Japan has strengthened its individual national
defense capacity with the procurement of sophisticated military hardware
that hints at a power projection role. This hardware includes F-2 fighters,
in-flight refuelling, new air and sea transport capacity, and its own spy
satellite and information gathering systems. In addition, Japan has been
active in strengthening its bilateral military relationship with the US.
The focus of this short article is the principle of civilian control over
the military in Japan, and how attempts to erode, subvert or breach this
principle affect the future of Japans defense posture. The principle of
civilian control over the military has been of paramount importance in
dictating the shape of Japans security policy in the post-Cold War period.
Memories of the militarys influence in pre-war politics, and the belief
that military domination over politics was ultimately responsible for pushing Japans civilian leaders into the disastrous Pacific War, have meant
that Japans entire security policy has been designed around measures to
elevate civilian decision-making and limit the input of the military. The
Japanese government has frequently pursued this principle to a point unimaginable in other states whereby the subjugation of the military to civilian political imperatives has imposed significant costs on military operability. The governments actions have raised genuine questions about the
most basic abilities of the Self Defense Forces (SDF) to defend Japan
either individually or in cooperation with the US. The principle of civilian
control is thus one vital anti-militaristic principle in explaining the contemporary shape of Japans security policy and what some see as its tendency to neglect military expediency in favor of almost theologically convoluted interpretations of the Constitution.2
The fact that the principle of civilian control is now under attack in
Japan should result in some significant changes in its security stance in
coming years. Specifically, this article initiates the discussion on the importance and nature of the civilian control principle by outlining its crucial position within the general make-up of Japanese security policy-making in the post-war period. It then moves on to examine how the functions
of this principle came to be eroded during the latter stages of the Cold
War through a combination of domestic and international pressures; the
latter emanating especially from Japans bilateral security relationship with
the US. The article next considers new political and technological challenges to the principle from similar directions in the post-Cold War period. These challenges now threaten not only to subvert the principle of
civilian control but also to breach it outright. Finally, this article concludes by considering how the negation of this principle could open the
way for Japan to become an allegedly normal great power.
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JAPANS ANTI-MILITARISTIC PRINCIPLES
Elements of Japans policy-making community have now
begun to challenge more openly a number of previous taboos, including investigation of the revision of Article 9 of
the so-called peace constitution and debates on the exercise of the right of collective self-defense. Since late 2002,
there have been attempts to enact long-discussed legislation
to enhance the freedom of action for the SDF to cope with
armed attacks upon Japan. Japan has sought to strengthen
the US-Japan alliance through the revision of the Japan-US
Guidelines for Defense Cooperation since 1997, leading to
the enhanced regionalization of the security functions of
the alliance in East Asia.3 Japan is one of the few US allies actively engaged in cooperative research into Ballistic
Missile Defense (BMD), and
it remains the lynchpin of US
military strategy across the
East Asia region due to its
provision of bases on the
mainland and in Okinawa.
Multilaterally, since the
passing of the International
Peace Cooperation Law in
June 1992, Japan has been
able to dispatch the SDF on
UN peacekeeping operations
(PKO) to Cambodia and East Timor. Many Japan watchers
refer to the period following the end of the Cold War and the
collapse of its bubble economy as Japans lost decade of
economic inertia. However, in terms of Japans military activity, when one looks back on the volume of legislation
passed over the last ten years and contrasts this with the resistance to alterations in its security policy during the Cold
War itself, then this has been a decade of relatively dynamic
change.
This view of a more militarily proactive Japan, however, needs to be tempered with caution. Japan is undoubtedly expanding its regional and international security responsibilities, but this still does not yet herald a radical departure
from its past patterns of security policy. Japan in its response
to 9/11 and the dispatch of the MSDF, for instance, has maintained many of its traditional prohibitions on the use of force
which have been in place since the early post-World War II
period. Japanese policy-makers designed the anti-terrorism
law with considerable ingenuity to avoid breaching constitutional bans on the exercise of force, limiting the SDF role to
non-combat logistical support. They also avoided any breach
of the ban on the exercise of the right of collective self-defense. Japan has upheld similar restrictions in the revision of
the Japan-US Defense Guidelines and the formulation of the
International Peace Cooperation Law. Hence, although Japan may be accelerating the rate of expansion of its security
capabilities, it is clear that this expansion remains incremental and limited within a framework of constitutional, legal,
political, normative and social anti-militaristic principles.
Moreover, it is clear that any future change in Japans
security policy, even if incremental, can only take place
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through a process of continued negotiation, accommodation,
and contestation within this overarching framework of antimilitaristic principles. Japanese policy-makers that have
sought in the past to adjust their states security options have
been forced to employ strategies that slowly erode, subvert,
or breach these constraints.
In 1976, Prime Minister Miki Takeo first imposed a ceiling on defense spending, limiting it to one percent of GNP.
During the Cold War, Prime Minister Nakasone Yasuhiros
administration chose, through progressive increases in defense expenditures, to maneuver Japan into a position whereby
it was able to formally abandon this ceiling in 1987 (although
it still remains an informal target). Japans policy-makers have
also shown a propensity in
the past to subvert anti-militaristic principles, as in the
case of challenges made to
Prime Minister Sato Eisakus
three non-nuclear principles
of 1967. These three principles consist of not producing, possessing, or introducing any form of nuclear
weapons into Japan. The first
two principles have been
strengthened by Japans ratification of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) since
1976. However, Japanese
policy-makers are known to have subverted the third principle due to revelations that they were aware of but turned a
blind eye to the consistent introduction into or transit through
Japanese ports of nuclear weapons on US naval vessels.
Finally, the ability of Japans policy-makers to erode and
challenge anti-militaristic principles is demonstrated by contemporary debates over the exercise of the right of collective
self-defense. Japans government acknowledges that it possesses this right as an inherent sovereign right under the UN
Charter, but since the 1950s, it has taken the position that the
exercise of this right would exceed the minimum use of force
necessary for self-defense as dictated by Article 9 of the Constitution. Nonetheless, despite this formal ban on collective
self-defense, certain members of the policy-making community have been willing to push the boundaries of Japans security responsibilities in support of the US. Even if these
arguments stop short of breaching the ban on the exercise of
the right of collective self-defense, they create an expectation that this should be the next step in redefining Japans
security policy.
CIVILIAN CONTROL AND POST-WAR SECURITY POLICY
The principle of civilian control (bunmin tosei) was enshrined in Japans post-war constitution as a reaction to the
perceived excesses of pre-war militarism. In the pre-war period, Japans military had enjoyed a position largely independent of the civilian government. For instance, the General Staff was able to bypass civilian ministers and to report
directly to the emperor as the supreme commander of the
armed forces. In addition, Japans Imperial Army and Navy
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were able to directly influence the workings of the civilian
principal members of which are drawn from the Cabinet.
government. Japanese military officers either on active or
When issuing orders for the mobilization of the SDF in cases
reserve duty were privileged in that they alone could be apof external aggression, the Prime Minister must obtain prior
pointed to the positions of army and navy ministers in the
or ex-post facto approval from the Japanese National Diet
Cabinet, but were also frequently appointed to civilian cabi(Article 76 of the SDF Law).4 Cabinet and Diet members
net posts. Japans military reinforced its influence within the
must all be civilians. The Diet also exercises a measure of
government through its position within the broader society,
civilian control over the SDF by its budgetary and legislative
including involvement in the running of the economy and
decisions on SDF composition and organization, and by loose
also the conscription system.
oversight of security planning in special Diet committees.
Japans defeat in the Pacific War and the Occupation
This framework of constitutional-legal civilian control
period from 1945 to 1952 brought about a concerted effort,
over the SDF has been further reinforced by bureaucratic
led by General Douglas MacArthur as Supreme Commander
dominance over the military. Japans Ministry of Foreign
of the Allied Powers (SCAP), to ensure Japans total demiliAffairs (MOFA) has traditionally been at the top of the tree
tarization. The Imperial Army and Navy were disbanded and
with regard to other ministries in devising security policy.
conscription was abolished. The Japanese militarys wider
The National Security Division within MOFAs Foreign
role in society was further curtailed
Policy Bureau, along with other functhrough SCAP programs for democtional and regional bureaus, has taken
ratization and the deconcentration of
overall responsibility for guiding
industry, following from the belief that
Japans policy. In part, it has been able
Many of the changes wrought in
Japans zaibatsu conglomerates had
to maintain this position due to its trathe early Occupation period have
been in a symbiotic relationship with
ditionally close relations with the US
continued to dictate the shape of
army and navy in pursuit of industrial
through the representation of the MinJapans security policy in the
and imperial aggrandizement. The outister of Foreign Affairs on the Secufifty years hence.
break of the Korean War in June 1950
rity Consultative Committee (SSC),
famously engendered a reverse
the principal coordinating mechanism
course in SCAP policy as the US sought to convert Japan
for Japan-US military alliance cooperation during the Cold
into a bastion of capitalism against communist expansion
War period.
in East Asia. The US signed a bilateral security treaty with
The Japan Defense Agency (JDA), in contrast, was regarded as a junior partner in security policy-making, due to
Japan in 1951 and at the same time encouraged Japans parits lack of full ministerial status and incorporation as an agency
tial remilitarization in order to reduce the US burden in prointo the Prime Ministers office. JDA bureaucrats were conviding for its defense. Japan established the National Police
sidered inferior to their MOFA counterparts  the JDA being
Reserve in 1950 (euphemistic language for a new military
a less competitive ministry for Japans brightest and best
force) and National Safety Agency in 1952  later to become
graduates to enter  and many of its top administrative posithe SDF and Japan Defense Agency (JDA) in 1954.
tions were allocated to MOFA officials on secondment or to
Japan may have moved away from total demilitarization
officials from the other big ministries such as the Ministry of
in this period, but many of the changes wrought in the early
Finance and Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry. The
Occupation period have continued to dictate the shape of its
JDA had also long suffered the humiliation of its headquarsecurity policy in the fifty-year period hence. The influence
ters being exiled to the Roppongi district of Tokyo and away
of Article 9 of the so-called peace constitution enacted in
from the effective center of power in the Kasumigaseki dis1948 is well known. However, this new constitution also contrict.
tained a number of other provisions which aimed to limit the
In turn, the JDA has exerted a similar structure of civilfuture role of the military. Article 66 of the Constitution states
ian bureaucratic dominance (bunkan tosei) over the SDF.
that the prime minister and all other ministers of state must
Staffed by civilian bureaucrats, the internal bureaus
be civilians. Article 68 then states that these ministers must
(naikyoku) of the JDA advise the Director General of the
be appointed by the Prime Minister and be drawn from civilJDA, draft legislative bills and orders of the Cabinet and
ian elected members of the National Diet. Article 18 in efPrime Ministers office, as well as the Director Generals infect confirms the abolition of conscription as a form of instructions to the Joint Staff Council (composed of the three
voluntary servitude.
The provisions of the Constitution relating to the conchiefs of staff responsible for SDF operation plans) and examine these plans before they are sent to the Director Gentrol of the military were further clarified by the passage of
eral for approval. In essence, this means that the Joint Staff
the Defense Agency Establishment Law and the SDF Law in
Council of the SDF has occupied a position where it has only
1954. These laws decree that the civilian Prime Minister is
an advisory role to the internal civilian bureaus rather than
the commander-in-chief of the SDF (Article 7 of the SDF
being accorded a position, as would be the case in many other
Law), and that the Prime Minister directs the civilian Direcdeveloped states, where it would be directly consulted by
tor General of the Japan Defense Agency (JDA) (Articles 8
other civilian ministries and the political leadership. The reand 9 of the SDF Law) who then gives orders to uniformed
chiefs of staff of the three services of the SDF. The Prime
sult has been a degree of friction within the JDA between the
bureaucrats and uniformed officers, the latter feeling that they
Minister is expected to act on behalf of the Cabinet, and in
are sidelined when it comes to making crucial decisions about
consultation with the National Security Council of Japan
potential military operations.5
(Article 2 of the Security Council Establishment Law), the
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Indeed, the suspicion of many SDF officers has been
nese assistance in combating Soviet influence thus filtered
that the JDA internal bureaus were more concerned with a
upwards via the SDF into the domestic policy-making propolicy of keeping watch on Japans military in order to decess. Civilian bureaucrats and politicians found it hard to
flect civilian criticism from the politicians and the Diet (kokka
resist demands coming via this route from Japans crucial
taisaku) than they were with helping the SDF devise practially, the United States. At the time, the Japan Socialist Party,
cal measures for the defense of Japan itself. The efforts of
the main opposition party, questioned whether these US-Jacivilian politicians and MOFA and JDA bureaucrats to expan military-to-military consultations demonstrated the inefclude the military from security policy-making were probfectiveness of civilian control. The fact that the civilian policyably best illustrated during the Cold War by the Three Armakers soon reasserted control over the Guidelines formularows Incident (Mitsuya Kenkyu) in 1965 when the SDF was
tion process shows that the principle was not fundamentally
exposed as having independently formulated plans for cooperoded. Nevertheless, the Guidelines clearly indicated that
eration with the US and South Korea in the event of another
the operational necessities of the SDF and the US military
Korean War. The revelations generated intense controversy
could exert influence on civilian decision-making in the Japain the Diet, and the government was forced to issue hurried
nese government, and that the US had now established a botassurances that the plans in no way represented a return to
tom-up route into the heart of the policy-making process in
military influence or a challenge to
Japan.
civilian control.
In the post-Cold War period, the
Finally, the post-war framework
challenges to the principle of civilian
Japans strategic environment has
for the subjugation of the military to
control have intensified. Japans strabeen transformed, marked by
civilian imperatives was consolidated
tegic environment has been transconcerns about US military power
by the alienation of the image and role
formed, marked by concerns about the
in the region, the rise of China
of the military in Japanese society as
possible limits of US military power
and uncertainties about North
a whole. SDF personnel were encourin the Asia-Pacific region, the rise of
Koreas military posture.
aged to avoid publicizing their proChina, uncertainties about North
fession and to keep a low profile by
Koreas military posture, and new
not wearing uniforms off base. Military careers were regarded
problems of intra-state instability in the region. Japan, since
with extremely low esteem by the general public, and as a
the Gulf War and the hostile international response to its perresult the SDF had difficulty in attracting sufficient recruits
ceived checkbook diplomacy which appeared to signify its
of a high enough caliber. During much of the Cold War, open
preference for supplying money instead of contributing hudiscussion of military issues was regarded as taboo, and the
man resources to the war effort, has also faced increased calls
SDF continued to be tarred with the same brush and accusato share the burden of providing for international security.
tions of the revival of militarism as the pre-war imperial army
Japan has responded by increasing its bilateral cooperation
and navy.
with the US and multilateral cooperation with the UN in
peacekeeping operations. Japanese opinion polls demonstrate
COLD WAR CHALLENGES TO CIVILIAN CONTROL
that the general public, while still suspicious of entrapment
in US global military strategy, have come to accept the neThe challenges faced by civilian control during and afcessity of the US-Japan security arrangements for ensuring
ter the Cold War have clearly been relative rather than absoJapans security in an uncertain world. Moreover, the SDFs
lute. In other words, rather than returning to the pre-war
participation in UN PKO has gone a long way towards boostsituation of military dominance over the civilian government,
ing its legitimacy in the eyes of the public  this being seen
the growth of the militarys legitimacy in Japan has merely
as a role for the military which does not involve war-fighting
resulted in some adjustments in the overall system of politiand a return to the slippery slope of past overseas military
cal-bureaucratic control. Hence, the accusations that often
adventurism, but which does overtly contribute to internacome from other parts of East Asia concerning the revival of
tional stability.6
Japanese militarism are largely unfounded. Still, it is apparThis general change in the environment surrounding Jaent that civilian control has experienced gradual erosion over
pan has been accompanied by shifts in the bureaucratic structhe last fifty years and that this has been one of the factors
ture of civilian control. The enhanced legitimization of the
allowing for the incremental expansion of Japans regional
SDF resulting from its participation in PKO has provided it
security role.
with an expanded and more accepted role in devising secuIn the Cold War period, one of the most notable attempts
rity policy. The coincidence of operational interests and coto expand US-Japan alliance cooperation was the creation of
operation between the SDF and the US military has again
the original Japan-US Defense Guidelines in 1978. The overprovided a constant pressure from the bottom-up to enhance
all formulation of the Guidelines was a task undertaken by
the SDFs voice in designing the revised Guidelines and the
civilian bureaucrats from MOFA and the JDA in the Subanti-terrorism law. Since the abolition of the 1952 National
committee on Defense Cooperation (SDC) established unSafety Agency order, SDF officers are now allowed to tesder the Security Consultative Committee. However, it is sigtify in the Diet on security deliberations, and their access to
nificant that much of the impetus for the inception of the
the Prime Ministers office and the Cabinet to offer advice
Guidelines was first derived from the SDF and its growing
on security issues has been improved.
cooperative links at the operational level with the US miliIn a similar fashion, the JDA has upgraded its role as an
tary. US expectations during this period for increased Japaactor in the policy-making process. Since September 1996,
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the Security Consultative Committee has been reconstituted
sinking by a US nuclear submarine of the civilian Japanese
to include the Japanese Minister of Foreign Affairs and the
training ship the Ehime Maru on February 9, 2001. Upon
Director General of the JDA, and the US Secretary of State
first hearing the news on February 10, Prime Minister Mori
and Secretary of Defense. In this 2+2 formula, the JDA has
Yoshiro was occupied in playing golf and did not return to
equalized its role relative to MOFA in negotiating with the
his official residence until hours later, leaving the Japanese
US and has derived increased legitimacy. As a sign that the
government in limbo in a diplomatic crisis with the US with
JDA is taken increasingly seriously, it has relocated to a statepotential security implications. These examples thus demonof-the-art headquarters in the Ichigaya district of Tokyo, acstrate the continued paramount importance of civilian conquired a new Japan Defense Intelligence Headquarter, and
trol to the Japanese, and their belief that the government and
has routinely pressed for status as a full ministry that would
the military should not be allowed to act on its own initiative
wield influence comparable with its peers.7 JDA career buand without the approval of the supreme civilian leader.
reaucrats, well-versed in defense matters and prepared to work
Nevertheless, these principles of constitutional and powith the SDF to further what they see as vital national seculitical structure of control may also have to be adjusted and
rity interests, are now beginning to assume senior positions
redesigned in coming years. Japans potential participation
within the JDA when those positions had previously been
in a ballistic missile defense program is likely to be the crufilled by MOFA appointees. This
cial factor which transforms the existchange has been made possible by the
ing structure of civilian control. Misenhanced image of the JDA which is
sile defense systems demand highly
now beginning to attract more able
routinized and rapid command and
Japans command and control
graduates, and the strengthened posicontrol structures, often calling for a
structure may become more
tion of the JDA in the policy-making
response to a missile attack in a matstreamlined in response to
process which means that it is now subter of minutes.9 In most cases, it is siminternational crisis situations.
ply not feasible for civilian decisionject to less coercion by the traditionmakers to discuss possible responses
ally more politically powerful minisand then instruct military forces to enact these decisions within
tries.
such a short time frame. Consequently, effective missile deThe JDAs enhanced influence and its increased preparedness to work with the SDF was reflected in Japans refenses require local commanders in the field to follow fixed
sponse to September 11, when both parties were in agreerules of engagement (ROE) and respond directly to missile
ment regarding the necessity of MSDF dispatch to the Indian
attacks.
Ocean and the range of its functions. Moreover, MOFA apIn this type of situation, Japans cumbersome command
peared out of step with operational reality in this instance,
and control structure leading all the way to the Prime Minisarguing for the dispatch of the GSDF to the ground territory
ter may be unable to function effectively. The result is that
of India and Pakistan to provide medical support for US caJapan will now have to once again devolve a degree of decisualties and refugees in the Afghan conflict. In contrast, the
sion-making to its military officers, even if this is under strict
JDA and SDF, wary of Japans shortcomings in terms of rules
ROE devised beforehand under civilian scrutiny. Japan will
of engagement and materiel, held back from this type of comthen be obliged to redesign its principles of civilian control
mitment fearing that such deployments would result in the
to cope with the stresses of new military technology, and
Japanese forces being drawn into combat missions in Afgreater trust will have to be accorded to its military.
ghanistan itself.8 Thus, even though the provision for ground
dispatch was included in the new anti-terrorism law, the speJAPANS PATH TO NORMALITY?
cific plan drawn up under the law for the dispatch of the SDF
omitted GSDF missions in Pakistan and India. Dispatch was
What then do these gradual changes and future challenges
limited instead to the MSDF and some ASDF units.
to the principle of civilian control mean for the overall future
Although the rigid principles of bureaucratic and civiltrajectory of Japans security policy? The conclusion has to
ian controls over the SDF have experienced a degree of erobe that, while Japan is unlikely to totally give up its antision at the end of the Cold War, the structure of constitumilitaristic principles in the foreseeable future, changes in
tional controls still remains tightly in place. The degree to
the nature of civilian control are likely to move it towards
which Japan is prepared to adhere to these has been shown
what many in other developed states would regard as a more
by its response to incursions of so-called North Korean spy
normal pattern of security policy. Japans command and
ships into Japanese territorial waters since 1999. The SDF
control structure may become more streamlined in response
has been able to pursue these ships but unable to fire upon
to international crisis situations. The security policy-making
them without the permission of the Prime Minister as its sustructure may shift further away from MOFA and towards
preme commander. Hence, this has given rise to what most
the JDA, and the SDF may acquire an enhanced role in secumilitary analysts would view as an extraordinarily clumsy
rity planning.
command and control structure, with decisions on the SDFs
In this sense, Japan might satisfy the US as a more deresponse to armed incursions being passed back and forth
pendable and proactive ally. Japan may also, however, befrom the level of the Prime Minister and thus taking in some
come a more independent security actor as restrictions upon
instances many hours to execute.
its regional and international roles weaken. The hope must
Another example of this unwieldy command structure
be that these changes in civilian control continue under the
in responding to potential security crises was the accidental
scrutiny of not only the Prime Minister and the civilian bu26
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reaucracy, but also under that of the Diet and the general
public, both of which have also been essential in forming a
loose consensus on how to deal with Japans gradual
remilitarization and re-emergence as a major regional power.
ENDNOTES
Japans Self Defense Forces (SDF) consist of the Maritime
Self Defense Force (MSDF), the Air Self Defense Force
(ASDF), and the Ground Self Defense Force (GSDF), its navy,
air force and army respectively. The SDF currently deploys
around 240,000 personnel, 1,000 main battle tanks, 510 aircraft and 160 surface ships and submarines, making it in terms
of firepower the second most powerful military force in the
Asia-Pacific after the US. Japan carefully selected the SDFs
nomenclature at the time of its establishment in order to deflect attention away from the Constitutions ban on the possession of war potential and connotations of once again building up a military. The SDF also uses other euphemistic language to describe what are essentially military and war-fighting capabilities. For example, special vehicle (tank), guard
ship (frigate), and equipment (weapons). The SDFs avoidance of straightforward language to describe its activities is
explained by continuing concerns over its legitimacy as a
normal military force that could function in the same way
as those of other states.
2
Chapter 2, Article 9 of the constitution, The renunciation
of war, reads as follows: Aspiring sincerely to an international peace based on justice and order, the Japanese people
forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation and
the threat or use of force as means of settling international
disputes.
In order to accomplish the aim of the preceding paragraph, land, sea, and air forces, as well as other war potential, will never be maintained. The right of belligerency of
the state will not be recognized.
Original drafts and interpretations of Article 9 drawn up
by Japan and the US carried the intention of prohibiting Japan not only from engaging in offensive warfare, but also
from the use of force in self-defense (jieiken) and from maintaining any type of military establishment. However, amendments made in the Diet to Article 9 led to the insertion of the
first clause of the first sentence of the second paragraph. The
phrase in order to accomplish the aim of the preceding paragraph then opened the way for Japan to maintain military
forces for other purposes, as long as they were not designed
as a means of settling international disputes. Consequently,
Japanese governments since the 1950s have interpreted Article 9 as permitting Japan, in line with its status as a sovereign state, to exercise the right of individual self-defense
(kobetsuteki jieiken) and to maintain the SDF for this purpose. In turn, Article 9 has given rise to the ban on Japans
exercise of the right of collective self-defense (shudanteki
jieiken). The Japanese government recognizes that as a sovereign state and under Article 7 of the UN Charter, it has the
inherent right of collective self-defense. However, since the
1950s onwards, the government has taken the position that
the actual exercise of the right of collective self-defense would
1
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exceed the minimum necessary force for self-defense and is
therefore unconstitutional. Japan does not regard SDF support for the military forces of other states as unconstitutional
if these actions do not involve military combat. The range of
actions possible has included various forms of logistical support, such as transport, supply, maintenance, medical services,
guard duty and communications.
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I

n 2002, Japanese newspaper headlines have largely overlooked AlQaeda and Iraq and instead featured two events that transpired in
Shenyang, a northern Chinese city, and Pyongyang, North Koreas
capital. While Japan has readily provided logistical support for the USled war against terrorism, its diplomatic priorities are still located closer
to home. In particular, managing relations with China and promoting stability on the Korean peninsula remain the paramount goals of Japanese
foreign policy. In May, Japan-China relations were rocked by the so-called
Shenyang Incident, in which Chinas armed security police entered the
compound of Japans Shenyang Consulate General and detained five North
Korean asylum seekers. Such action demonstrated Beijings determination to block North Koreans illegal migration to northern China and its
hard-line stance against those who sought asylum in foreign missions. For
two weeks, Japan and China haggled over this incidents diplomatic resolution. Tokyo protested against the security polices high-handed intrusion into Japans sovereign territory, while Beijing asserted that it had
acted with the explicit consent of the Japanese consulate staff. In the end,
most of Japans claims were brushed off by China. The Shenyang Incident set off a storm of criticisms against Japans diplomatic establishment, and dampened its enthusiasm for celebrating the thirty-year anniversary of official relations with China.1
By September, the entire nation was fixated on another diplomatic
watershed: Prime Minister Koizumi Junichiros landmark trip to
Pyongyang, which was aimed at stabilizing the Korean peninsula and
jumpstarting the negotiation of diplomatic normalization with North Korea. During his visit, North Korea admitted that it had abducted over a
dozen Japanese citizens in the 1970s and 1980s and used them to train
spies in the Japanese language. A few weeks later, North Korea came out
with yet another mind-blowing confession: it was developing nuclear and
other more powerful weapons in breach of the 1994 Agreed Framework.2 Koizumis voyage produced mixed results for Japans diplomatic
initiatives on the Korean peninsula.
What do the Shenyang Incident and Koizumis Pyongyang trip teach
us about Japans contemporary foreign policy challenges and strategies?
To investigate this question, this essay focuses on two variables: Northeast Asias changing security environment, and the central and controversial role of Japans Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA). First, the broad
parameters of Japanese diplomacy are set by the impact of the end of the
Cold War and the cataclysmic events of September 11 on Northeast Asia.
North Koreas economic predicament and strategic vulnerability were the
underlying causes behind the Shenyang Incident and Koizumis trip.
Chinas burgeoning confidence on the world stage and its long-term challenge for Japanese diplomacy was amply displayed during the Shenyang
Incident. The United States has preserved its preponderant military power
in the region and continues to act as the guardian of Japans national security through Japan-US security arrangements. In the wake of the September 11 attacks, Americas global war on terrorism was also a significant
factor that laid the groundwork for Koizumis journey to Pyongyang. Understanding the post-Cold War, post-September 11 strategic setting in
Northeast Asia goes a long way towards explaining Japans foreign policy
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choices.
Second, the two episodes testified to MOFAs pivotal
and contested place in Japanese diplomacy. In the summer
of 2002, MOFAs reputation was in tatters after its handling
of the Shenyang Incident was mauled in the press. However,
MOFA orchestrated Koizumis trip to Pyongyang and proved
that it still remained the paramount organization in charge of
Japans foreign and security policies. In this regard, the
Shenyang Incident and Koizumis trip brought to light the
international and domestic dimensions of Japans foreign
policy challenges. Japan has not only had to deal with the
uncertainty of its external environment in Northeast Asia,
but also has struggled to define MOFAs proper place in its
diplomacy.

These security controversies were also compounded by
the resurgence of the history problem in Japan-China diplomatic relations. Japan remains deeply divided over the origins and nature of its imperial legacy in Asia that culminated
in the Pacific War. From Chinas vantage point, this signifies
Japans continued failure to atone for its brutal actions that
inflicted unspeakable suffering on the Chinese people. In more
concrete terms, the history problem has manifested itself
in three ways. First, China amplified its criticism of Japan
when Prime Ministers Hashimoto Ryutaro and Koizumi
Junichiro visited the Yasukuni Shrine in 1996, 2001, and
2002. The Yasukuni Shrine is dedicated to Japans war dead
including Class-A criminals, and is regarded by China as a
symbol of Japans unwillingness to repent its imperialist aggression. Second, from the Japanese standpoint, President
THE ROAD TO SHENYANG
Jiang Zemins official visit to Tokyo in
November 1998 politicized Japans
Dealing with Chinas growing
history problem to an excessive deIn the decade leading up to the
power, wealth, and assertiveness has
gree.6 Jiang relentlessly denounced
Shenyang
Incident,
Japan
and
emerged as the central challenge for
Japans historical consciousness durChina weathered a host of
Japans long-term national strategy. In
ing his visit, including at the summit
security and diplomatic
the decade leading up to the Shenyang
with Prime Minister Obuchi Keizo, the
disputes.
Incident, Japan and China weathered
official dinner at the Imperial Court,
a host of security and diplomatic disand his lecture at Waseda University.
putes. In the security realm, four issues proved to be controMany Japanese still remember this visit as an instance in
versial: Chinas nuclear tests, Chinas military actions durwhich Japans apology fatigue towards China reached a
ing the Taiwan Straits Crisis, dispute over the Senkaku Ispinnacle. Finally, in the spring and summer of 2001, the Japalands/Diaoyudao, and Chinese marine and naval incursions
nese Ministry of Educations approval of a controversial hisinto Japans Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). First, given
tory textbook, which glossed over the brutal aspects of Japathe tragedies of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Chinas undernese colonialism, also led to a diplomatic wrangle. In short,
ground nuclear experiments ignited a major domestic debate
the two countries continued to collide over Japans handling
in Japan. Between 1995 and 1997, Japan took unprecedented
of its imperial past in Asia.
action and protested by suspending the grant component of
It is important to note that in the midst of these security
its Official Development Aid (ODA) to China.3 Second, durand diplomatic rows, Japan and China deepened their ecoing the Taiwan Straits Crisis in 1996, Chinas missile tests
nomic ties through trade, foreign direct investment (FDI),
and military exercises in anticipation of Taiwans presidenand ODA.7 During the 1990s, China emerged as Japans most
tial election rattled Japans diplomatic community. Such a
important trade partner after the United States. Enhanced
forceful stance by China portended the undesirable possibileconomic ties, which can increase cooperation, can also fosity of a future US-China standoff in the Taiwan Strait, in which
ter disputes. In 2001, the two countries clashed over Japans
Japan would be urged to support US military operations
provisionary safeguards against three farm products (mostly
against China. For its part, China denounced the redefinition
imported from China) and Chinas retaliation against Japaof the US-Japan alliances security interests in the late 1990s,
nese manufactured goods.8 While this might be seen as a
which were expressed in situational rather than geographical
harbinger of future conflicts, the two countries are fundaterms and did not explicitly rule out the Taiwan Straits.4
mentally committed to promoting bilateral trade. Second,
Japans diplomatic finesse toward China was also tested
although Japans FDI in China plummeted in the late-1990s,
in the East China Sea. In 1996, the territorial dispute over
it has taken off again since 2000.9 Finally, the security and
the Senkaku Islands/Diaoyudao surfaced as a vexing issue
diplomatic tensions, coupled with Japans economic stagnawhen a right-wing group called the Japan Youth Federation
tion, have prompted the Japanese government to reform its
erected a lighthouse on one of the islands. This incident inODA policy toward China. However, the reform agenda has
cited widespread anti-Japanese protests in China, Taiwan,
primarily targeted the procedures and priorities of Japans
and Hong Kong. Finally, in the late 1990s, Chinas marine
aid to China and does not question its continuing importance
research and naval reconnaissance ships increased their exin the foreseeable future.10 Mutual economic interests conploratory activities within Japans EEZ in the East China Sea,
tinue to underpin the cooperative aspects of Japan-China represumably in search of natural resources.5 Alarmed by such
lations.
actions, Japanese government officials were compelled to
In 2002, the Shenyang Incident was added to the launinitiate a flurry of consultations with their Chinese counterdry list of security and diplomatic skirmishes that have
parts. In sum, while each of these security-related disputes
troubled contemporary Japan-China relations. This episode
was handled pragmatically, the four combined to foment a
reflected Chinas tough stand against North Koreans emisense of anxiety, frustration, and mistrust towards China
gration and Japans unspoken but well-known reluctance toamong Japanese officials and the general public.
wards accepting refugees and asylum seekers. In the spring
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of 2002, there were as many as 300,000 North Koreans who
Japans ambassador to China, Anami Koreshige, had inhad fled oppression and famine at home and settled in northstructed embassy and consulate officials to drive out any susern China without the Chinese governments explicit appicious trespassers on the morning of May 8.14 Such a re11
proval. Furthermore, they began seeking asylum in foreign
mark was made in response to rumored speculation within
missions with the support of Chinas ethnic Koreans and antiChinas foreign premises that North Korean refugees and their
Pyongyang activists and South Korea-based non-governmensupporters were planning to storm into foreign missions on a
tal organizations. Faced with this situation, Beijing feared
large scale. More importantly, Anamis statement exposed
that letting North Koreans gain asylum in foreign premises
not only Japans unwillingness to accommodate refugees, but
would unleash more migration and complicate its ties with
also a lack of concern for human rights among MOFAs top
Pyongyang. Chinas solution was to bolster security around
diplomats. Finally, Anamis instruction fueled the suspicion
foreign missions and barricade them from refugees. Around
that Japans consular staff did not want to deal with the asyBeijings embassy district, for example, China erected barbed
lum seekers, and stood quietly on the sidelines so that Chinas
wire and ratcheted up its police patrols. In essence, Beijing
security police could take them away. In light of these revtook this matter into its own hands and strove to foil the asyelations, Japans initial demands increasingly lost credibillum seekers attempts to enter foreign embassies and consuity.15 In the end, Tokyo had no choice but to shelve its diplolates.
matic differences with Beijing and reOn May 8, the Shenyang Incident
solve the incident on purely humanibroke out inside Japans Consulate
tarian grounds. On May 22, the five
The Shenyang Incident
General in Shenyang. Dramatic footasylum seekers flew safely to South
triggered a vigorous debate on
age was broadcast worldwide, showKorea with a stop in Manila.
the overall health of Japaning Chinas armed security police haulThe Shenyang Incident triggered
China relations.
ing five asylum seekers away from ina vigorous debate on the overall health
side the consulate compound. They
of Japan-China relations, though the
included two men who had entered into the visa waiting room
jury is still out on its long-term repercussions. In the short
within the consulate, two women who screamed and clasped
run, Beijing is likely to maintain its hard-nosed policy against
onto the consulate gate, and a two year-old girl. The video
North Korean refugees, and Tokyo will remain averse toalso revealed that Japans consulate officials did not resist
wards accepting them. Given this equation, both sides have
Chinas police officers, and even appeared to assist them by
an interest in working together to prevent another diplomatic
picking up their hats. This visual testimony generated a diprow involving Chinas security police and Japanese officials.
lomatic wrangle over whether China had infringed on Japans
In the long run, Japan and China are likely to refocus their
sovereign territory. Tokyo immediately protested on the baattention toward the pending issues that have dominated their
sis of the Vienna Convention, which stipulates that foreign
bilateral agenda since the early 1990s: the Taiwan question,
missions premises are inviolable. On the other hand, the
the history problem, and economic cooperation. Tokyo will
Vienna Convention also states that host nations can guard
carefully watch Taiwans future presidential and parliamenthe foreign premises against intruders with the approval of
tary elections, which may reinvigorate Taipeis independence
the missions head. The video image certainly did not show
rhetoric and cause confrontations between Beijing and WashJapans consul staff barring the way against Chinas security
ington. As in the past, Japanese political leaders homage to
police, but it remained unclear whether the staff had actually
the Yasukuni Shrine and its denunciation by China will congiven consent.
tinue to stoke tensions between the two countries. Though
For two weeks in May, Japan and China were at loggereconomic ties will likely deepen, Japans economic stagnaheads with each other and traded conflicting accounts of the
tion may also intensify bilateral trade conflicts, since more
Shenyang Incident. Tokyo claimed that the security police
sectors are likely to demand and obtain protection against
had acted in breach of the Vienna Convention, and made three
Chinas cheap imports.
demands to Beijing: an apology, a promise that such inciFinally, regardless of the long-term repercussions of the
dents would not recur, and the transfer of the asylum seekers
Shenyang Incident, it tarnished MOFAs reputation. In the
to Japanese custody. However, China released its official insummer of 2002, it appeared utterly defenseless against unvestigation of the incident before Japan, which asserted that
remitting opprobrium from politicians, media, and the
all of its security polices actions  entering into the consupublic.16 For this reason, few in Japan imagined that MOFAs
late compound, snatching the two men from the visa waiting
behind-the-scenes dealings would pave the way for another
room, and detaining the asylum seekers  took place with the
diplomatic upheaval in the fall.
consent of Japans consular officials. Beijing further maintained that the Japanese staff had expressed gratitude toward
THE ROAD TO PYONGYANG
the security polices efforts.12 Two days later, Japans MOFA
followed with its official report that categorically denied any
Japan has a fundamental interest in fostering stability
expression of consent or gratitude by the consulate staff.
and preventing warfare on the Korean peninsula. Since the
Nonetheless, it admitted that Japans consulate officials never
early 1990s, one of Japans strategies to achieve this goal
protested against Chinas police officers at any point.13
has been to engage in dialogue and prepare for diplomatic
MOFAs findings did not exactly amount to a diplomatic
normalization with North Korea. Such efforts, however, had
counterpunch to Chinas version of the incident.
been hampered by four security threats that North Korea
To make matters worse, press reports disclosed that
posed to Japan. First, the nuclear deadlock in 1993-1994 that
30
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brought the US and DPRK to the brink of war left a searing
first have to pass through Tokyo. North Koreas foreign minimpression in the psyche of many in the Japanese political
istry officials began reaching out to their Japanese counterworld.17 That crisis directed Japans efforts toward halting
parts in October 2001, and the two sides met over thirty times
North Koreas nuclear weapons program through the Korean
to make a deal for reinvigorating their normalization talks.
Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO) and
Prime Minister Koizumis visit to Pyongyang was an uninregionalizing Japan-US security arrangements. Then, in
tended and unanticipated consequence of the tragic events of
August 1998, North Korea lobbed a Taepo-dong missile diSeptember 11.
rectly over northern Japan, stunning the Japanese public with
In addition to demonstrating North Koreas new apa live performance of its advancing missile capabilities. As
proach to relations with Japan, Koizumis momentous trip
if airspace was not enough, North Korea was believed to have
also exhibited MOFAs pivotal role in Japanese diplomacy,
sent suspicious ships (fushinsen) into Japanese territorial
despite the barrage of public condemnation waged against it
waters, which were driven out in March 1999 and sunk in
in the wake of the Shenyang Incident. What was remarkable
December 2001 by Japans coast guard and navy ships. Fiwas that Japans contacts with North Korea had been steered
nally, North Korea had long been suspected of having aband kept secret by one MOFA official: Tanaka Hitoshi, Diducted over a dozen Japanese citizens who had disappeared
rector General of the Asian and Oceanian Bureau.23 North
in the 1970s and 1980s. Pyongyangs
Korea approached Tanaka, presumrefusal to address this issue intensified
ably because bureau chief-level conthe Japanese publics anger and hostacts were ideal for feeling out Japans
tility. Nukes, missiles, suspicious
position in a low-key fashion. In his
Prime Minister Koizumis visit
ships, and unanswered abductions
talks with North Korea, Tanaka sensed
to Pyongyang was an
these were not exactly the kind of gesthat it was willing to reveal informaunintended and unanticipated
tures that would cultivate Japanese
tion about its suspected kidnapping of
consequence of the tragic events
public support for engaging North
Japanese citizens. He decided that his
of September 11.
Korea.
negotiations success hinged on its
Another critical factor that stymaximum confidentiality, since pubmied Japan-North Korea normalization attempts was the two
lic debate on such a politically explosive subject might doom
countries collision over the resolution of Japans colonial
the entire bargaining process. Indeed, press reports suggest
legacy. Pyongyang was unyielding in its demand for an offithat Tanaka shared his discussions with North Korea only
cial apology and reparations, which were unacceptable to
with several other MOFA officials, Prime Minister Koizumi,
Tokyo. The Japanese side insisted on the economic coopand Chief Cabinet Secretary Fukuda Yasuo. By so doing, he
eration formula, which was based on long-term foreign aid
bypassed several chains of command in Japanese foreign
and had been used for the Japan-Republic of Korea (ROK)
policy, including Foreign Minister Kawaguchi Yoriko, and
normalization in 1965.18 Moreover, Japans negotiating stratperhaps more significantly, Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary
egy was made difficult by North Koreas nationalist propaAbe Shinzo, who was known to be hawkish toward North
ganda, much of which was based on virulent attacks against
Korea. Critics argued that Tanakas handling of this issue
reflected his personal ambition, and lambasted him for seekJapan. Indeed, North Korea often played the history card
ing personal glory and mesmerizing Koizumi with his recurto pull Japan away from the US and South Korea. As Victor
rent talk of moving history.24 The Shenyang Incident might
Cha observes, North Koreas thaw in relations with the US
and ROK have counterintuitively increased history-based
have tainted MOFAs public image, but it did not prevent
invectives against Japan.19 In short, North Koreas aggresthis single official from engineering Prime Minister Koizumis
sive military gestures and anti-Japanese nationalist propajourney to Pyongyang.
ganda bespoke of its unwillingness to reciprocate Japans
In the specific context of Japan-North Korea interacovertures.20 In order for Japans strategy to work, North
tions, Tanakas central clout also evinced the shifting balKoreas negotiating incentives had to change.
ance of power between MOFA and Japanese politicians.25
Such change came in the form of the terrorist attacks in
Throughout the 1990s, Japans efforts to engage North KoSeptember 2001, which spurred the US to launch its global
rea were spearheaded by prominent politicians (such as
war on terrorism and exacerbated North Koreas strategic
Kanemaru Shin and former Prime Minister Murayama
vulnerability. In January 2002, President Bushs State of the
Tomiichi) and their parliamentary missions to Pyongyang.
Union Speech promoted North Korea from a regional secuThese political delegations were scrutinized by the media,
rity threat to one of the three most-wanted global pariahs that
and faced harsh criticism whenever North Korea responded
forged an axis of evil. In spring 2002, the Bush
with aggressive gestures. Nonaka Hiromu, the key politician
administrations saber rattling against Iraq and hard line powith strong links to both North Korea and Japans North
sition on weapons of mass destruction deepened North
Korean community, had expressed privately that his tireless
Koreas sense of insecurity.21 North Koreas Cold War comefforts had come to naught. After a decade of unsuccessful
patriots, Russia and China, also warned that Americas tough
attempts, Japanese politicians had exhausted their options
talk was no bluff and prodded it to reach out to Japan.22
and were devoid of motivation for renewing their engageFurthermore, North Koreas emaciated economy was in desment with North Korea. In many ways, Tanaka was filling
perate need for aid, much of which was presumed to come
the diplomatic vacuum left by politicians and was bent on
from Japan. These factors appeared to have convinced
executing Japan-North Korea negotiations in a covert fashPyongyang that its diplomatic road to Washington, DC might
ion.
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On his way to Pyongyang on September 17, Koizumi
that the two governments would comply with international
had doubtlessly hoped for a breakthrough on the status of
law and would not commit conducts threatening the security
Japans abducted citizens in North Korea. Instead, he was
of the other side.30 Obviously, this statement alone may not
handed a bombshell: eight of the kidnapped were dead, one
prevent North Korea from unleashing more suspicious ships
was unaccounted for, and only five survived. North Korea
onto Japanese waters in the future. If the suspicious ships
appeared to adopt this shock therapy strategy so that it could
resurface, Japans coast guard will respond by pursuing and
treat the kidnapping issue swiftly and jump onto normalizabattling against them, as it has done in the past.31 Such incition talks. Koizumi was indeed shocked by this breathtakdents, however, will likely cool off Japanese official and pubingly forthcoming confession, and protested vigorously
lic support for continuing normalization talks. If Pyongyang
against North Koreas supreme leader, Kim Jong-Il. The
wants to foster Tokyos good will, it will have to abide by the
Prime Minister also had to decide whether to endorse the
statement and halt its operations of the suspicious ships.
Japan-Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea (DPRK)
Finally, nuclear and missile issues have emerged as the
Pyongyang Declaration. This document had been prepared
decisive factor affecting Japan-North Korea normalization
by both sides prior to his trip, and addressed a broad range of
negotiations. Prior to Koizumis trip in early September,
issues beyond the abduction question, including Japans coWashington had already urged Tokyo to focus on the threat
lonial legacy and North Koreas
of Pyongyangs weapons programs
nuclear and missile programs. Some
rather than the abduction
traveling with Koizumi, notably
question.32 Regarding this issue, the
Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary Abe,
Pyongyang Declaration avers: Both
Nuclear and missile issues have
counseled him to hold off his signasides confirmed that, for an overall
emerged as the decisive factor
ture.26 Meanwhile, the North Korean
resolution of the nuclear issue on the
affecting Japan-North Korea
side proposed a toast during the signKorean Peninsula, they would comnormalization negotiations.
ing ceremony, a remarkably undiploply with all related international
matic gesture that unveiled its insensiagreements. Both sides also contivity toward the tragic fate of Japans abducted victims. In
firmed the necessity of resolving security problems includthe end, Koizumi prioritized the importance of making
ing nuclear and missile issues by promoting dialogues among
progress on Japan-North Korea normalization, and signed
countries involved.33 However, North Koreas revelation
27
the Declaration. Needless to say, the Japanese public was
in early October denuded this statement of much meaning.
astonished and incensed by the plight of the abducted citiSince then, the United States has pressured Japan and South
zens.
Korea to form a united front against North Koreas weapons
The Japan-DPRK Pyongyang Declaration commits the
programs. In the recent Japan-North Korea talks in Kuala
two governments to undertake normalization talks, and illuLumpur, the Japanese side insisted that it would not start its
minates where they currently stand with regards to the crunormalization negotiation until the nuclear question was recial historical and security questions analyzed above. First,
solved. For its part, North Korea has been determined to drive
North Korea made an unprecedented concession by jettisona wedge between the United States and Japan, and has indiing its longstanding demands for Japans official apology and
cated to Japan that it would tackle the weapons issues only
reparations. In effect, North Korea decided to accept Japans
with the United States.34
position in its entirety and agreed to the aforementioned ecoKoizumis voyage left a complex legacy for Japan in its
nomic cooperation formula.28 Such cooperation  in the form
efforts to engage North Korea. On the one hand, Japan scored
of loans, grants, and humanitarian aid  will begin only after
a significant victory with North Koreas acceptance of the
the completion of diplomatic normalization. While
economic cooperation formula, which cleared away one
Pyongyangs accommodation was an important achievement
significant hurdle for bilateral normalization. Moreover, in
for Tokyo, it also attested to the desperation caused by North
the absence of Koizumis overture, it is unlikely that North
Koreas economic devastation.
Korea would have confessed to its abduction of Japanese
Second, with regards to North Koreas abduction of Japacitizens. Even though the Pyongyang Declarations wording
nese citizens, the Pyongyang Declaration alluded to it as the
may sound ambiguous in many places, it was important for
outstanding issues of concern related to the lives and secuJapan to ensure that North Korea would sign agree to genrity of Japanese nationals.29 The two governments made a
eral principles before embarking on their normalization nedeal for the five abducted survivors to visit Japan, though
gotiations. All of these are major diplomatic accomplishments
their stay has generated another diplomatic tussle. Heeding
that should not be underrated. On the other hand, Japans
their families pleas, Tokyo now insists that the survivors
normalization negotiation with North Korea is unlikely to
should stay indefinitely and their relatives in North Korea
move forward unless the latters nuclear and missile quesshould also be allowed to travel to Japan. For its part,
tions are resolved. While the Bush administrations aggresPyongyang has accused Tokyo of reneging on their original
sive posture created favorable conditions for Koizumis trip,
bargain that had promised the survivors return to North Korea
it also demanded Japans full cooperation with the United
after two weeks. Since neither side has budged on this matStates on North Koreas disarmament. In this regard, Japans
ter, it will continue to affect the tenor of normalization negonormalization efforts are likely to hang on the outcome of
tiations until they strike a compromise.
the US-North Korea showdown over nuclear and missile isThird, in terms of the suspicious ships, the Pyongyang
sues.35
Declaration alludes to them in general terms and pronounces
32
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CONCLUSION
The Shenyang Incident and Koizumis Pyongyang trip
demonstrate that Japan must continue to cope with the Cold
Wars regional legacy in Northeast Asia, which is fundamentally different from the Cold Wars legacy in Europe.36 While
the Soviet collapse unleashed a cascade of democratization
in Eastern Europe, it was survived by the two communist
regimes in China and North Korea. Moreover, the two states
radically diverging paths in the past decade have posed formidable challenges for Japanese foreign policy. Chinas ascent and assertiveness will test Japans statecraft over the
long term. North Koreas economic desperation and its threat
to regional security will continue to stir a heated debate in
Japan over the benefits and costs of diplomatic normalization. In the aftermath of the September 11 attacks, Tokyo has
also faced new opportunities as well as constraints as it collaborates with Washington to pursue its security interests in
Northeast Asia.
The two events also illuminate MOFAs present-day
struggle to reclaim its place in Japanese diplomacy and politics. After the Shenyang Incident, MOFA was attacked as an
unprofessional organization that was unfit for making Japans
foreign and security policies. Then, MOFAs engineering of
Koizumis visit was denounced as excessively clandestine.
As its critics charge, MOFA may be corrupt, elitist, haughty,
inept, and secretive, but MOFA bashing is ultimately counterproductive in addressing Japans key diplomatic challenges. While MOFA officials will make their own future,
MOFAs fate as an organization rests on whether Japanese
politicians, citizens, and media can reform and support it in a
dispassionate fashion.
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rior to 9/11, Pakistan was slipping off the US radar screen. Control over its government had reverted to the Army in a 1999 coup
and its economy was in a tailspin. The new Bush Administration
had displayed a marked partiality to India and was set to lift the trade and
technology sanctions imposed in the wake of the 1998 nuclear tests, even
while pointedly letting them stay in place with regard to Pakistan.1
9/11 turned things upside down. Pakistan re-emerged as a key ally
because the US needed it as a launching pad for its operations in Afghanistan. Since it had played a key role in creating and fostering the Taliban,
the Pakistan intelligence service also had unrivalled information on its
activities and on those of the Al Qaeda.2
President Bushs determination to wage an all out attack on terrorism
was enthusiastically welcomed in India, which saw itself as a lonely fighter
against terrorism in the region. Beginning in the mid-1980s, terrorist violence has taken thousands of lives in India. Pakistan has provided sanctuary and aid to separatist movements in the Indian Punjab, Jammu and
Kashmir regions. In the 1990s, thousands of Pakistanis entered Kashmir
in the name of supporting a freedom struggle or fighting a jihad.
Significantly, some of the groups that the terrorists belonged to, like
the Harkat-ul-Mujahideen, had links with the Taliban and had been proscribed by the US in the mid-1990s.3 Besides routine condemnation of
terrorist incidents, however, India received little support from the world
community. A case in point was the Bombay blasts of March 1993, arguably the worst act of urban terrorism prior to 9/11, when over 300 people
died and 1500 were injured in Indias commercial capital. Evidence of
Pakistani complicity in the Bombay blasts pointed to Pakistans support
of terrorist activity in India not only in the name of Kashmir, but as a
larger effort of aiding and fomenting movements that could lead to a
breakup of India and make it more manageable from the Pakistani point
of view. From its experience during the war with the Soviets in Afghanistan, Pakistan learned that a proxy war or Low Intensity Conflict (LIC)4
was a convenient means of bleeding a bigger and better armed country
without provoking a response. In line with this, its public posture has been
that it provides only moral, political and diplomatic support to the
Kashmiri struggle against Indian repression.
A key element in Indias policy has been to get international support,
especially from the US, to chastise Pakistan. The WTC attack persuaded
India to up the ante in its already improving relations with the US. Throwing the last of its non-aligned scruples to the wind, it offered the US bases
on its territory to pursue the war in Afghanistan and subsequently agreed
to escort US ships transiting the Straits of Malacca.5
Though not unsympathetic to India, the United States has its own set
of priorities. The first is to finish what now appears to be an intractable
war against the Al Qaeda in Afghanistan and Pakistan. The second is to
prevent the outbreak of an all-out conflict between India and Pakistan
which could not only prevent the first task from being completed, but also
degenerate into a nuclear conflict.
So even while the US itself did not hesitate to act against those who
sponsored terrorism, its message to India has been to restrain itself and
seek a peaceful solution. But 9/11 and its fallout had a sharp impact on
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Indian public opinion; the public felt that the government
tion, thus poisoning the relations between the two countries
ought to follow the American example. When four terrorists
at the very outset.
attacked Indias Parliament House on December 13, 2001,
Exacerbating this discord were the dispute over Kashthere were calls for immediate retaliation. India mobilized
mir, a predominately Muslim state that became incorporated
its army for war and demanded that Pakistan end cross-borinto India shortly after independence, and Indias contribuder terrorism, dismantle the infrastructure it had created to
tion to the birth of Bangladesh.6 In November to December
back this activity, and deport twenty top terrorists on its
1971, India took advantage of East Pakistans demands for
wanted list.
the creation of an independent Bangladesh and the subsePakistan angrily declined, but the pressure from India
quent internal uprisings to engage in a war leading to the
and the world community compelled Pakistans President
capture of Dhaka, the capital, and the surrender of the 90,000Pervez Musharraf  who also wears the hat of Commanderstrong Pakistani Army in the east.7
in-chief of the Army  to declare in a speech on January 12,
Fighting in the west ended in a stalemate with both sides
2002 that Pakistan would not
making limited gains in Kashallow its territory to be used for
mir. Both sides agreed to keep
terrorist activity anywhere in the
their gains and give this
world.
ceasefire line the new nonNearly a year later, it apmilitary nomenclature of Line
pears that Musharrafs response
of Control. The Line of Conto the Indian action was merely
trol leaves two-thirds of
tactical, designed to prevent InJammu and Kashmir in Indian
dian retaliation and deflect inhands and one-third under Paternational pressure. On one
kistani control. The northern
hand, he has threatened India
part of the Pakistani portion is
with nuclear retaliation and on
labeled the Northern Areas and
the other, he has made declarathe remaining portion is named
tions ending cross-border terAzad or Free Kashmir, alrorism. Musharrafs lack of
though India calls it Pakistan
commitment was evident in the
Occupied Kashmir. Today
Indian Minister of Defense George Fernandes and US Secreaftermath of the next major ineach of the three entities of the
tary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld conduct a joint press
cident. On May 14, 2002, tererstwhile British empire in Inconference in New Delhi, India, on June 12, 2002.
rorists attacked the residential
dia have approximately the
quarters of an Army camp at Kaluchak, near the city of
same number of Muslims: Pakistan some 143 million, folJammu, and killed over 35 persons, many of them women
lowed by 125 million in India and 111 million in Bangladesh.
and children. This attack came at a time when the Indian
Given this historical background, Pakistans concerns
Army was still massed at the border. Expectations were that
about Indian hegemony are understandable. This does not,
India would react. For two weeks the situation teetered on a
however, explain why in the past 55 years it has been Pakibalance, but the US stepped into the picture and after some
stan, which is smaller and militarily inferior, rather than Inhard persuasion, India stayed its hand in exchange for
dia, that has initiated cross-border conflict in 1947, 1965 and
Musharrafs promise, conveyed through the United States,
1999, or has undertaken a proxy war in Kashmir since 1990.
that his country would end infiltration permanently.
This paper argues that Pakistan, aided by foreign assisTwo months later this agreement was in tatters. Crosstance  first from the US and then China  maintains armed
border infiltration climbed to its normal level in Jammu
forces well above the requirements of self-defense or deterand Kashmir and violence intensified, targeting a state asrence, which has encouraged it to adopt military rather than
sembly election that was held in September to October 2002.
diplomatic and political solutions to its problems with India.
However, following the elections, the Indian authorities deIt also shows that while Pakistan has a well-formulated milicided to pull back their forces from the border. This was detary strategy designed to deal with a numerically larger adspite yet another major terrorist incident, an attack on the
versary, India has not fully developed its political-military
Akshardham temple in Gujarat state on the night of Septemstrategy vis-à-vis Pakistan. In its wars with Pakistan, Indian
ber 24 killing 28 persons, including women and children.
forces have planned for an orthodox all-out conventional war,
but have been unable to bring their numerical strength into
INDIA AND PAKISTAN: A HISTORY OF HOSTILITY
play because international pressures compelled the early termination of war.8 Orthodox thinking also blinded India to
The British partitioned India in 1947 by separating off
the possibility that Pakistan could undertake  for example
areas with a clear Muslim majority and naming it Pakistan.
in Kargil in 19999  a limited cross-border operation even
The new entity had a western and an eastern wing separated
though the two countries had crossed the nuclear threshold.
by some 1600 kilometers. The bulk of the Indian Muslims
Indian military and political leaders now began to talk and
stayed where they were, while most Hindus, especially in the
think of limited war, by which they mean sub-conventional
western wing, migrated to India. Millions were uprooted on
conflicts, which could be proxy or guerilla wars or limited
both sides of the border and hundreds of thousands were
penetrations of the Line of Control, as in the case of Kargil.
massacred during the mass migrations following the partiHowever, the pursuit of this strategy in a nuclear environ36
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ment raises the risks for all concerned.

twice the number India had. Pakistan clearly possessed an
edge in combat power, in terms of the firepower of its tanks
POWER IMBALANCE OR PARITY?
and artillery guns.14 In addition, the Pakistan Air Force F104 Starfighter was considered top-of-the-line and far supeObservers have long viewed the India-Pakistan dynamic
rior to anything India had. This technological edge was the
as a relationship between a large regional power and its
product of Pakistans decision to join the US-led alliance
smaller antagonistic neighbor. They have also seen the consystem in 1954. Pakistans self-assessment of its combat casequent military imbalance as a factor that enhances the risk
pability was that it could take on any numerical superiority
of war.10 BBC specialist Jonathan Marcus noted that [i]n
India may have had.15
straight numerical terms of population, economic might, miliDespite the disaster in the east, the Pakistani forces in
tary manpower and equipment it is almost meaningless to
the 1971 war were sufficient to blunt Indian offensives in the
speak about an India-Pakistan balance. Imbalance would
west. Indeed, the rough parity of forces in the west enabled
be a more appropriate term since India dominates in every
Pakistan to plan a major counter-offensive into India using
respect.11 Buttressing Marcus obserthe Army Reserve South to ease the
vation is the fact that India is nearly
pressure in the east.16 The outcome
four times the size of Pakistan; its
of the war in the west demonstrated
spread from the Southeast to Central
that despite the Indian buildup folThe past history of war shows
Asia and the Persian Gulf results in a
lowing the war with China in 1962,
that the contest between India
coastline seven times the size of
Pakistan had kept pace with India and
and Pakistan is not as unequal as
Pakistans. In addition, India has serimaintained a ratio of force levels that
might be expected.
ous military commitments vis-à-vis
was adequate to defend itself in a
China with whom it fought and lost a
short war against India.
border war in 1962. In spite of this seeming imbalance, their
Pakistan showed its determination to maintain this efpast history of war shows that the contest between India and
fective parity by rebuilding its armed forces after 1971.
Pakistan is not as unequal as might be expected.
Throughout the 1970s, with Chinese help, Pakistan was able
The wars that India and Pakistan have fought have varto boost its numbers sharply. By 1977, despite a reduction of
ied in intensity and scope. In strict terms these have been
the defense burden with the breaking away of East Pakistan,
limited wars, not in the sense of the term used in strategic
the size of the Pakistan army increased from 278,000 to
literature denoting conventional conflict between nuclear400,000. It got over 500 new tanks, 200 Armored Personnel
capable states, but wars limited in duration and aims of the
Carriers, and other equipment primarily from China.17 In the
participants.
early 1980s, with the assistance of the United States, PakiThe 1947-48 war in Kashmir was fought largely in the
stan was able to add a qualitative edge as well. The US promountain areas of the state and hence required basic infantry
vided Pakistan with weapons systems and equipment that had
weapons like rifles, machine guns and mortars. The Indian
a clear technological edge over what India could procure from
Air Force participated in the operations and both sides dethe Soviets or other Western sources. These included the Fployed artillery where they could. In one instance India em16 fighter, TOW anti-tank missiles, and Harpoon anti-ship
ployed light tanks to good effect. But the terrain limited the
missiles.
use of non-infantry weapons. A rough balance of forces forced
Such instances indicate that mere numerical assessments
India to refrain from widening the 1947 war. The Indian ofdo not adequately measure military capacity or effectiveficial history has looked into the issue and argued that India
ness, as a Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
simply lacked the resources to continue the offensive.12 Even
(SIPRI) study on military capacity and the risk of war pointed
if additional forces had been available, the logistical bottleout. The study points to research on cultural factors, as well
neck of the single road that connected the state to the rest of
as the role of organizational and political issues.18 Ayesha
India would have been inadequate to cope with the situaSiddiqa-Agha has noted that while Islamabads perceptions
tion.13
of the threat posed by India have been the standard explaIndia and Pakistan fought their second open war in Sepnation for Pakistans arms procurement and build up, other
tember 1965. Action began in August 1965, when Pakistan
factors such as inter-services rivalry and civil-military relasent large teams of trained guerillas to instigate an uprising
tions may have played a dominant role.19
in the Kashmir Valley. When cease-fire came, it was largely
In the dynamic military balance today, a simple numeribecause neither side had the wherewithal to continue the
cal analysis fails to account for the effective force that India
battle. In other words, a rough balance of forces prevailed.
can employ vis-à-vis Pakistan. In a Rand report prepared for
On paper, India appeared to be the much stronger side in
the US Army in the mid-1990s, Ashley Tellis pointed out
1965, but this was due to a numerical edge in infantry only.
that Indias numerical advantage came into play only 21 days
Lt. Gen. Harbakhsh Singh, the Commander of Indias Westafter the initiation of conflict.20 Given that both are now
ern Army that conducted the campaign, notes that
nuclear armed states, almost no one expects an Indo-Paki[Pakistans] superiority was decisive in heavy guns, while
stan conflict to be allowed to go on beyond that period.
the quality of her mediums [guns] was far above our own.
Stephen Cohen, too, has pointed to the difficulties in meaPakistan had 352 Patton Main Battle Tanks against 186 Insuring the dynamic balance of military power between Padian Centurions. While both tanks were of the post World
kistan and its neighbors, particularly, India. Analyzing the
War II vintage and considered roughly equal, Pakistan had
Indo-Pakistan military balance in the early eighties, Cohen
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noted that standard comparisons do not say much about the
sure, Pakistan was able to fabricate its first nuclear device in
purpose of these forces. They can be used to deter, to attack,
1986-87. The nature of Chinese assistance to this program is
to create a conflict so as to internationalize it and to attenucontroversial, but there are no doubts that China played a
ate a limited conflict by maintaining a capacity to escalate.21
major role in providing Pakistan with the delivery system in
Lastly, many Pakistanis believe that adherence to Islam
the form of M-11 and M-9 missiles. Later, the Pakistanis
provides special strength to their country. In the 1950s and
added the North Korean No-Dong medium-range ballistic
1960s, political and military leaders declared that one Musmissile capable of carrying nuclear weapons and rechristened
lim was worth five or ten Hindus. Pakistan President Ayub
it the Ghauri. With the nuclear weapons and the Ghauri, whose
Khans directive to General Mohammed Musa, the Comrange covers most of India, Pakistan at last secured strategic
mander-in-Chief of the Pakistan Army, declared: As a genparity with India.28
eral rule Hindu morale would not stand more than a couple
of hard blows delivered at the right time and place.22 Today
THE NUCLEAR FACTOR
some of these stereotypical characterizations are not openly
articulated at the official level. But Pakistan has encouraged
Expectations that nuclear parity would ease Pakistans
its intelligence agencies and Islamic fundamentalist groups
security concerns and thus help reduce tensions in South Asia
to intervene in Indias domestic discords. In the mid-1980s
have been disproven. Nuclear tests may have made all-out
they provided shelter to Sikh militants,
conventional war of the 1965 or 1971
and since the 1990s they have been
type impossible in the region, but a
supporting Kashmiri separatists as well
nuclear deterrent has enabled Pakistan
Expectations that nuclear parity
as a slew of insurgents in Indias
to pursue a proxy war in Jammu and
would ease Pakistans security
troubled Northeastern region.23
Kashmir by keeping a wider Indian reconcerns have been disproven.
The reality has been that while Pasponse at bay. This appeared to be the
kistan is strategically disadvantaged
message of the Kargil War initiated by
vis-à-vis India, it has never been a pushover. Stephen Cohen
Pakistan in the summer of 1999, a year after the nuclear tests.
details the Pakistani strategic doctrine observing that given
Until the Kargil War, India and Pakistan scrupulously
their size, location and terrain, Pakistani generals are atupheld the sanctity of the 740-km Line of Control whose last
tracted to the doctrine of offensive defense. He notes, in
major revision occurred by mutual agreement in the wake of
time of heightening crisis, Pakistan has not hesitated to be
the 1971 war.29 In early 1999, however, Pakistan sent its
the first to employ the heavy use of force in order to gain a
Northern Light Infantry to cross the Line in the snowy Kargil
material advantage.24 Pakistan has pursued an active policy
heights and take up positions overlooking a critical Indian
of alliances to offset the perceived size of its neighbor. When
road linking Srinagar with the Ladakh region. After a two
India began its policy of non-alignment, Pakistan allied itmonth military campaign that cost over 500 lives and led to
self with the United States and obtained invaluable military
President Clintons intervention, the Pakistanis retreated to
aid that enabled it to adopt a posture comparable to Indias.25
their side of the Line of Control.
The two periods of US-Pakistan alliance  1954-1965
The Kargil conflict that rocked the subcontinent in the
and 1980-1990  coincided with Pakistans decision to folsummer of 1999 was unusual. First, it took place in a situalow US strategic interests vis-à-vis the Soviet Union. It can
tion where both countries had nuclear weapons and were
be argued that the first segment of military aid altered
apparently ready to use them.30 Second, it came in the wake
Pakistans perspectives towards India. The aid resulted in
of the successful Lahore summit between Prime Ministers
the first introduction of supersonic jets, modern tanks, selfAtal Bihari Vajpayee of India and Nawaz Sharif of Pakistan.
propelled artillery and armored personnel carriers into the
Third, it happened despite the two sides having generally
South Asian region. The introduction of such technology may
maintained a modus vivendi of sorts along the Line of Conhave been instrumental in militarizing Pakistans attitudes
trol in the region. Lastly, it remained limited to a 168 km
towards India.
section of the Line between Kaobal Gali and Chorbat La. In
Unlike its alliance with the US, Pakistans alliance with
other words, India did not take the option of outflanking PaChina following the Sino-Indian border war of 1962 was
kistani positions or attacking elsewhere to compel Pakistan
marked by a greater commonality of interest. Since 1962 this
to retreat for fear of widening the conflict.
alliance has peaked twice. First, a Chinese ultimatum to InIndia saw this as a Pakistani effort to use their now overt
dia in 1965 may have been a crucial factor in causing India
nuclear capabilities to undertake high-risk conventional conto end the Pakistan-initiated war at a point when the Pakiflict. In 1965, India had signaled that a conventional or substani militarys capacity had been seriously degraded.26 The
conventional attack in Kashmir by Pakistan would be ansecond peak occurred in the early 1990s when the Chinese
swered by all-out war. But in the 1980s and 1990s, India was
supply of nuclear-capable ballistic missiles ensured nuclear
deterred from responding to Pakistani support for separatist
parity between India and Pakistan.27 Such backing, which
terrorism because it feared that this could trigger a wider
played a major role in giving effective parity to Pakistani
conflict which in turn could escalate to a nuclear war. Thus,
forces vis-à-vis India, have militarized the Pakistani polity
in a series of statements and declarations, Indian leaders beand have complicated disputes that might otherwise have been
gan to speak of a new concept of limited war.
settled through negotiations.
The Kargil War came as a rude surprise to Indian deThe final factor in Pakistans strategy since 1971 has
fense planners, and as a result, the new doctrine of limited
been the development of nuclear weapons. Despite US preswar was articulated. Addressing an international conference
38
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on Asian security in New Delhi in early 2000, Indian Desulting in expectations that they would strike, especially affense Minister George Fernandes said that Pakistan was mister the massacre of women and children of military persontaken if it thought it could undertake limited war with India
nel at Kaluchak cantonment near Jammu.35 These expectaunder the nuclear umbrella. He declared that India was pretions were not realized and barring episodic let up, there has
pared to fight such a conflict and called for the armed forces
been no change in cross-border support for insurgency in the
to possess conventional capability of a sufficiently high level
states of Jammu and Kashmir. This implies that India remains
in order to lift the conventional threshold as much as posdeterred by Pakistani nuclear weapons, and Pakistan appears
sible.31 This has not been fully been explicated, but it imso far to have retained the ability to prosecute a proxy war
plies the search for space to pursue a conventional or even
below the nuclear or conventional threshold.
sub-conventional conflict within the prevailing nuclear standoff.
AFTER 9/11
In 1997, two years before the Kargil War, Ashley Tellis
concluded in a Rand study that the Indian subcontinent was
The terrorist strike on the United States on September
likely to enjoy a period of ugly stability. He defined this as
11, 2001 introduced a new dynamic into the situation. Althe persistence of unconventional conflicts that would likely
though Pakistan became a key ally for the American war
last for a decade or
against terrorism,
more. This predic9/11 clearly genertion stemmed from
ated new pressures
his view that the
for Pakistan. Two
military balance
days after the event,
was such that neithe US made seven
ther country was canon-negotiable depable at the time of
mands on Pakistan.
prosecuting any
According to a
premeditated conWashington Post
ventional war of unarticle, these were
limited
aims.
formulated by US
While Pakistans
Secretary of State
capabilities were
Colin Powell and
too ineffectual,
his deputy Richard
India lacked the
Armitage and conF-16 Fighting Falcons were introduced into the Pakistan Air Force (PAF) in 1983. It is
combat power to
veyed to the visita multi-mission aircraft that can carry up to 15,200 lbs. of bombs, missiles and rockets.
overwhelm Pakiing Pakistani intelstan within the constraints of a short war. Tellis believed
ligence chief Mahmoud Ahmad. They required Pakistan to
that even the introduction of nuclear weapons into the equastop all assistance to the Al Qaeda, give the US access to
tion would not alter the situation because of Pakistans tactic
Pakistani bases, provide immediate intelligence and immiof using proxies to continue the conflict with India. In such
gration information, and curb all expressions of support for
circumstances, unconventional conflicts  in the form of eiterrorism against the US. The demands also required Pakither state-supported terrorism or state-supported insurgency
stan to blockade Taliban-ruled Afghanistan, stop Pakistani
 will remain the principal form of security competition.32
volunteers from going there and break Pakistani relations
In another study following the Kargil conflict, Tellis
with the Taliban if they continued to harbor the Al Qaeda.
noted that the basic argument of his 1997 study did not change
In so many words, noted the report, Powell and Armitage
after Kargil and that stability could now be of an uglier
would be asking Pakistan to help destroy what its intellivariety. He concluded that Pakistans evolving nuclear capagence service had helped create and maintain: the Taliban.36
bilities might provide effective strategic cover for an activThe current US declaration of zero tolerance for terist Kashmir policy that sanctions episodic limited aims oprorist activity has made it more difficult for Islamabad to
erations,33 meaning that Pakistan is willing to gamble and
support its Kashmir cause. The US strategy is to persuade
take the risk that India, being the more responsible actor,
Pakistan to end infiltration and dismantle the training infrawill stay its hand. This theme was echoed by Lt. Gen. (restructure of the terrorists or, as Pakistan refers to them, freetired) V.R. Raghavan, who pointed out in a 2001 paper that
dom fighters. In the USs view, the end of the terrorist trainIndian expectations of stability, which was assumed would
ing infrastructure must precede the withdrawal of the forces
follow after Pakistani nuclear weapons have neutralized Inmassed on the border and a sustained dialogue to resolve
dian conventional superiority, have not been fulfilled. Nuclear
the issue. The fiction that Pakistan is offering only diploweapons have instead encouraged Pakistan to take greater
matic, political and moral support is less tenable now that
risks in the ongoing conflict in Jammu and Kashmir.34
there is a sharper US interest in the region. The Pakistani
Both Tellis and Raghavan expressed concerns that the
Inter-Services Intelligences role in fostering the Taliban
idea of limited war articulated by Indian leaders and miliincreases American suspicions and the current US-Pakistan
tary officers in the wake of Kargil could add a destabilizing
relations are tense as a result.
element to the situation. In early 2002, Indian forces were
Following a terrorist attack on the Indian Parliament on
mobilized and massed on the front for most of the year, reDecember 13, 2001, relations between India and Pakistan
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reached a crisis point with India mobilizing its entire army
cials claimed that they had nothing to do with the situation
near the Pakistan border. India demanded action against orin the region, they were clearly aimed as a warning to India.
ganizations like the Jaish-e-Mohammed and the Lashkar-eNew Delhi took the tests at face value and declared that they
Taiba and the extradition of 20 terrorists involved in acts of
had obviously been targeted at the domestic audience in
terrorism in the past. It also withdrew its High Commissioner
Pakistan.41
(Ambassador) from Pakistans capital, Islamabad. Pakistan
responded by alerting its own army and on January 12, in a
THE BALANCING ACT CONTINUES
nation-wide address, General Musharraf demanded evidence
of Pakistani complicity. He refused to extradite any PakiA major reason for Indias inability to undertake even a
stani citizens and strongly reiterated Pakistani support for
limited war against Pakistan in May-June 2002 was its lack
the Kashmir cause.
of adequate military capability. From the outset, Pakistan
As a gesture to world opinion and India, however,
has ensured that it maintains effective parity with India in
Musharraf stated that Pakistan rejects
terms of combat capacity. This does
and condemns terrorism in all its
not imply purely numerical or miliforms and manifestations and that
tary equality, but a mix of means: the
From the outset, Pakistan has
Pakistan will not allow its territory
invocation of foreign alliances to
ensured that it maintains effective
to be used for terrorist activity anycompensate for Indias size, a stress
parity with India in terms of
where in the world. No organization
on offensive doctrines to offset the
combat capacity.
will be allowed to indulge in terrorlack of strategic depth, nuclear weapism in the name of Kashmir.37 Moreons capability and the use of proxy
over, Musharraf declared that Pakistan would ban three secwar. At the time, a leading Indian military commentator Rear
tarian Pakistani organizations. The Lashkar and Jaish were
Admiral (retired) Raja Menon noted: So why are we relucalso banned and 2,000 of their supporters were arrested.
tant to mount a cross border operation? Because our stratSubsequently, these organizations renamed themselves and
egy and our weapons systems do not give us the capability
to prevent a cross border operation from turning horribly
shifted their operations to Pakistan Occupied or Azad Kashmessy. In other words, the cross border operation will not
mir.38
After a brief dip in January and February 2002, infiltrabe surgical because we have no surgical capability.42
tion of the Line of Control by small groups of trained guerilConfirmation that the Indian reaction (or non-reaction)
las from Pakistan continued. Tensions reached a new high
was a result of inadequate combat capacity also came through
on May 14 when terrorists hijacked a bus and stormed a
a small news item about two weeks after the tension between
residential area for military personnel near Jammu and killed
the two countries peaked. It noted that a prominent memsome 35 people. India expelled Pakistans ambassador and
ber of the standing committee of Members of the Indian
mobilized for war. It appeared that only a last minute US
Parliament overseeing the Defense Ministry told The Times
intervention prevented the outbreak of hostilities. Almost
of India newspaper that in separate presentations in April,
all observers believed that such retaliatory actions could
the Army, Navy and Air Force had reported that Indias suescalate to a nuclear war.
periority over Pakistans was barely 1: 1.2. It had come down
For a while it appeared that India would attack.39 On a
from 1: 1.7 that obtained at the time of the 1971 war. The
visit to Kashmir, Prime Minister Vajpayee declared that Inmembers of the committee were also told that a short surgical strike, either against terrorist camps or against stratedia would not hesitate to accept the challenge that had been
thrown at it. Ultimately, however, there was no military regic targets in Pakistan, was not possible [and that] the war
sponse. Confronted with the dilemma of limited war in a
was bound to be a prolonged one. According to the report,
nuclear environment, India held back. A week after the May
the committee member said that irrespective of its hard
14 strike, the government decided to employ a cautious mix
posturing, at no point in time had the Centre taken any deciof military and diplomatic means to achieve its goals. The
sion to go to war. Its sole objective had been to draw the
army was ordered to undertake more aggressive patrolling
attention of the international community and mount presof the Line of Control, while the basic decision was to use
sure on Pakistan.43
40
US pressure to control Pakistans behavior.
From 1980 onwards Pakistan moved along a threeOn May 23, 2002, US Secretary of State Colin Powell
pronged strategy which involved pursuit of nuclear weapconveyed to General Musharraf the US administrations call
ons capability, building up conventional capability with the
for an end to cross-border infiltration. Powell also asked
help of the US and China and supporting Indian separatist
Indian External Affairs Minister Jaswant Singh for time to
movements and terrorist activity in India. The US arms transallow diplomacy to work. In the following weeks, British
fer relationship was terminated in 1990, when the first Bush
Foreign Secretary Jack Straw, US Deputy Secretary of State
administration was no longer able to certify, under the terms
Richard Armitage and Secretary of Defense Donald
of the Pressler amendment, that Pakistan did not possess a
Rumsfeld visited India and Pakistan in a bid to defuse the
nuclear explosive device.44 Siddiqa-Agha argued that all of
crisis. In the meantime the US and other western countries
Pakistans substantial defense planning has essentially reissued unprecedented advisories against travel to the South
volved only around India which is seen as a powerful state
Asian region because of the threat of war.
with hegemonic ambitions. But, by the mid-1990s, the
Pakistan agreed to order its forces to block infiltration,
majority of the policy-making elite saw this not simply as a
but on May 25 began a series of missile tests. Though offimatter of self-defense but also hoped to humble Indias
40
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desire to project itself as a regional power. 45 Pakistani aims
seriousness. Civil-military relations remain cold, thus blockthus seem to have gone beyond self-defense against an aling the much needed synergy for India to be able to use its
legedly hostile neighbor.
military power effectively.
For their part, until the Kargil conflict of 1999, Indian
The problems in Pakistan are in their own way equally
military planners never seriously planned for short wars. This
severe. The Pakistani economy is not in good shape. A rewas an outcome of political goals that stressed preserving
cent report forecasts that the prospects for Pakistans
the status quo and military planning which tended to be oreconomy will vary from a slow increase in the growth rate
thodox. Such traditional thinking inhibited the flexibility refrom the current 3 per cent to about 6 per cent by the end of
quired for the Indian military to wage short wars and respond
the decade, to a sluggish growth of 3-4 per cent to a comto Pakistans changing capabilities. In the early 1980s, in a
plete collapse. The final outcome will depend on the choices
book on Indian wars since independence, Indian general
made by Pakistans leaders.51 Pakistan has been reeling from
Sukhwant Singh noted, [w]e have not been able to attune
political crises created by the military coup of 1999 and the
ourselves to the techniques of short
consequences of the post-9/11
wars. The generals have failed India
changes in Afghanistan. The October
in this respect.46 But while Indian
2002 elections left a hung National
While Indian officials are now
officials are now talking about limAssembly, as well as an impressive
talking about limited war, they
ited war, they have clearly been unshowing of Islamist parties like the
have clearly been unable to come
able to come up with a workable stratvarious factions of Jamiat-ul-ulema
up with a workable strategy.
egy. It could be that Indian leaders
Pakistan and Jamaat-e-Islami who
have realized that there are consideroppose American intervention in Afable risks inherent in limited war as well. These were perghanistan and stand against Musharrafs policies. For years
haps best summed up by Raghavan, who noted that the realPakistan has exported religious extremism from in its own
ity of limited war is that the limits set on it make it difficult to
society to India and Afghanistan, but now the blight may be
gain a military victory and war termination without a victory
turning inwards.
closely resembles a defeat.47 In other words, with the effecMusharrafs remarks to the Christian Science Monitor
tive parity that Pakistan has maintained since independence,
cited earlier indicate that Pakistan will not abandon its goal
short and limited wars have been to its advantage.
of maintaining effective parity with India. But Pakistans
The continued relevance of effective parity can be seen
current economic woes and its political situation preclude it
in a recent interview given by General Musharraf to the Chrisfrom really doing so. Economic disparity with India is intian Science Monitor during his September 2002 visit to the
creasing. Pakistans estimated GDP (purchasing power parUS. According to Musharraf, Pakistan was able to forestall a
ity) is $299 billion while Indias is $2.5 trillion; almost all
economic forecasts project a low growth rate for Pakistan,
reaction to the terrorist strikes because India was deterred by
and growth could be further constrained if it decided to mainPakistans conventional force capability. As he noted, The
tain high military spending levels. As a result, Pakistan may
force levels that we maintain, in the army, navy, air force is
not be able to keep its effective parity with India because of
of a level, which deters aggression ... there is a certain ratio
required for an offensive force to succeed. The ratios that we
its declining economic situation.
maintain are far above that ... you may have noticed I keep
This situation opens up a further cause for instability in
saying that we are going to defend offensively, because we
the region. In the past whenever Indian military capabilities
can launch an offensive also. That is the level of force we
began to grow at a pace that was not to Pakistans liking,
have.48 In response to another question, he said that the Inthey initiated war. Regarding the 1965 war, Stephen Cohen
dian buildup threatened this balance and that the US should
notes that the argument that was persuasive in 1965 was
contribute in two ways: One, proactively deny India the acthat Pakistan was going to fall farther and farther behind Incess to this high-technology increase in their conventional
dia, and that it had to make a last-ditch effort to bring the
potential. And secondly, [provide Pakistan with] whatever
Kashmir issue to international attention.52 Tellis has argued
we were getting initially in the form of purchase of arms and
that the Kargil War was conditioned at least in part by the
 also may I add  F-16s, which we had paid for. That would
growing Pakistani recognition that India is on the verge of
be required to reestablish balance in the conventional
becoming the hegemonic state in South Asia.53 So far Paki49
forces.
stan has spent inordinate sums from its own budget as well
India does not appear ready to live with this uncomfortas secured financial and military assistance from the US,
able situation. Beginning in 2000, Indian military budgets
China and Gulf sheikhdoms to acquire weapons and weaphave shown an upward trend after nearly a decade of stagnaons systems to maintain effective parity with India. The sitution. The clear aim is to build a range of capabilities that can
ation has now changed. Pakistan must confront the possibiladapt to scenarios involving nuclear, conventional, and or
ity of going the way of the former Soviet Union by pursuing
sub-conventional war.50 The Kargil War also compelled the
military competition with a much larger rival, or seek new
government to recommend the most ambitious restructuring
and more peaceful ways of dispute resolution.
and reform of the defense and intelligence management system ever undertaken by India. But implementation has been
CONCLUSION
slow and fitful and Indian defense acquisition procedures
remain painfully slow. Issues such as restructuring and inte9/11 and the Bush Administrations response has made
grating its armed forces have not been taken up with any
it clear that the option of continuing the Low Intensity ConHarvard Asia Quarterly
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flict or proxy war against India is now spent. In the past
year, the Pakistani state has taken a zigzag approach towards
severing its links with the jihadi forces, especially in relation to Kashmir. Within two months of cracking down on
Islamic fundamentalists, Pakistani authorities released most
of them and some of the leaders as well.54 As an International Crisis Group report notes, Musharraf appears to have
the means, but not the will, to largely end cross-border militancy permanently.55 But Pakistan has no reasons to assume that the US will reduce its pressure to end all support
to such elements.
Following a meeting of the Cabinet on May 30, 2002
during the height of the Indo-Pakistan crisis, President Bush
told reporters that the US had told both countries that war
would not serve their interests and that the US was part of a
coalition applying pressure to both parties, particularly President Musharraf. Bush emphasized that [Musharraf] must
stop the incursions across the Line of Control. He must do
so. He said he would do so. We and others are making it
clear to him that he must live up to his word.56
While the Low Intensity Conflict option is closing, just
how quickly this happens is a function of US pressure. There
are three other drivers of change  namely autonomous alterations in Pakistans grand strategy vis-à-vis India, dramatic
increases in Indian conventional capability in the near-term,
and the prospect of one or the other side gaining nuclear superiority. None of these will materialize quickly or easily.57
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INTERVIEW WITH AMBASSADOR
TERESITA SCHAFFER

BACK FROM THE BRINK OF NUCLEAR WAR? POST-CRISIS
INDO-PAKISTAN RELATIONS
BY RICHA GULATI
Ambassador Teresita Schaffer currently serves
as the director of the South Asia Program for the
Center for Strategic and International Studies
(CSIS) in Washington, DC. She came to CSIS after
a thirty year career in the foreign service where
she focused on South Asia. From 1992-1995, she
served as the US Ambassador to Sri Lanka. She
was the director of the Foreign Service Institute
from 1995 to 1997 and was the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State for South Asia from 1989-1992.
Her earlier posts included Tel Aviv, Islamabad,
New Delhi, and Dhaka. Ambassador Schaffer is
the author of Sri Lanka: Lessons from the 1995
Negotiations, in Creating Peace in Sri Lanka
(Brookings 1998), two studies on women in
Bangladesh, a report on Indo-US relations
entitled Rising India and US Policy Options in
Asia, as well as articles in the SAIS International
Review, Far Eastern Economic Review, Foreign
Service Journal, and other scholarly publications.

HAQ: Early last spring, there was considerable press arguing that India
and Pakistan were at the stage of inevitable nuclear war. How would
you assess the actual risk of a nuclear exchange between them?
Schaffer: There was a significant risk of an outbreak of war between
India and Pakistan last spring. The big danger in South Asia is that a
limited conventional war could escalate, perhaps even to the nuclear
level, so any fighting needs to be taken seriously. In the current
environment, the risk of war is considerably less than it was last spring
and significantly less than the peak of tensions over the summer. To
this end, we have seen that both countries have withdrawn some of
the troops that were deployed eyeball-to-eyeball from the undisputed
part of the border. These reductions give India and Pakistan more
breathing room because they have a greater warning time in case of
crisis, which serves to reduce tension and discourage rash decisionmaking. However, the violence in Kashmir remains undiminished.
The newly elected governments in both Pakistan and the Indian
state of Jammu and Kashmir represent both good and bad news. The
new government in Kashmir offers an opportunity for change for the
first time in many years. But the elections in Pakistan, which gave the
religious parties an unprecedented representation in Pakistans
parliament, may alter the course of Pakistani politics and will
complicate peace efforts.
In Kashmir, the current elections removed the National
Conference, headed by Farooq Abdullah, who were previously thought
to be immovable because of their alliance with the central government
in New Delhi. The national government had allowed Farooq Abdullah
considerable freedom of action at the state level, and his state
government was believed to be riddled with corruption. Mufti
Mohammed Sayeed, the leader of the newly elected government, has
said he wants to reach out to new players in the Kashmiri community
and to enter into discussions of the states future with the government
of India. Actions such as the release of political prisoners in Kashmir,
fulfilling promises made in the parties agenda, bode well.
The new government in Kashmir also includes members of the
Congress Party, which is the opposition to the Indian government at
the national level. Unfortunately, the Pakistani government regards
signs of strengthening ties between Srinagar and New Delhi as
dangerous to Pakistans interests in Kashmir. The question thus remains
how Srinagar and New Delhi can maintain their new dialogue and
whether Pakistan will play a spoilers role. In this respect, the new
strength of the religious right in Pakistan, which takes a hard line on
Kashmir, is a complication.
HAQ: How do you think extremists in Pakistan, who do not support
the notion of peace with India, can affect the actions of the Musharraf
government?
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Schaffer: There are two principal groups to consider here:
actually wants to go to war. Both countries are acutely
the religious political parties, and the militant groups who
aware of the danger that war poses to the stability of the
operate outside the political system and to a significant
countries and the region. Additionally, the United States
extent outside the law. Both believe that Musharraf is too
played a very effective role in crisis management. High
soft in its dealings with India. The religious political
level officials such as Secretary of State Colin Powell,
parties received 11% of the vote in the October elections.
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, and Deputy
This has occurred before in Pakistans election history,
Secretary of State Richard Armitage all made visits in
but the difference this past October is that they won an
the past year and were actively involved in trying to reduce
unprecedented 18% of seats in Parliament as well as the
tensions. Musharraf gave the US assurances that Pakistan
absolute majority in one provincial government election,
would stop infiltration of militants across the Line of
in the Northwest Frontier Province.
Control in Kashmir. The hope was that this would be fully
They ran on a platform that rejected both Musharrafs
implemented, and would set the stage for serious talks
decision to join the US war on terrorism and the US role
between India and Pakistan.
in Pakistan. They will make their views felt through the
I believe that India missed a key opportunity by not
political process, and will try to
acknowledging that steps had
prevent Musharraf from
been taken to ensure the
continuing the current level of
reduction of border infiltrations
cooperation with the United
and moving to talks. Instead, it
States. These religious groups
waited to see how long the
now make up the third largest
reduced infiltration would last,
party in Pakistan. They have
and ultimately concluded that
already shown that they plan to
Pakistans policy changes were
use this position to make it
only limited and temporary.
difficult for Musharraf to pursue
Unfortunately, this made it more
full cooperation with the United
difficult for Pakistan to sustain
States and to discourage any
whatever policy changes it had
softening of his approach to
made regarding infiltration.
India. Since no one in Pakistan
This does not excuse Pakistans
wants to be accused of being soft
actions,
but does explain the
US Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld meets
on India, their increased
intractability of the problem.
with Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee at his
presence and willingness to take
Interestingly, the US role in
New Delhi residence on June 12, 2002.
a forceful position will certainly
crisis management was
make it more difficult for the government to take any risks
welcomed by both Pakistan and India. Pakistan has always
for peace. But they are working within the institutions of
sought outside involvement in its disputes with India, as
the state, and indeed have been calling for strict adherence
a way to counteract Indias greater size and strength. India,
to the constitution.
however, had traditionally rejected any third party role.
The most extreme militant groups go beyond this
Its greater receptivity to US diplomatic efforts reflects
position. They represent a challenge to state authority and
the much improved US relations with India and Indias
to the institutions of the state, represented by Musharraf.
hope that the US will be able to press Pakistan to change
They have fomented sectarian violence, and they will
its course on Kashmir.
continue to try to support militancy in Kashmir regardless
of the policies of the government. They have already
HAQ: It was recently revealed that in 1999, a furious
resisted government efforts to prevent them from
Clinton informed then-PM Nawaz Sharif that
carrying arms in public. Ideally, Musharraf would like to
unbeknownst to him, Pakistan had already started
meet the challenge of these groups and cut down the
deploying its nuclear weapons and the man who ordered
domestic activities of these hardliners. At the same time,
the deployment was Musharraf. Do you think this
the army and intelligence services have in the past used
revelation will have severe implications for deterrence in
their ties with these groups to carry out their efforts to
any future military conflicts?
destabilize Kashmir, and will probably try to preserve their
ability to operate in Kashmir. In other words, Musharrafs
Schaffer: I am not familiar with this report and therefore
goal of curbing the militants domestic activities is at odds
cannot make any direct comments on it. However, I can
with his apparent interest in keeping open the option of
say that the nuclear arsenal of Pakistan is indeed under
violence in Kashmir. If he tries to do both, his efforts to
military control, which in light of the politics of Pakistan
crack down on militants are likely to be ineffective.
is a good thing, primarily because the army is better able
to ensure physical security than any civilian entity would
HAQ: Which parties or individuals, in your opinion,
be. Given the huge role the army has always played in
played crucial roles in defusing the situation between India
Pakistani politics, especially under the present
and Pakistan?
government, the army will have the real responsibility for
nuclear use regardless of how civilian officials
Schaffer: I do not believe that either India or Pakistan
responsibility is defined. During the Nawaz Sharif
Harvard Asia Quarterly
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government, there is ample evidence that the Prime
Minister deferred to the military on major decisions
involving national security and was reluctant to challenge
their recommendations. The constitutional amendments
Musharraf has enacted to institute a National Security
Council will institutionalize the voice of the military in
all major national decisions, so this situation is likely to
continue for the foreseeable future. India has traditionally
tended to overestimate the already large role of the
military in Pakistani politics,
and will therefore always
assume that the army is the
entity in Pakistan in control
of the weapons.
HAQ: What is the US
position on relations between
Pakistan and India? How do
you think the US will play the
balancing act between a
former and currently much
needed ally in the form of
Pakistan, and an ally-in-themaking in the form of India?

countries. The dominant US goal in the region, as long as
this dispute remains unresolved, will be prevention of a
war that could go nuclear. This means that despite the
wide array of long-term US interests in India, a war scare
with Pakistan will absorb both countries attention,
inhibiting Indias efforts to carve out a larger role in the
world and to some degree inhibiting the potential of
relations with the United States. With Pakistan, the
problem is more serious. The US regards Pakistans efforts
to support the insurgency in
Kashmir as a danger to the
region, and the militants who
have operated in Pakistan in
the past include organizations
the US has labeled as
terrorists. The issue is not so
much how to balance
relations with the two
countries as how to lay the
groundwork for a healthier
relationship between them,
once that would definitively
reduce the risk of war and
resolve the many-layered
problems of the insurgency in
Kashmir.

Schaffer: I believe that the
US Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld meets with PaUnited States would like
kistan President Pervez Musharraf at the presidential offices
Pakistan and India to get on
HAQ: What effect will the
in Islamabad on November 4, 2001.
the path of a peaceful
increased US presence in the
dialogue and is willing to put substantial diplomatic
region have upon India-Pakistan relations? Will the effects
muscle behind this goal. The United States is, however,
be temporary or long-term?
less interested in a balance than the question might
suggest. With India, the US has a variety of long-term
Schaffer: Some people believe that the presence of US
interests, many of which have little to do with Pakistan.
forces in Pakistan will deter major combat between India
India is one of the rising powers in Asia; its economic
and Pakistan. I believe there is some logic to that view,
growth has been among the fastest in the world in the
but the US presence is certainly not a strong enough
past ten years. The extraordinary growth of its information
deterrent to count on. India and Pakistan came perilously
technology sector has created an intimate linkage between
close to combat last summer despite active US operations
the most advanced sectors of the two economies. US
in Pakistan and Afghanistan.
relations with India have dramatically improved since the
Right at the moment, the biggest question mark about
end of the Cold War, and the United States would like to
the US presence in the region derives from the potential
build upon this improvement. The most dynamic area,
war with Iraq. If the United States does pursue military
surprisingly, is the security relationship, and especially
action in Iraq, attention will shift away from Afghanistan,
cooperation on security in the Indian Ocean.
and Pakistan by extension. In my view, that increases the
The United States has also reestablished relations
risk of another India-Pakistan crisis. Violence in Kashmir
with Pakistan and I believe that they would like these to
is likely to go up, especially since both the militants and
last in the long term. However, the sustainability of these
the Pakistani government will assume that the United
relations rely on two main factors: first, Pakistans
States is too preoccupied with Iraq to focus on the
continued presence and cooperation with the war on
problems of Kashmir. India could well decide on a more
terrorism in Afghanistan, and second, Pakistans ability
forceful response, based on a similar calculation. If a
to revive and strengthen its political and economic
serious crisis does materialize, the US is likely to
institutions. The United States can help Pakistan achieve
undertake another crisis management effort broadly
this goal through a long-term, steady relationship with
similar to the one described above. But the possibility of
Pakistan, which would involve substantial economic aid,
military action in Iraq discourages the kind of peaceexpansion of trade, and ideally a greater degree of policy
building diplomacy that would ultimately serve long-term
convergence than now exists on relations with India.
US interests.
Neither of these goals conflicts with US relations or goals
with India.
HAQ: What are the possible areas of compromise for India
But the India-Pakistan dispute, and specifically
and Pakistans governments on the Kashmir issue?
Kashmir, still has an impact on US relations with both
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Schaffer: The immediate question is how to get India and
violations. Unfortunately, the agreements themselves were
Pakistan talking seriously, especially after the
weak, and lacked the kind of detail and dispute settlement
redeployment of military forces along part of the border
procedures that would make them easier to implement
following the elections in Kashmir. This situation could
between the two suspicious countries. Partly as a result,
have had a positive effect on relations, but there have been
they tended to fall into disuse when bilateral relations
no subsequent steps since then. I think that both
soured  in other words, when they were most needed.
governments need to take a look in the mirror and admit
One particularly dangerous development is the
that they need to deal with one another and acknowledge
tendency by both India and Pakistan to use nuclear
that the current relations are not acceptable. Pakistan
deterrence as a cover for carrying on more limited combat.
needs to crack down seriously on infiltration; India needs
Pakistans decision to send troops across the Line of
to accept that compliance will be less
Control in 1999  an episode known
than perfect. Both need to start finding
as Kargil, after the place where it
a way to communicate and to
occurred  seems to have reflected
Provocations that could lead
reestablish the trade and transit ties that
a calculation that Indias response
to a military faceoff are not
were cut a year ago.
would be limited because of the
entirely under the two
In the longer term, there are three
danger of nuclear escalation. In the
countries control.
parties involved in Kashmir: India,
end, Pakistan was obliged by US
Pakistan and the Kashmiris. They need
pressure to pull back, but there are
to deal with three issues, broadly speaking: boundaries,
certainly strategic thinkers in Pakistan who believe that
the status of Kashmir and the relationship between the
its nuclear weapons have created a wider area for
state (or its various parts) with India and Pakistan; and
maneuver in conventional operations against India.
the overall relationship between India and Pakistan.
On the Indian side, strategic thinkers have tried to
Ironically, the presence of nuclear weapons in the
develop a concept of limited war. While this has not been
region has made it almost impossible to change the border
clearly defined, the idea, once again, is that India retains
that has separated Indian and Pakistani forces for the past
the option to conduct limited military operations 
54 years, the Line of Control. That makes the issue of
presumably by staying away from operations that would
Kashmirs status and governance, in my view, the most
trigger a nuclear response by Pakistan. In a somewhat
important one. The goal should be to give Kashmiris
different fashion, Indias massive deployment of troops
control of their own lives within a structure that is
along the border and Line of Control earlier in 2002
acceptable to India and Pakistan. A wide range of
represents an effort to use the threat of war to mobilize
proposals have been floated by people outside of
international pressure directed against Pakistan.
government circles, ranging from autonomy within India
I believe that both India or Pakistan are aware of the
for the parts of Kashmir now held by India, a similar
dangers of nuclear war, and should more limited conflict
arrangement for the parts of Kashmir administered by
break out, they would undoubtedly both use whatever
Pakistan, some kind of special status involving partial
diplomatic or strategic devices they could to keep the
sovereignty for Kashmir, to independence. None of these
fighting limited. The danger, however, is that war has its
ideas is currently acceptable to all three of the key players,
own dynamic. Tit for tat escalation can get out of hand.
and they all raise complicated and emotional questions.
Worse, both countries can easily miscalculate one
This is the area where the greatest creativity is needed.
anothers red lines. Provocations that could lead to a
military faceoff are not entirely under the two countries
HAQ: Do you have any further thoughts on how the
control. Militant groups fomenting violence in India may
relations between these two countries will change in the
not be acting at Pakistans behest. To me, this makes the
future, and what will prevent nuclear war from being a
concept of limited war  in any of its variants  much too
continued threat to the stability of the region?
dangerous, and it underscores the need for more effective
risk reduction measures.
Schaffer: Relations between India and Pakistan can
durably change for the better only when both countries
conclude that the present relations are not acceptable. This
is harder for Pakistan since they need to step back and
acknowledge that their primary goal in Kashmir is beyond
reach and instead become willing to look for second best
solutions.
In the interim, the most important thing India and
Pakistan could do to reduce the risk of nuclear war is to
revive and strengthen the risk reduction measures they
put in place at various times over the last ten years. The
two countries have reached agreements on measures like
notifying one another of major military movements,
regular use of hot lines by national leaders and military
commanders, and procedures to prevent air space
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ince the end of the Cold War, Central Asia has acquired a reputation as a volatile, unpredictable region.1 Economic instability, weak
civil societies, and repressive political climates have shrouded the
post-Soviet states since their independence eleven years ago. Indeed, the
World Bank has called the last decade a triple-transition for the Central Asian countries: they simultaneously faced the macroeconomic shock
of the Soviet disintegration, the abrupt shift from centralized state governance to more democratic, market-driven strategies, and the sudden shift
in geographic position to being in the middle of two much larger nuclear
powers.2 Compounding its internal problems, Central Asia held a lowpriority status within the broader foreign policy framework of the US;
Washingtons primary interests concerned nuclear nonproliferation and
energy security rather than intermediate-term political stability or even
long-term regional economic development.3 As a result, the Central Asian
states turned to Moscow and Beijing for their immediate security and
economic needs; for example, Russia and China had signed formal trade
or friendship treaties with all of these countries governments prior to the
summer of 2001, and Moscow in particular projected its politico-military predominance by stationing troops in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan under mutual security arrangements.4 Thus,
until this year, Russian and Chinese, rather than Western, interests were
assumed to most heavily shape the regions future.
9/11 and the consequent war in Afghanistan, however, thrust Central
Asia into the international limelight, highlighting its strategic importance
to the West as the geopolitical pivot and shatterbelt of the extensive
Eurasian landmass.5 The Central Asian states now enjoy greater political attention from the West than at any other time in their short existence;
as a result, the region is no longer assumed to lie safely within the SinoRussian sphere of influence. A new constellation of political dynamics
has radically altered the balance of power in this fragile region, which
finds itself once again in a great game of geopolitics between major
powers. With the current American presence in Central Asia, Russian
and Chinese influence have been temporarily diluted. New pressures on
the normally close Sino-Russian relationship, as well as the ongoing violence of Islamist militants, have cast uncertainty over the future evolution of the region. As one native regional expert articulated, given Central Asias rich strategic and physical resources, one can expect potential clashes of global interests of great powers for domination of the region.6
THE SCO AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE
One major influence over the regions future is the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization (SCO), the nascent political alliance of Russia,
China, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyzstan created in
June 2001. The SCO arose out of the Shanghai Five, a loose security
group that comprised every current SCO member except Uzbekistan. The
Shanghai Five was originally formed in 1996 as a confidence-building
measure in which member states could cooperate on border delineation
issues.7 During the summer of 2001, under the guidance of Russian
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President Vladimir Putin and Chinese President Jiang Zemin,
the organization added Uzbekistan to its roster and officially
renamed itself the SCO, declaring itself as a regional forum
and pledging to forge stronger ties between member states
while providing for the collective security of Central Asia.
In its first year of existence, the SCO concerned itself
primarily with regional security and border control. At its
founding, the six countries had pledged to combat the three
evil forces of terrorism, extremism, and separatism, the last
being a thinly disguised reference to violent Islamic
radicalism.8 Some advocates envisioned the group as not
merely a security mechanism, but also as a promising
framework for building
tighter trade, investment,
cultural, environmental, and
technological relations
between member states; the
SCO would accordingly
become the regions
authoritative voice.9 The
group applied for UN
recognition and has even
approached Mongolia,
Pakistan, India, and Iran for
prospective membership. If
the SCO expands and
encompasses not just
security issues, but also
addresses economic and
social concerns, then it will
be a powerful regional player indeed.
Certainly, the rhetoric of the SCO points towards the
future possibility of it becoming an influential multilateral
organization. However, the prospect that the young SCO will
blossom into a powerful regional bloc requires many
assumptions. For example, each country would need to invest
the necessary political will into the SCO framework; the
organization would have to develop its own autonomous
agencies and capable leadership, distinct from its constituent
states; the UN, US, and EU would have to recognize the
group as a credible international organization; and most
importantly, the SCO would have to operate as a legitimate
vehicle for the collective interests of its members rather than
as an organ dominated or directed by one or two states.
That final condition is difficult to satisfy. Upon its
formation over a year ago, the SCO was described within
many Western policy and intelligence circles as merely a
synergistic tool of Russian and Chinese foreign policy, a
vessel by which these two powers could court Central Asian
states into steadily growing military and economic relations
while simultaneously coordinating policies to crush internal
threats like militant Islamist movements. Russia and China,
by virtue of their much larger geographic size, economic
strength, and military power, have dominated the group from
the start by pressuring the leaders of their smaller neighbors
to support their policies; indeed, the SCO began largely out
of the directives of these two countries leaders. This has
allowed the foreign ministries of Russia and China to tightly
guide the SCOs stance on many issues, such as its general
anti-US slant as well as its zero-tolerance approach to
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Islamist and separatist movements.
In the eyes of Russian and Chinese policymakers, then,
the SCO was a way to seal the strategic Sino-Russian
dominance over Central Asia while engaging in friendly
relations with their Central Asian neighbors. They all shared
common concerns, such as the need to stifle increasingly
violent ethnic and Islamist insurgencies; however, unlike their
smaller fellow members, Moscow and Beijing desired to
directly confront American hegemony, especially in a region
they long considered their natural sphere of influence. No
matter how alluring the possibility of the SCO becoming a
model forum for regional cooperation, the reality seems to
be that Russia and China
wish to use the SCO to
eventually build a new
regional security architecture
that reinforces each others
territorial integrity while
retrenching
Western
influence at the same time.10
For instance, shortly after its
inception, the SCO released
a joint communiqué that
stressed, among other things,
the folly of the US National
Missile Defense system, the
integrity of the Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty, and the
legitimacy of the PRC
government as the sole
representative of both mainland China and Taiwan.11 These
were concerns that Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and
Uzbekistan seldom voiced, if at all, before the formation of
the SCO. They are also, unsurprisingly, deeply held interests
of Moscow and Beijing that are now being articulated as the
official position of this new multilateral organization. The
SCO has become a de facto podium for its member states,
especially Russia and China, to express their political views
to an international audience.
The Central Asian states have accepted the Sino-Russian
domination of the SCO more out of need than desire. Over
the past several years, the leaders of these states allied
themselves with Russia and China in order to gain support
for their harsh domestic policies of severely repressing
religious and political opposition movements, spanning from
civil-political parties to violent Islamist guerillas. Lack of
Western attention to the region resulted in many regional
leaders, such as Uzbek President Islam Karimov, concluding
that only Russia and China would commit the military troops
and aid needed to defeat these internal and regional threats.12
Thus, in the late-1990s, the Central Asian states began to
strengthen their relations with these two powers, and they
welcomed the formation of the SCO with enthusiasm.13 For
their part, Russia and China looked to gain the cooperation
of their neighbors in dealing with their own problems; for
instance, China has placed strong demands on the extradition
of any wanted Uighur nationalists who escape into
neighboring Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan.
9/11 and the Afghan conflict have thrown immense uncertainty over the future of the SCO. The current presence
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of American military forces in Central Asia has injected a
Treaty on Friendship and Cooperation was the first formal
new dynamic into regional politics. It has highlighted the
treaty of friendship between the two since the beginning of
blunt dominance of Sino-Russian interests within the SCO
the Cold War.16 Yet the agreement merely codified ongoing
framework, as well as the weakness of the framework itself
developments that have increasingly linked the geopolitical
as both a security mechanism and a forum to combat the
strategies of these two countries over the last decade. They
growing American influence in the region. The evolution of
have exchanged engineers, scientists, and military officers
the SCO, then, is a salient yardstick that measures how well
in mutual training programs, engaged in joint military planRussia and China will coexist with each other as well as
ning exercises, and even pooled technological resources in
with the newly present US; it represents the struggle to mainorder to research shared defense threats, such as American
tain Sino-Russian hegemony over Central Asia in the face
stealth technology.17
of growing US interests and the stubborn presence of vioAt the moment of its formation, the SCO seemed the
lent Islamist-oriented movements.
perfect intersection of these two countries interests. It fused
Thus far, the SCO has been conspicuously silent  an
Moscows long-standing quest to increase control over the
uneasy quiet that many observers inregion with Beijings desire to create
terpret as a sign of the organizations
a multi-polar world. They envisaged
weaknesses. In the past year, the SCO
the organization as an instrument to
did not exercise a single military or
ensure the safety of Central Asia from
The SCO fused Moscows
political response to any terrorism-reforeign encroachment by exerting dual
quest to increase control over
lated issue, beyond offering condolence
hegemony over the region. For Rusthe region with Beijings desire
to the US for the 9/11 attacks. This is
sia, the organization seemed like a
to create a multi-polar world.
significant because a core part of the
convenient way to maintain suzerain
organizations raison dêtre was to encontrol over the Central Asia region
sure the regional stability of Central Asia by confronting
via the Belorussian option  allowing the preservation of
terrorism and Islamist extremism. Hence, when the group
formal national sovereignty of former Soviet states while
gathered in St. Petersburg in early June 2002 to sign its offideeply reintegrating them into the Russian zone of influcial 26-point legal charter,14 Western diplomats called the
ence via economic, cultural, and diplomatic means. Such
SCO a stillborn organization, an ineffective young allicontrol would bring stronger border security and also easy
ance made largely irrelevant by the insertion of US troops
access to the rich energy reserves of the region.18 For its
15
into the heart of Central Asia. They pointed out that the
part, China has long wished to develop the energy resources
SCO could not marshal any military answer to the Afghan
of the region in order to achieve civilian and military proproblem; furthermore, much to the alarm of Moscow and
duction targets over the next two decades; it also needed to
Beijing, its Central Asian members, particularly Uzbekistan,
safeguard its western flank from intrusion from foreign powgladly welcomed US requests to station its military forces
ers, particularly as it faces US military installations or USon their soil. This apparent lack of internal unity, comsupported military forces on its eastern front via South Kopounded with its inability to mount a cohesive strategy torea, Japan, and Taiwan.19 Mutual support for each others
wards the terrorist threat emanating from Afghanistan  a
policies defined much of the Sino-Russian relationship at
proximal danger literally next-door  has duly hurt the SCOs
the close of the 1990s, and the SCO represents a continuacredibility.
tion of this trend.
The SCO enters its second year of existence with an
However, the Sino-Russian relationship has faced conunclear future. It lies at the nexus of Sino-Russian attempts
siderable stress over the last year. During the war on terrorto consolidate, strengthen, and expand control of the Cenism, the Bush administration spearheaded an American raptral Asian region and American economic and political inprochement with Russia that clearly troubled Chinese leadterests. What began as an optimistic alliance to cement the
ership. The May 2002 Treaty of Moscow (which called for
strategic relations of China, Russia, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan,
the most ambitious Russian arms reductions in a decade)
Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan has now become a reflection of
and the creation of the NATO-Russian Council, which althe three primary vectors driving the economic and political
lowed Russia a voice in NATO policy for the first time, raised
future of Central Asia: Sino-Russian relations, US interests
considerable disquiet in Beijing. Chinese leaders worried
in the region, and the ongoing violence of Islamist militants.
that Russia would be pulled into the orbit of the West. PresiThe future of the SCO will mirror Central Asias gravitation
dent Jiang Zemin feared that this would marginalize China
towards any one of these different dynamics; examining these
and weaken its relative position vis-à-vis the Beijing-Mosfactors will lead to a richer understanding of the power policow-Washington strategic triangle.20 An uncommitted Rustics that now dominate the region.
sia would force China alone to push the SCO forward and
thus bear the burden of dealing with the regions major probSINO-RUSSIAN RELATIONS
lems, from the illegal drug and weapons trade to radical Islam.
Russia and China were the engines driving the SCOs
Despite these recent changes, however, the Sino-Ruscreation and therefore have the most at stake in its survival.
sian relationship will endure. Moscow still maintains strong
Over the last six years they have engaged in increasingly
ties with China, with which it shares a border of 4,600 miles.
tight bilateral relations, cooperating on issues like trade and
Putin has strenuously reassured Jiang Zemin at every SCO
border demilitarization; the June 2001 Good-Neighborly
meeting that he will not abandon the strategic framework of
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the group.21 Trade turnover is greater with China than with
and gas pipeline running from Central Asia through Pakithe US, and the Chinese military buys more than $1 billion
stan and India can bring much-needed revenues to these
in Russian arms annually.22 Furthermore, Russian foreign
warring states, giving the US greater influence over the peace
relations do not revolve around zero-sum logic; even as
process in the subcontinent.25
Russia grows closer to its Western allies, it will grow closer
The US has laid the foundation for a potential longstill to China since some of its most pressing domestic isterm presence by nurturing close partnerships with the Censues  particularly Islamist-styled separatist movements 
tral Asian states. Economic assistance to these states has
are also shared by China. In fact, some analysts have argued
drastically risen (aid to Uzbekistan nearly tripled this year
that Russia may be simply biding its time in order to meaalone), and the State Department has toned down its usually
sure its strength against the US before assuming its more
stringent criticisms of their poor treatment of human rights
traditional posture of opposition.23 Hence, it is highly likely
while simultaneously recommending key economic and political reforms.26 However, it is still not clear what lasting
that both countries will continue to invest in the SCO framework despite Moscows warming to the White House. The
imprint any American presence will leave. For example,
SCO will remain a front for Sinowhile its military bases in Kazakhstan,
Russian interests to control the CenTajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, and
tral Asian regions development.
Uzbekistan will not remain open inMoscow and Beijing much prefer
definitely (especially as other fronts
Even as Russia grows closer to its
their Central Asian neighbors to rely
in the war on terrorism open, such as
Western allies, it will grow closer
upon their economic and military
Yemen, Georgia, and now perhaps Instill to China since they share
assistance rather than ask for Westdonesia), plans have been drawn for
pressing domestic issues.
ern aid. This would make certain that
future military cooperation and trainthe rich physical resources of the reing exercises with these countries.27
The frequency and depth of such confidence-building meagion remain untapped by the West, and that the foreign polisures, however, have yet to be determined, leaving open three
cies of Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan
possibilities: the US may withdraw completely, as the reremain congruent with the broader desires of the Russian
gional theater of military operations winds down in favor of
and Chinese defense ministries.
nation-building efforts in Afghanistan; it may decide to leave
THE US PRESENCE
an enduring military presence in the Central Asian states;
or, it might choose to withdraw its armed forces, and instead
The growing American presence in Central Asia has
engage in deeper political and economic relations with the
radically distorted the political topography of the region; it
Central Asian states.
has uncovered the limitations of the SCO and will force
Russia and China wish to avoid the scenario of the US
Russia and China to alter their strategies vis-à-vis the secuforging stronger political and economies ties with the Central Asian states while also leaving a long-term military presrity and military concerns of the SCO states. The initial apence in the region. The greater any future US presence in
pearance of US troops in the region underscored the interthe region, the greater the chances that the SCO will connal dissension among SCO members: the Central Asian states
tinue to lose credibility as a regional security forum. Cerembraced the arrival of US troops on their military bases,
tainly, a powerful US presence would lure Central Asian
while Moscow and Beijing were dismayed by their
states away from Moscow and Beijing, to whom they have
arrival. 24 For Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, and
Uzbekistan, positive relationships with the US unlocked new
traditionally deferred. To some extent, this has already ocopportunities to obtain political and economic aid from the
curred; Uzbekistan, for instance, has begun a new strategic
West. Such relations allow these countries to complement
partnership with the US that has unsettled President Putin,
Sino-Russian attempts to court them with newfound Westwhose offers to help patrol the Uzbek-Afghan border with
ern attention. Reciprocally, the US and its allies have enRussian frontier guards have been met with only lukewarm
joyed the free use of their territory in order to stage military
responses.28 The Central Asian states leaders feel that their
operations into Afghanistan.
bargaining power with the West has palpably risen since the
The current war on terrorism has given the US, which
start of the war in Afghanistan, even as a bristling Russia
has traditionally been excluded from Central Asia, a key
steps up its offers of joint military training and arms sales at
foothold in establishing its influence in the region. From a
concessionary prices, and China attempts to accelerate its
long-term vantage point, the US holds two primary interests
lucrative energy development and pipeline projects in
in the area: first, it has long eyed the regions rich oil and
Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan.29
gas reserves, as American companies eagerly wish to deThe Central Asian states rapprochement with the US
velop this energy wealth; second, it desires tactical ground
and increasing inattention to the desires of Moscow and
to observe nearby political developments, especially in South
Beijing signal the SCOs lack of unity. Russia and China, of
Asia. A strong presence in Central Asia could be used as
course, are concerned about losing concrete influence in
leverage in its political influence in shaping Indian-Pakineighboring states over which they almost always have exstani relations, for instance, particularly at a time when the
erted great authority. The presence of American forces so
US is building stronger military ties with both countries.
close to Russia and China  US troops in Bishkek, for inSome observers note that these issues are linked: some enstance, are only 200 miles from the Chinese border  and
ergy analysts, for example, claim that a US-controlled oil
within SCO member states themselves effectively nullifies
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the security framework of the group, since it conveys the
image that the SCO states cannot police Central Asia without Western assistance. If its security components are found
deficient, the SCO will essentially be reduced to a mere political forum, a podium for Russia and China to address the
world rather than a genuine attempt to forge a new security
strategy for Central Asia.

tions of such repressive tactics in its attempts to nurture more
cordial relations with these states.
Ironically, this strategy actually sustains an ebb-and-flow
cycle of Islamist violence. Brutal repression alienates
unemployed youths who face little real economic and
political opportunity. This, combined with extensive
disillusionment regarding the persistent institutional failures
of their governments to provide even the barest semblance
ISLAMIST MILITANCY
of a just, efficient state, has allowed Islamist militant
networks to easily recruit more fighters. In turn, continuing
The final factor influencing the
urban bombings and infrequent but
SCO and Central Asia is the ongoing
deadly attacks on rural and military
struggle with Islamist militancy. While
posts spur these governments to
The organizational rhetoric of
the war in Afghanistan restrained viomaintain their religious and political
the SCO has often focused on
lent Islamic radicalism, it did not elimirepression. In Chechnya and Xinjiang,
Islamist terrorism and its danger
nate it, and in fact it multiplied the
for instance, the low-level violence of
to regional stability.
threat by dispersing the various IslamIslamist separatist groups has allowed
ist groups operating out of AfghaniMoscow and Beijing to further
stan into hiding across Central and
suppress the population under the
South Asia. In addition, relatively moderate Islamist groups,
justification of providing for national security.
such as Hizb-ut-Tahrir (Islamist Freedom Party), have actuUnsurprisingly, the ethnic-separatist conflicts in these two
ally grown more radical and violent since the inception of
regions, inflamed by radical Islamists, still linger. This
the Afghan conflict due to increased enmity towards the US
assures that Islamist groups, while not strong enough to
as well as the procurement of new arms and equipment left
topple the Central Asian states, can still seriously undermine
by fleeing Taliban and Al Qaeda units.30
the ability of these governments to effectively rule their
Notably, the perceived potential danger of Islamist militerritory. There is also the distinct danger that Islamist groups
tants is the main threat that binds the regional security polimay be joining forces in order to better coordinate future
cies of the SCO countries together. All its members share
attacks. Kalyk Imankulov, head of the Kyrgyz National
growing unease with Islamist-styled militancy or separatist
Security Service, believes that logistical cooperation and
movements, and that disquiet helped fuel the formation of
joint planning have already commenced between the IMU,
the SCO. China faces its perennial Uighur separatist probTajik and Kyrgyz Islamists, and even Uighur nationalists
lem in Xinjiang; Russia wages its costly war in Chechnya
from China.33
while also uneasily observing public sentiment in its preThe SCO finds itself in a precarious position with respect
dominantly Muslim provinces, such as Tatarstan and
to the issue of Islamist violence. Clearly, none of the SCO
Dagestan; and Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan all
states besides Russia and China can contain Islamist militants
struggle with violent Islamist movements, like Hizb-ut-Tahrir
alone. Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan in particular lack the
and the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU), fermentdomestic resources to permanently sustain any effective
ing in the volatile Ferghana Valley.31
military campaigns against them. For example, for years
While some of these groups have been decimated by
Russian troops have patrolled the Tajik border with
the US campaign  for instance, the IMUs leader Juma
Afghanistan at the request of the nervous Tajik government,
Namangani was reportedly killed in Afghanistan earlier this
who feared Islamist incursions from the then-Taliban ruled
year, and many of its fighters were captured or killed  the
Afghanistan. Such perception that Russia and China were
perceived threat of radical Islam has been constructed to be
the only powers that would contribute to the regions security
far beyond the actual capacity of Islamic extremists to chalcompelled the Central Asian states to support the formation
lenge the Central Asian governments.32 In reality, while they
of the SCO in the first place. Moscow and Beijing recognize
certainly possess the logistical capabilities and manpower
this, and hence much of the organizational rhetoric of the
to wage destructive urban and guerilla campaigns, they do
SCO has often focused on Islamist terrorism and its danger
not have the ability to topple the Central Asian governments.
to regional stability. The group has even planned a regional
Central Asian leaders have over-projected the danger of Isanti-terrorism center in Bishkek, which would pool the
lamist militancy and nurtured the image of their states as
intelligence operations of each member country and maintain
besieged entities under constant attack from Islamic fundaa standing rapid deployment force comprised of Russian and
mentalism. By doing so, they justify their hard-line political
Chinese troops.34
tactics that consolidate their authoritarian positions, such as
Yet, while the SCO proclaims terrorism and religious
harassing and imprisoning major Muslim leaders, registerextremism to be two of its primary targets, the group has not
ing and monitoring all religious groups, and downplaying
taken a single collective measure against any Islamist
any public displays of Islamic identity within civil society.
movement within its member states. Prior to 9/11, the Central
Despite heightened criticism from human rights groups such
Asian states, for lack of a better option, supported Russia
as Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International, these
and Chinas policies within the SCO, gaining promises of
authoritarian tactics have intensified over the last year. Furregional security in exchange for mutual cooperation in
thermore, the US has notably softened its usual condemnabattling the perceived Islamist threat. The new US presence
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changed this geopolitical situation. Warmer relations with
the US have temporarily lessened the Central Asian states
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TOSH MINOHARA: A New Look at the Road to Pearl
Harbor: Japanese Decoding/Deciphering Operations and the
Implications for US-Japan Relations September 27, 2002
BY THOMAS TSO

In a lecture on September 27, Professor Minohara of
Japans Kobe University presented his discovery that may
reform the accepted view of events leading up to Pearl Harbor. Over the summer of 2001, Minohara discovered a declassified CIA report detailing the decoding of US and British codes by Japanese code-breakers. His collaborators subsequently confirmed the revelation after finding translated
and decoded US diplomatic telegrams in the Japanese archives. This discovery received a lot of press coverage last
year on both sides of the Pacific during the Pearl Harbor 60th
anniversary.
The conventional theory regarding the beginnings of the
Pacific War characterizes Japanese intelligence as laggards
in the battle over information. Though most documents in
the Japanese archives regarding the code-breaking capabilities were destroyed right before the Japanese surrender,
Minohara and his colleagues were surprised to discover deciphered intercepted telegrams in Japanese archives. The
researchers also interviewed the surviving members of the
Japanese intelligence effort. Many of the details have remained murky and classified, because after the war, the US
employed the former Japanese cryptologists in their efforts
to break Soviet codes. Thus, there was never a public investigation into Japanese codebreaking efforts and punishment
of Japanese codebreakers by the US.
Most of Minoharas lecture described his reformed
theory of the development of the Japanese intelligence industry before the start of the Pacific War. Before the war, the
Japanese intelligence effort was focused on breaking Chinese and Soviet codes, but in 1921 the government created a
joint committee to break US diplomatic codes. The Japanese
were severely undermanned in their ambitious enterprise. US
intelligence agencies employed more than 50,000 people and
the British employed about 20,000. Japan, on the other hand,
had less than 1,000 intelligence employees. So, how were
the Japanese able to break the diplomatic codes? Minohara
believes that the CIA theory from the declassified report is
possibly correct: Herbert O. Yardley, one of the founders of
the American intelligence agencies, intentionally betrayed
his country by covertly helping the Japanese code-breaking
efforts while he was aiding the Chinese. Minohara also speculates that, despite conventional theory, there was cooperation between the various divisions of the Japanese Army,
Navy, and Telegraph office in deciphering messages.
In addition to his new narration of the development of
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Japanese intelligence efforts, Minohara also speculated on
the deciphering effortss effects on the diplomatic history of
that period. Minohara suspects that the poor translations of
decoded diplomatic telegrams exacerbated both nations
slides towards war. For example, decrypted American messages included personal attacks on the Japanese diplomats
that angered the Japanese side. In addition, after reading a
decoded Japanese diplomatic transcription stating that Japanese demands were an ultimatum, the US dropped a final
diplomatic arrangement that might have delayed the start of
war. The actual message said that the demands were ultimatum-like, but the mistranslation appeared to close all possibilities for peace for the diplomats. Togo, a primary Japanese diplomat at the time, became disillusioned at this breakdown, which he knew about through decrypted messages.
Consequently, he changed from supporting the peace efforts
to supporting the war efforts.
KENNEDY SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT PANEL:
China, One Year After WTO Accession? October 1, 2002
BY JENNIFER CHIEN

On October 1, a panel of three China experts gathered at
the Kennedy School of Government to address the broad topic
of China, One Year After WTO Accession? The panel consisted of Mr. Liqun Jin, Vice Minister of Finance for the
Peoples Republic of China; Professor Jeff Frankel, from the
Kennedy School of Government; and Professor Yasheng
Huang, from Harvard Business School. Professor Anthony
Saich, from the Kennedy School of Government, served as
the moderator.
Professor Saich opened the discussion by providing background on the various factors surrounding the current debate
on China and its WTO (World Trade Organization) accession. The agreement for Chinas entry into the WTO was
signed in November 1999 and called for a host of protocols
for China to follow. If implemented fully, the agreement will
have significant implications not only for the Chinese
economy, but also for its local and national government operations and its overall development strategy. The WTO
agreement calls for, among other things, large tariff reductions and changes to the banking and financial sector structures.
Vice Minister Jin began by stating that Chinas WTO
agreement is a refutation of absurd views that China is a
threat to other countries or that China will collapse in the
near future. Sustained development in China depends on its
integration with the world economy, and the Chinese government believes that WTO accession is a key step in the
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transition to a full market economy. Jin noted that it will take
time to fully comply with the WTO agreement, as there are
many structural and operational difficulties to address. However, he cited the following examples of progress: 1) training
programs have begun to inform senior government officials
on WTO protocols; 2) all legal documents with trading partners have been put under review, involving about 2,300 documents, 830 of which have been abrogated; 3) prompt action
has been taken to reduce tariffs on numerous items; 4) work
is in progress to open service areas and increase intellectual
property protection; and 5) a WTO inquiry center has been
created to enhance transparency and report on the implementation of WTO protocols.
Professor Frankel provided information on the US perspective regarding Chinas WTO accession. He attributed the
long delay in accession to mixed feelings on both sides; the
long list of issues about which the US felt strongly always
stalled negotiations. The US ended up still asking for and
getting a lot in the WTO agreement, such as tariff cuts on
manufactured goods, reductions in auto tariffs from 100% to
24%, the phasing out of quantitative restrictions, and the shifting of state-owned enterprises from operating on political
considerations to focusing on economic considerations. This
hard bargain will likely require a difficult adjustment on
Chinas part. As some state-owned enterprises will likely be
unprofitable, problems for banks and employees may be created. Frankel posed the question of whether there will be a
social safety net to handle such cases. The WTO agreement
could also potentially cause friction between the US and China
if the US trade deficit continues to grow and China represents a large part of that growth. However, Frankels overall
conclusion is that the WTO agreement is good for China for
three main reasons: 1) trade is good, based on the correlative
effect on GDP; 2) Chinas role in the WTO, and consequently
the role of developing countries, will now have more equal
weight relative to the US and the EU; and 3) the WTO agreement is a commitment device for reforms in China.
Professor Huangs presentation addressed the domestic
side of the WTO issue. He cited numerous facts to show increasing growth in private companies in China, and support
of these private companies from the government, particularly since 1997. For example, increasing numbers of export
licenses have been granted to private firms, and a number of
restrictions regarding investments of private firms have been
abolished. These changes have several implications. Private
sector growth has been extremely significant in economic
growth in China. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is speculated to increase with WTO entry, but relative to total investments, the ratio of FDI has been declining since 1997 due to
investments from domestic private companies. As these private firms gain in competitiveness, foreign firms will only be
able to move into the Chinese market where they have technological or financial advantages.
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RODERICK MACFARQUHAR: Political Succession in
China October 2, 2002
BY ANDY ENG

On October 2, the day after China celebrated 53 years
of Communist rule, a packed house gathered to hear Professor MacFarquhar share his perspectives on political succession in China. The timing of the seminar was impeccable, in
light of the upcoming Party Congress in November when
President Jiang Zemin is expected to hand over power to his
heir apparent, Hu Jintao (the current Vice Premier). In his
brief but insightful talk, MacFarquhar walked the attentive
audience through various momentous episodes of leadership
change in China and spoke on issues pertaining to Chinese
elite politics at large.
To start off, MacFarquhar drew on Chinas rich history
and spoke about the shroud of secrecy that characterized the
process of succession in the imperial court during the Ming
and Qing dynasties. As he elaborated, this practice was carried over to modern day China. Mao Zedong, followed by
Deng Xiaoping, often baffled the majority and left everyone
guessing with regards to their choice of a political successor.
MacFarquhar highlighted the sense of confusion and intrigue
that surrounded Maos selection of his heir apparent. Maos
protectiveness over his legacy turned into an obsession that
bordered on paranoia. As a result, the political succession
process during the Maoist era was marked by great indecisiveness and frequent about-turns. A particular political tool
that incumbent leaders liked to use at that time was the twofront system. This meant that incumbents would shy away
from the anointment of a single heir apparent. Instead, they
preferred to leave the choice of a successor to a toss-up between two or more candidates. Such a development only
served to provide for greater uncertainty in the process of
leadership transfer in China.
After Maos death, Deng Xiaoping carried on with this
two-front tradition by turning the succession process into
a two-way fight between Hu Yaobang and Zhao Ziyang. The
lack of a clear heir-apparent gave rise to a series of leadership crises: first in 1986 (when Hu Yaobang was purged),
and again in 1989 (when Zhao Ziyang fell from power after
the Tiananmen incident). It was then that Deng decided to
stabilize the leadership selection process, by anointing Hu
Jintao as Jiang Zemins successor, even before Jiang took
over the post from Deng. Such a move effectively curbed
Jiangs influence in the succession process and heralded a
sharp departure from past practices where the power of appointment was vested on the incumbent.
Professor MacFarquhar then raised some salient questions about Chinas upcoming leadership change. Which of
the three major posts that Jiang Zemin currently holds (Party
General Secretary, Chairman of Military Affairs Council and
President) will he relinquish, if any? Will Dengs vision of
the simultaneous retirement of the three main party elders
(Jiang Zemin, Zhu Rongji and Li Peng) be realized? Unfortunately, there remains much uncertainty with regards to these
questions.
In the final part of his talk, Professor MacFarquhar spoke
about the imperial system that the Chinese Communist Party
had set up during the Maoist era  an imperial system that
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replaced Confucianism with Communism. That system was
more powerful than the previous one, and presiding over it
was emperor Mao himself. Unfortunately, no such imperial figure sits at the political apex in the present day. In the
post-Mao and Deng era, no incumbent leader enjoys the paramount status that the previous two enjoyed. Does this signal
a change in the process of political succession where the successor is handpicked by his predecessor? If so, is this change
a crucial part of Chinas final transition? These were the
thought-provoking questions that Professor MacFarquhar
offered to conclude his talk.
RODOLFO SEVERINO: ASEAN and the Challeges of
Globalization October 3, 2002
BY KAREN TEOH

Faced with the rise of continent-sized economies, how
should the nations of Southeast Asia respond? This was the
fundamental question addressed by Association of South East
Asian Nations (ASEAN) Secretary-General Rodolfo Severino
when he spoke at the ARCO Forum of the Kennedy School
of Government about the future of ASEAN in an increasingly globalized world. His presentation was divided into a
prepared speech on the history, evolution and future trajectory of ASEAN, followed by a lively question-and-answer
session that added dimension to the themes raised in his
speech.
Secretary-General Severino identified ASEANs
transformation for the current era as its greatest organizational
challenge. Since its founding in 1967, ASEAN has passed
through various distinct phases, starting with an inauspicious
beginning at a time of political tension and uncertainty for
its five founding members, through a period of increasing
regional stability (including the enlargement of its
membership in recent years). Today, attention has shifted to
expanding its area of stabilization and increasing economic
integration, possibly through the development of a Southeast
Asian free trade zone. This latest phase is also characterized
by an awareness of increasing world attention on global issues
such as health, the environment and corporate activities, which
affect not only each of ASEANs members but also the
associations role and responsibilities as a regional body. With
an approximate population of 520 million people producing
a total gross national product equal to that of China, and
holding the status of fifth-largest export market for the United
States, Severino emphasized that ASEAN is keen to slash
trade tariffs between member nations to five percent or less
in order to increase its overall economic competitiveness.
ASEAN would also like to enhance cooperation on issues
such as illicit trafficking of drugs and people, HIV/AIDS,
environmental problems and terrorism, and to continue to
serve as a force for political peace and stability.
Naturally, such ambitious goals are not easily achieved.
Elaborating on the challenges facing ASEAN in its efforts to
modernize and expand its role in the region, Severino placed
particular emphasis on whether or not ASEAN is prepared
to make the necessary political decisions in order to realize
regional economic integration. Factors that require
accommodation on each countrys part include non-tariff
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barriers, transportation links, disparities in technology and
product standards, and tailored solutions for specific
industries such as services, finance and tourism. Coordination
of national policies is complex, as is the enforcement of terms
and adjudication of disputes. Successful cooperation would
require member countries to voluntarily cede some national
sovereignty for regional interests, which in turn can only
happen when mutual trust, deriving from a deep sense of
community and the assurance of popular support, is present.
In addition, governments would have to clamp down on
political and corporate corruption where present, and increase
the effectiveness of laws such as those protecting intellectual
property rights.
In Severinos opinion, these challenges can be overcome
with vision and political fortitude. Having identified the key
changes that it needs to make in order to adapt to a new global
economic order, he declared that ASEAN has elected to
respond by bolstering its regional stability and economic
strength, to increase its influence on the world stage.
ALAIN DELISSEN: Seoul, Summer 1925 -- The Social
Space / A Natural Event October 31, 2002
BY LORETTA KIM

Emphasizing the rare opportunity to host a colleague
from Europe as a seminar speaker, Korea Institute Director
and Professor of Korean History Carter Eckert presented
Professor Alain Delissen and said that among other subjects,
he would elaborate on a frequent but mysterious topic in their
previous conservations, my flood. Delissen prefaced his
talk with the disclaimer that his research is still in progress
and his presentation would be primarily a demographic introduction to 1925 Seoul.
The first topic Delissen addressed was dualism, a defining feature of colonial society, between the Japanese and
Korean groups. Political, ethnic and cultural hierarchies permeated Seoul. Three levels of government operated in Seoul:
the governor-generals base, the provincial, and the metropolitan authorities. In 1914, Seoul was divided into 180 units
in an administrative reform. From that point on, Korean and
Japanese residents were theoretically subject to the same
administrative framework. However, as the first Seoul Land
Registration Survey of 1925 revealed, Korean and Japanese
neighborhoods remained explicitly separate, clustered in one
part of the city or another. It seemed more than merely coincidental that the former were concentrated in the south and
southeast, areas considered prestigious today, whereas the
latter occupied the northern half and the fringes of the city.
Ethnic boundaries were also carefully sketched out in nonKorean enclaves within Seoul. Delissen pointed out the presence of 500 foreigners, presumably mostly European or
American, in the old embassy district, and 5,000 Chinese in
pockets throughout the city. The most ethnically diverse areas were shopping and trade districts in the heart of the city.
The aforementioned flood, from July 9 to July 15, 1925,
altered not only these conditions but changed the existing
political and social relationships. The Han River rose from
its typical depth of eight meters to eleven meters, destroying
13,000 houses and killing 600 people. Oddly enough, Delissen
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said, it is mentioned only briefly in textbooks and other historical reports. Only three Koreans and six Japanese are officially listed as casualties. One explanation for this lack of
notice is that floods were not unusual in Seoul. One occurred
in 1920 and another in 1936, leaving 2,000 dead. However,
Delissen emphasized that disasters are powerful tools for
the authorities and the 1925 flood in particular was interpreted as a sign of chaos not only in Korea but elsewhere in
Asia.
Ethnic bias played a role in relief efforts. One political
cartoon shows a half-drowned man; the meaning was that
colonial authorities were more prompt in saving Japanese
residents, ultimately at the expense of Koreans in equal or
greater need. This does not mean that Koreans were entirely
neglected. Some Japanese policemen cooked rice in their
patrol boxes to feed hungry Koreans. Also, some Koreans
advocated self-sufficiency and eschewed the assumption that
Koreans should wait for assistance. Korean civil associations,
which the colonial authorities had attempted to keep apart,
formed relief societies, even though there were already Japanese-dominated organizations fulfilling that function. Donations reveal divided loyalties among the Korean population
of Seoul, with pro-colonial individuals giving to Japanese
relief societies, pro-independence individuals giving to Korean ones, and companies contributing to both.
Delissens meticulous presentation style and visible enthusiasm about his topic made the talks conclusion after the
analysis of the flood seem a bit abrupt and premature. It would
have been edifying and interesting to learn more about Seoul
in the middle of its colonial history. One can only hope that
the Korea Institute will invite Professor Delissen once again
to give a follow-up lecture with the new details he uncovers.
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